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Bibliography of Subsidence-Related Literature
B. A. Trent, R. A. Bauer, P. B. DuMontelle
Illinois State Geological Survey
The Illinois Mine Subsidence Research Program (IMSRP) compiled this bibliography as an aid to
mining company technical personnel, persons involved with agriculture in coal-resource areas in
Illinois, and mine subsidence researchers. The references were entered onto a computer database
management system at the Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS). Entries were collected from
journals, proceedings, bibliographies, public and private libraries, and other sources.
The 2200 references in this bibliography represent the output of the database as of January 1,
1988. This bibliography is not intended to be complete--it will be continually updated. The
references are listed alphabetically by first author and year of publication. Short abstracts or
descriptions of the works are included with many of the entries. Key subjects are included for
each entry. The subject-author index that accompanies the reference list includes 100 selected key
subjects.
This database is designed for computer access using more than one keyword. The keywords selected
to produce the subject-author index show the advantage of making on-line searches. For example,
more than two pages of authors are listed under the keyword "coal mining." During an on-line
search, a second, third, or fourth keyword would be entered to narrow the search and better fit
the researcher's interest. We have printed the bibliography so that those without access to
computers or the ISGS facilities can use the material, and also so that authors may check their
entries for errors and omissions.
Readers are invited to call or write the Earth Hazards and Engineering Geology Section of the ISGS
with requests for specific searches. The books and articles listed are not necessarily available
in libraries; many items may be out of print. We will be pleased to assist researchers in locating
reference material if the material is available. Researchers are invited to submit additions to
the bibliography. We prefer to receive copies of articles so that we can more easily select key
words.
The basis for this bibliography is INMAGIC, a database management system developed for library use
by Inmagic, Inc., Cambridge, MA. The original 741 references used for this database came from
U.S. Bureau of Mines Information Circular 9007, "Subsidence Information for Underground
Mines— Literature Assessment and Annotated Bibliography." We have followed the general format of
IC 9007 for this bibliography. The IMSRP Technical Committee helped to select entries and
keywords
.
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The applicability to the Sydney Coalfield of existing guidelines for the safe working of
undersea coal reserves was uncertain. Land truthed data was extrapolated to undersea conditions,
rather than empirically derived from seabed truthed data. Therefore, initiation of a major
research effort was proposed to monitor subsidence development over these undersea workings.
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the Illinois Coal Basin, Southern Illinois Univ. at Carbondale, Carbondale, IL, 1980.
time factor, ground control, coal mining
Aughenbaugh, N. B. Effects of Humidity on Ground Control in Mining and Tunnelling. Soc. of Mining
Engr. Mining Symposium Pub. No. 81-M & E-04, 1981.
ground control, mine design, mine operation, tunnelling
Aughenbaugh, N. B., C. D. Elifrits. Subsidence and Time. SME-AIME preprint #83-388, pres. at the
SME-AIME Fall Meeting and Exhibit, Salt Lake City, UT, Oct. 19-21, 1983, 9 pp.
time factor, room-and-pi liar, abandoned mines, prediction
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Proc, Jubilee Symposium on Mine Filling. Mount
Isa, Australia, Aug. 19-22, 1973, 282 pp.
Details research on fill properties and filling techniques.
backfilling
Ayala, C. F. J., H. R. Lain, H. L. Lain, V. E. Perianes. Subsidence Control (Determination of
Movements at the Surface; Consequences of the Subsidence at the Surface.) Ch. 3.7 in Introduccion a
los Usos Industriales y Urbanos del Espacio Subterraneo y Su Tecnologia (Introduction to the
Industrial and Urban Uses of the Underground Space, and Their Technology.), pp. 191-194. Instituto
Geologico y Minero de Espana, Madrid, Spain, 1986, 351 pp. (English version),
ground control, surface subsidence damage
Ayala, C. F. J., H. R. Lain, H. L. Lain, V. E. Perianes. Introduccion a los Usos Industriales y
Urbanos del Espacio Subterraneo y Su Tecnologia (Introduction to the Industrial and Urban Uses of
the Underground Space, and Their Technology.) Instituo Geologico y Minero de Espana, Madrid, Spain,
1986, 351 pp.
land-use planning, historical, tunnelling, non-metal mining, abandoned mines, utilities,
railways, roads, architecture, subsurface water, modeling, roof stability, pillar strength, elastic
theory, roof bolting, rock mechanics
Aynsley, W. J., G. Hewitt. Subsidence Observations Over Shallow Workings, Including Pneumatic
Stowing and Rapidly-Advancing Faces. Min. Eng., London, v. 120, Apr., 1961, pp. 552-569.
Discusses the effects of different backfilling systems on surface subsidence and resulting
surface damage in shallow workings; compares subsidence recorded where both a full and partial area
of influence have been worked. Also compares rapidly advancing faces versus conventional machine
mine workings.
backfilling, mine design
Aynsley, W. J., G. Hewitt. Subsidence Observations Over Shallow Workings. Colliery Guardian, v.
202, May 18, 1961, pp. 577-583.
backf i lling
Babcock, C. 0., V. E. Hooker. Results of Research to Develop Guidelines for Mining Near Surface
and Underground Bodies of Water. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 8741, 1977, 17 pp.
surface water, subsurface water, hydrology, mine operation
Babcock, S. D. Undermining as an Element in Land Use Planning. M.S. Thesis, Southern IL Univ.,
Edwardsville, IL, 1973, 84 pp.
land-use planning
Badenhorst, G. P. Legal Aspects on the Undermining of Structures and the Use of Undermined Ground.
SANGORM Symposium, Oct. 21, 1986, Sandton, South Africa, pp. 1-6. International Society for Rock
Mechanics, South African National Group.
In almost all the cases where minerals are mined, a dual relationship, in legal terms, is to
be found. Firstly there is a relationship between the owner of the land and the holder of the
mineral rights, regulated mainly by principles of private law. Secondly the State exercises
control over the mining of minerals to a greater or lesser extent, depending on the nature of the
minerals, and its relationship with the mineral right holder is regulated by public law.
surface structural damage, law, government, historical, metal mining, engineering
Baeckstrom, L., L. Carlsson, A. Carlstedt, A. Hornsten. Influence on the Groundwater Conditions in
a Multi layered Aquifer System by Alum-Shale Mining. Symposium on Water in Mining and Underground
Works, SIAMOS— 78, Granada, Spain, 1978, pp. 17-26.
subsurface water, non-metal mining
Bailey, C. H. The Reports of the Royal Commission on Mining Subsidence. Colliery Guardian, v.
136, 1928, pp. 431-433, 530-552.
mine design, construction, engineering, law
Bakhtar, K., A. Black, R. Cameron. Load Response of Modelled Underground Structures. Proc, 26th
U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD, June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth, ed., pp. 1255-1260.
A series of seven tests were conducted on circular cross-section modelled tunnels simulated in
large blocks of jointed tuff-rock simulant. Tests were performed under quasi-static and dynamic
loading conditions.
modeling, tunnelling
Ball, D. G., J. E. Powell. High Capacity Pneumatic Conveyor Transport in Underground Mining.
Western Miner, April, 1972.
Describes Radmark pneumatic conveyors for backfilling metal mines.
backfilling, metal mining
Bals, R. Beitrag zur Frage der Vorausberechnung Bergbaulicher Senkungen. (Contribution to the
Problem of Precalculating Mining Subsidence.) Mitteilungen aus dem Markscheidewesen, v. 42/43,
1931-32, pp. 98-111 (in German),
prediction
Bals, R. Elastic Re-Deformations of Carboniferous Strata During Working and Their Importance on
the Effect of Extracting Steep and Folded Seams in the Rock Mass and at the Surface. Extracted by
National Coal Board, Translating and Interpreting Branch, 1967, 52 pp.
coal mining. National Coal Board
Bamberger, K. F., E. Bauer, D. Hartmann, F. Hollman, K. Luetgindorf. Early Detection of Mining
Damages. Bonn-Bad Godesborg, Fed. Rep. Germany, Aug., 1980, 259 pp. NTIS BMFT-FB-T-80-039.
surface subsidence damage
Banerjee, A. Some Aspects of the Problems of Strata Control in Bord-and-Pillar Mining. J. Mines,
Metals & Fuels, Mechanization of Mines--Special Issue, 1962, pp. 334-344.
ground control, room-and-pi liar
Banerjee, A. N. Hydraulic Sand Stowing: Indian Practice. Mining Conference, School of Mines and
Metallurgy, University of Otago, Paper No. 33, May, 1953.
backf i lling
Banerjee, S. P., R. S. Shylienger. Mine Drainage Problems in Indian Coalfields, with Special
Reference to the Problems in Jharia Coalfield. Symposium on Water in Mining and Underground Works,
SIAM0S--78, Granada, Spain, 1978, pp. 27-44.
hydrology, coal mining
Bao-Szen, L. Application of Theory of Stochastic Media to Determination of Profile of Subsidence
Trough on Ground Surface Due to Exploitation of Inclined Deposit. Bull. Acad. Pol. Sci., Ser. Sci.
Tech., v. 9, No. 9, 1961, pp. 541-546.
prediction, stochastic model
Barczak, T. M., R. C. Garson. Shield Mechanics and Resultant Load Vector Studies. U.S. Bureau of
Mines RI 9027, 1986. 43 pp.
The term "resultant load vector" is defined as the representation of the forces applied to a
longwall roof support element by strata activity through a single, quantifiable measure of support
resistance.
roof support, roof stability
Bardill, J. D., D. L. Cenis. Studies of Several Flocculants to Improve Hydraulic Backfill
Characteristics. U. S. Bureau of Mines RI 5597, 1960, 19 pp.
Describes the use of flocculants to disperse slime throughout the fill material to prevent the
formation of impervious slime layers on the top of each fill sequence.
backf
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Bardill, J. D., D. R. Corson, W. R. Wayment. Factors Influencing the Design of Hydraulic Backfill
Systems (In Two Parts). 2. Friction-Head Losses of Barite and Limestone Slurries During Pipeline
Transport. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 6066, 1962, 33 pp.
backf i lling
Bar la, G. B., S. Boshkov. Investigations of Differential Strata Movements and Water Table
Fluctuations During Longwall Operations at the Somerset Mine No. 60. Dep. Energy contract ET-76-
C-01-9041, Columbia Univ., 1978, 49 pp. NTIS FE-9041-1.
This paper gives the results of research done near Washington, PA, which involved the
instrumentation and monitoring of water table fluctuations and differential strata movements over a
longwall mine.
subsurface water, monitoring design, monitoring installation, monitoring equipment, coal
mining, longwall
Barnard, S. Key Administrative Aspects of Subsidence Abatement Projects. Proc, 1985 Conf. on Coal
Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L. Hynes,
ed.
, pp. 271-280. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural
Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
The Wyoming Abandoned Mined Lands program is structured such that the investigation, design,
and construction management is done by consulting engineers. During the administration of these
projects, it became apparent that not only is the design of vital importance, but also many "non-
engineering" items play a key role in the projects' overall well-being.
abandoned mines, reclamation, backfilling, engineering, historical, land-use planning, land
values, coal mining, subsidence research
Barnes, D. Subsidence Awareness and Planning in the City of Colorado Springs. Proc, 1985 Conf.
on Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L.
Hynes, ed., pp. 267-270. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural
Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
Discusses land-use planning and development in the Colorado Springs area related to mine
subsidence and the city's Planning Department Geology Section report, "Guide for Future Land Use."
abandoned mines, land-use planning, surface structural damage, soils, reclamation, land
values, utilities, coal mining
Barr, B. I. G., R. Delpak. Prediction of Ground Movement in Areas of Mining Subsidence. Highway
Eng., v. 21, June, 1974, pp. 18-22, 36.
Deals with the estimation of surface strains and deflections caused as a result of longwall
methods. The Sims-Bridle method of prediction is discussed, and displacement-calculation
procedures are detailed.
horizontal displacement, prediction, computer
Barraclough, L. J. Roof Breaks in Longwall Workings. Colliery Guardian, v. 145, 1932, pp. 572-577,
662-664, 845.
Properties of roof materials from longwall mines in Wales were studied in the laboratory.
backfilling, roof stability, longwall, lab testing
Barraclough, L. J. Effects of Cogs in Level Seams--Resistance Offered to Roof Subsidence. Iron and
Coal Trades Review, v. 129, 1934, p. 586.
Convergence of the roof supported by cogs was measured by automatic recorders.
monitoring equipment, roof support
Barraclough, L. J. The Use of Convergence Recorders in Longwall Workings. Iron and Coal Trades
Review, v. 128, 1934, pp. 525-526; v. 129, 1934, p. 460.
longwal
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Barraclough, L. J. The Resistance Developed by Steel Supports. Colliery Guardian, v. 152, 1936,
pp. 765-768.
Resistance of various types and designs of supports was measured in a longwall mine.
roof support, longwall
Barraclough, L. J., M. A. Hogan. Laboratory Tests on Bag Supports. Colliery Guardian, v. 152,
1936, pp. 341-345.
Compression tests were made to study the strength and manner of failure of packs built with
dirt-filled bags for roof support.
roof support, lab testing
Barrientos, 6., J. Parker. Use of the Pressure Arch in Mine Design at White Pine. Trans., SME-
AIME, v. 255, March, 1974, pp. 75-82.
mine design
Barry, A. J., 0. B. Nair, J. S. Miller. Specifications for Selected Hydraulic-Powered Roof
Supports; With a Method to Estimate Support Requirements for Longwalls. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC
8424, 1969, 15 pp.
mine design, ground control, longwall, roof stability, roof support
Barry, A. J., 0. B. Nair. In-Situ Tests of Bearing Capacity of Roof and Floor in Selected
Bituminous Coal Mines. A Progress Report— Longwall Mining. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 7046, 1970, 20
pp.
Discusses development and field testing of a method for estimation of the bearing capacity of
mine roofs and floors. The relationship between penetration of the strata and imposed loads is
determined by in situ tests to define bearing plate dimensions for hydraulic roof support jacks at
longwall extraction faces.
pillar strength, roof stability, floor stability, longwall, in situ testing, roof support,
coal mining
Barry, A. J. Ground Control with Longwall Mining. Mining Congress Journal, June, 1970, pp. 53-55.
longwall, ground control, mine design, coal mining
Barton, N. Engineering Classification of Rock Masses for the Design of Tunnel Support. Rock
Mechanics, v. 6, 1974, pp. 189-236.
tunnelling, engineering, rock mechanics, mine design, roof stability
Batchelor, A. S. Correlation of Roadway Displacement With Stress Redistribution and Strata
Movement Caused by Longwall Mining. Ph.D. Thesis, Dep. Min. Eng., Univ. Nottingham, England, 1968.
longwall
Bateman, A. M., H. G. Moulton. Ground Movement and Subsidence. In Mining Engineers Handbook, v. 1,
Sec. 10,. Art. 112, 1941, R. Peale, ed., John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York.
Reviews theories of ground movement due to mining, including opposing opinions concerning the
extent and mechanics of surface subsidence.
prediction, surface subsidence damage
Bates, R. C, W. R. Wayment. Laboratory Study of Factors Influencing Waterflow in Mine Backfill.
U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 7034, 1967, 45 pp.
Describes the development of empirical equations for the prediction of percolation rate,
coefficient of permeability, and seepage velocity for classified hydraulic backfills.
backf
i
lling
Bauer, E. R., G. J. Chekan, J. L. Hill III. A Borehole Instrument for Measuring Mining-Induced
Pressure Changes in Underground Coal Mines. Proc, 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City,
SD, June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth, ed., pp. 1075-1084.
Current ground control research at the U.S. Bureau of Mines indicates the need for a simple
and inexpensive instrument for measuring mining- induced pressure changes in coal pillars and mine
roofs. The Borehole Platened Flatjack (BPF) is an adaptation of existing such instrumentation.
instrumentation, monitoring equipment, pillar strength, roof stability, ground control, coal
mining
Bauer, R. A., S. Hunt. Profile, Strain, and Time Characteristics of Subsidence from Coal Mining in
Illinois. Chapter 16 in Workshop on Surface Subsidence Due to Underground Mining, S. S. Peng and M.
Harthill, eds., Morgantown, WV, Nov. 30-Dec. 2, 1981. WV Univ., Morgantown, WV, Mar., 1982, pp.
207-217.
time factor, coal mining
Bauer, R. A. Damage That May be Mistaken for Coal-Mine Subsidence. ISGS Reprint 1983-E, 1983.
Reprinted from Proc. Illinois Mining Institute 90th Annu. Meeting, Springfield, IL, Oct. 7-8, 1982,
pp. 66-72.
surface subsidence damage, coal mining
Bauer, R. A., P. B. DuMontelle. Disturbance of Overburden Bedrock by Coal Mine Subsidence in
Illinois. Geol. Soc. Amer. Annual Meeting, Abs. with Programs, v. 15, No. 6, 1983, p. 523.
overburden, subsurface subsidence damage, coal mining
Bauer, R. A. Subsidence of Bedrock Above Abandoned Coal Mines in Illinois Produces Few Fractures.
Pres. at Soc. Min. Eng. AIME Fall Meeting, Denver, CO, Oct. 24-26, 1984. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME
preprint 84-400, 8 pp.
Investigates possible fracturing of bedrock within subsided areas over abandoned mines through
exploration drilling and closed circuit television.
abandoned mines, coal mining, longwall, room-and-pillar, geologic features
Bauer, R. A. Relationship of Uniaxial Compressive Strength to Point Load and Moisture Content
Indices of Highly Anisotropic Sediments of Illinois Basin. In Rock Mechanics in Productivity and
Protection, Proc, 25th Symposium on Rock Mechanics, 1984. Publ. by AIME, New York, pp. 398-405.
rock mechanics, coal mining, lab testing
Bauer, R. A. Application of Time Domain Ref lectometry to Subsidence Monitoring. Proc, 8th Annual
National Abandoned Mine Lands Conference, Aug. 10-15, 1986, Billings, MT, pp. 47-53.
Time Domain Ref lectometry (TDR) is an electrical pulse testing technique originally developed
to locate breaks in power transmission lines. In the past decade, this technique has been adapted
to monitor the movement of rock masses during mining.
monitoring design, monitoring equipment, monitoring installation, monitoring methods, high-
extraction retreat, coal mining
Baumgardner, R. W., A. D. Hoadley. Geology and Hydrology of the Wink Sink, Texas. Bureau of Econ.
Geol., Univ. of TX, Austin, TX, Oct. 1980, 12 pp.
hydrology, geologic features
Baumgarth, T. P. Rib Stabilization Using Steel Pillar Banding. Presented at the AMC Coal
Convention, Pittsburgh, PA, May, 1977, 8 pp.
roof support, ground control, pillar strength
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Beard, F. D. Microseismic Forecasting of Excavation Failures. Civil Eng., v. 32, No. 5, 1962, pp.
50-51.
prediction, seismic
Beard, J. T. The Action Influence and Control of Roof in Long Workings. Trans., Inst. Min. Eng.,
London, v. 28, 1904-05, pp. 341-347.
longwall, mine design, roof stability, roof support
Beck, R. E., S. Sigwerth. Illinois Coal Mine Subsidence Law. In DePaul Law Review, v. 29, No. 2,
Chicago, IL, 1980.
Provides an historical overview of the development of subsidence law in Illinois; reviews the
principles of liability and legal problems established by cases.
law, coal mining
Beck, R. E. Illinois Coal Mine Subsidence Law Updated. Southern Illinois University Law Journal,
v. 1985, No. 3, 1986, The Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois University.
A considerable number of important developments in the Illinois coal mine subsidence law have
taken place since 1980.
law, government, economics, coal mining, longwall, insurance
Beck, W. W. , A. L. Russnow, G. H. Emrich. Relationship Between Underground Mine Water Pools and
Subsidence in the Northeastern Pennsylvania Anthracite Fields. Appalachian Regional Commission Rep.
ARC-73-111-2553, Apr., 1975, 411 pp. NTIS PB 242 467.
subsurface water, anthracite, coal mining
Beck, W. W. Coal Mine Subsidence & Mine Pools Northern Anthracite Field, Pennsylvania. Pres. at
Am. Soc. Civil Eng. Natl. Spring Conv. and Continuing Education, Pittsburgh, PA, Apr. 24-28, 1978.
ASCE Preprint 3293, 1978, 25 pp.
subsurface water, anthracite, coal mining
Bee, R. W. Environmental Action Programs for Northeastern Pennsylvania Refuse Bank
Removal /Subsidence. Contract S0111414, Mitre Corp., U.S. Bureau of Mines 0FR 3-73, 1972, 529 pp.
NTIS PB 214 535.
environment, land-use planning, mine waste
Beerbower, W. B. Cost Analysis of Mine Roof Failures. Presented at Nat. Roof Control Conf.,
Charleston, WV, May 13-15, 1975.
mine design, mine operation, roof stability, economics, ground control
Beevers, C, K. Wardell. Recent Research in Mining Subsidence. Trans., Inst. Min. Eng. London, v.
114, 1954-55, pp. 223-253.
Describes precise subsidence surveying techniques used in the Yorkshire Coalfield in England.
Discusses the variations in subsidence development that occur when packing is increased or partial
extraction by strip working is used.
mine design, survey methods, partial extraction, backfilling, survey methods, subsidence
research
Begley, R. 0., L. E. Gray, G. M. Zickefoose. Design Considerations for Structures to be Built on
Subsidence Prone Land. Proc., 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence due to Underground Mining,
Morgantown, WV, June 9-11, 1986, S. S. Peng, ed. WVU Dept. of Mining Engineering, Morgantown WV,
Aug., 1986.
Presents detailed design drawings of a flexible single floor residential superstructure
proposed for both longwall and room-and-pillar mining conditions. All efforts were made to provide
an immediately available economical alternative for future home builders on subsidence prone land.
surface structural damage, architecture, construction, foundations, economics
Bell, F. G. The Character of the Coal Measures. Chapter 2 in Site Investigations in Areas of
Mining Subsidence, F. G. Bell, ed., Newnes-Butterworths, London, 1975, pp 25-39.
overburden, coal mining, geologic features
Bell, F. G. Introduction. Chapter 1 in Site Investigations in Areas of Mining Subsidence. Newnes-
Butterworths, London, F. G. Bell, ed., 1975, pp. 1-24.
Bell, F. G. Salt and Subsidence in Cheshire, England. Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology, v.
9, 1975, pp. 237-247.
non-metal mining
Bell, F. G. Location of Abandoned Workings in Coal Seams. Bull, of the International Association
of Engineering Geology, v. 33, April, 1986, pp. 123-132.
Coal mining has gone on in many parts of Western Europe and North America frequently for 200
years or more. Consequently in many urban areas there are abandoned workings at shallow depth
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which often are unrecorded. Investigation of abandoned coal mine workings is no easy task and
requires some knowledge of past methods of mineral exploitation,
coal mining, abandoned mines, geophysical methods
Bell, F. G., ed. Methods of Treatment of Unstable Ground. Newnes-Butterworths, London, 1975.
ground control
Bell, F. G., ed. Foundation Engineering in Difficult Ground. Newnes-Butterworth, London, 1978.
foundations, engineering
Bell, S. E. Successful Design for Mining Subsidence. Proc, Conference on Large Ground Movements
and Structures, Cardiff, Wales, July 4-7, 1977. Univ. of Wales Inst, of Sci. and Technol.,
Cardiff, Wales. 1977, pp. 562-578.
mine design, surface structural damage
Belous, Y. I. Effect of Transverse Walls on Total Rigidity of Undermined Buildings. Soil Mechanics
and Foundation Engineering, v. 18, No. 1, Jan. -Feb., 1981 (translated from Russian).
Describes investigations to establish the effect of transverse walls and their foundations on
the preservation of buildings undermined in the territory of the Lvov-Volyn coal basin.
surface structural damage, subsurface structural damage, construction, soil mechanics,
foundations, coal mining, architecture
Bench, B. M., W. P. Diamond, C. M. McCulloch. Methods of Determining the Orientations of Bedrock
Fracture Systems in South-Western Pennsylvania and Northern West Virginia. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI
8217, 1977.
geologic features, overburden
Benedict, L. G. , R. R. Thompson. The Use of Geological Information to Describe Coal-Mine Roof
Conditions. Presented at the Annual Meeting of American Chemical Society, Chicago, IL, Aug. 28,
1973, 13 pp.
roof stability, ground control, coal mining, geologic features
Bennett, H. B., H. E. Sanford, R. W. Stahl. Continuous Mining with Solid Pneumatic Stowing at
Dornisthrope Colliery. Trans., Inst, of Min. Eng., v. 114, 1954, p. 625; also Colliery Guardian, v.
189, No. 4896, Dec, 1954, p. 811.
backfilling
Benson, J. B. , H. E. Sanford, R. W. Stahl. Conditions and Practices of Coal Mines in the Ruhr
District of Western Germany. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 7549, 1950, 48 pp.
Following World War II, a one-year investigation was made of safety conditions and operating
practices in German mines.
backfilling, mine safety, coal mining
Benson, R. C. Assessment of Localized Subsidence (Before the Fact). Internat. Conf. on Evaluation
and Prediction of Subsidence, Pensacola Beach, FL, Jan., 1978. Evaluation and Prediction of
Subsidence, ed. by S. K. Saxena, American Society of Civil Engineers New York, 1979, pp. 47-57.
prediction
Benzley, E., R. D. Krieg. A Continuum Finite Element Approach for Rock Failure and RUBBLE
Formation. SAND80-227, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, Aug., 1980, 23 pp.
modeling, finite element method
Benzley, S. E., R. D. Krieg. A Continuum Finite Element Approach for Rock Failure and RUBBLE
Formation. Int. J. Num. and Ana. Meth. Geo., v. 6, 1983, pp. 277-286.
finite element method, modeling
Benzley, S. E. SCRUBS. BYU, A Finite Element Formulation for Underground Resource Removal. College
of Engineering Sciences and Technology, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, Dec, 1983, 101 pp.
finite element method, modeling
Benzley, S. E., D. W. Basinger. SCRUBS. BYU, Application of Combined Jointed Media and Discrete
Media Plane Characteristics to Subsidence Prediction. College of Engineering Sciences and
Technology, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, Dec, 1984, 218 pp.
modeling, finite element method, prediction
Berbower, R. F. Subsidence Problem in the Long Beach Harbor District. ASCE J. Water and Harbors
Div.. v. 85, No. WW2, June, 1959, pp. 43-80.
Discusses subsidence of the ground surface due to oil extraction and salt water injection to
repressure depleted formations.
surface water, oil extraction, fluid extraction
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Berbower, R. F. Effects of Ground Surface Subsidence in the Long Beach Harbor District. Am. Soc.
Testing and Materials Proc, v. 64, 1965, pp. 903-921.
fluid extraction
Berry, D. S. Theoretical Investigations of Ground Movement Due to Mining Operations. Annual Report
for the National Coal Board, Dept. of Mining Engineering, Univ. of Nottingham, U.K., 1961.
coal mining, modeling, National Coal Board
Berry, D. S., T. W. Sales. Three Dimensional, Transversely Isotropic Ground. Part 3 of an Elastic
Treatment of Ground Movement Due to Mining. Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, v. 10,
1962, pp. 73-83.
elastic theory, modeling
Berry, D. S. Ground Movement Considered as an Elastic Phenomena. The Mining Engineer, v. 37, 1963,
pp. 28-39.
elastic theory, modeling
Berry, D. S., T. W. Sales. An Elastic Treatment of Ground Movement Due to Mining. J. Mech. Phys.
Solids, pt. 1, v. 8, 1960, pp. 280-292; pt. 2, v. 9, 1961, pp. 52-62; pt. 3, v. 10, 1962, pp.
73-83; pt. 4, v. 11, 1963, pp. 373-375.
modeling, elastic theory
Berry, D. S. A Theoretical Elastic Model of the Complete Region Affected by a Mining Seam. Proc,
6th U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Rolla, M0, Oct., 1964. Univ. M0, Rolla, M0, 1964, pp.
310-329.
Proposes an elastic model theory to describe subsidence resulting from longwall mining with
complete or nearly complete caving.
rock mechanics, longwall, elastic theory, modeling
Berry, D. S. Ground Movement Considered as an Elastic Phenomenon. Min. Eng., London, v. 123, No.
41, 1964, pp. 28-41.
continuum mechanics theories, modeling, elastic theory
Berry, D. S. A Discussion of the Stochastic Theory of Ground Movement. Felsmechanik und
Ingenieurgeologie 1 1/3-4, 1964, pp. 213-227.
stochastic model, modeling
Berry, D. S. The Ground Considered as a Transversely Isotropic Material. Int. J. Rock Mech. Min.
Sci., v. 1, 1964, pp. 159-167.
continuum mechanics theories, rock mechanics, modeling
Berry, D. S., G. J. Marshall. Calculation of the Stress Around an Advancing Longwall Face in
Viscoelastic Ground. First Congress, International Society of Rock Mechanics, v. 2, 1966, pp.
379-384.
prediction, longwall, modeling, rock mechanics
Berry, D. S. Progress in the Analysis of Ground Movements due to Mining. In Large Ground Movements
and Structures, J. D. Geddes, ed. , Halsted Press, New York, 1977, pp. 781-811.
mode 1 i ng
Beyer, F. On Predicting Ground Deformations Due to Mining Flat Seams. Thesis presented to the
Technical University of Berlin, 1945 (in German),
surface subsidence damage, prediction
Beyer, L. Bergschadenssicherung von Gasleitungen (Protecting Gas Pipelines from Damage by Mining).
Gas-Wasserfach, Gas-Erdgas, v. 122, No. 4, 1981, pp. 181-186.
pipelines, utilities
Bhagwat, S. Market Potential for Illinois Basin Coal: An Update. ISGS Reprint 1980-M. Reprinted
from Proc, Illinois Mining Institute, 87th Annu. Meeting, Springfield, IL, Oct. 18-19, 1979, pp.
93-115.
economics, coal mining
Bhattacharya, S., M. M. Singh, C. Y. Chen. Proposed Criteria for Subsidence Damage to Buildings.
Proc, 25th Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Evanston, IL, June, 1984, Chapter 76, pp. 747-755.
Available literature was surveyed to establish relationships of various levels of structure
damage with various components of ground movements for different categories of buildings.
surface structural damage, engineering, rock mechanics, literature search
Bhattacharya, S., M. M. Singh, N. N. Moebs. Mine Subsidence Hazard Detection Technique for
Pennsylvania's Anthracite Coalfields. Proc, 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD,
June 26-28, 1985. E. Ashworth, ed., pp. 977-984.
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Presents a methodology to screen potential sites in the anthracite coalfields to determine
which sites would be most appropriate to monitor for impending subsidence activity. Provides an
integrated monitoring plan for subsidence detection using surface geophysical techniques.
abandoned mines, anthracite, coal mining, backfilling, mitigation, monitoring design,
monitoring equipment, instrumentation, geophysical methods, room-and-pi liar
Bickley, D. , T. Keptner, E. Eisenbise, F. Carlson, R. Springman. The Development of Environmental
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This report describes six mining areas in the United States which were investigated with the
Bureau's automated resistivity method; results showed a high rate of success in detecting old
mines. Field measurement techniques and data analysis procedures are described.
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Developments over areas undermined at shallow depths are severely restricted because of the
potential for subsidence or sudden collapse of the ground surface. To facilitate planning, it is
advantageous to have some idea of the location of the undermined areas as well as a general
understanding of the actual conditions underground.
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Expansion-shell rock bolts are a primary means of roof support in U.S. coal mines. The
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tension. Roof shales are sensitive to changes in moisture condition. Weathering effects in shaly
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This study documented the effects of underground coal removal on groundwater levels at
selected mine sites in northern West Virginia, as observed from water wells, springs, and streams.
This research should be useful to coal companies and regulatory agencies as an aid in
recommendations for future water well locations and specifications in areas of existing or proposed
underground coal mines.
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Gives a general description of sand and granulated slag flushing, under German towns.
Benefits included a substantial increase in coal extraction, no subsidence at the surface, and
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in southern Illinois are described. Only half of the seam was extracted, leaving pillars for
support.
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This article is a general discussion of hydraulic stowing methods and application in various
countries; it includes a detailed discussion, by Charles Enzian, of Griffith's proposal to blast
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28-33.
The critical factors in mine subsidence and their effect on the surface are discussed in this
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Grond, G. J. A. The Precise Topographical Measurements in Coal-Mine Underground Works.
International Conf. About Rock Pressure and Support in the Workings, Liege, Belgium, April 24-28,
1951, 15 pp.
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Grond, G. J. A. A Critical Analysis of Early and Modern Theories of Mining Subsidence and Ground
Control. Powney-Parker Publicity Services, Ltd., 1st ed., 1953, 57 pp.
Provides a critical analysis of European subsidence prediction methods, including both early
and modern theories.
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Grond, G. J. A. Ground Movements Due to Mining With Different Types of Strata and At Different
Depths. Proc, the European Congress on Ground Movements, Leeds, England, Apr. 9-12, 1957. London
Harrison, 1957, pp. 115-127.
Discusses the theory of arch support; sumnarizes other papers presented in this field.
overburden
Grond, G. J. A. Ground Movements Due to Mining. Colliery Eng., v. 34, Jan., 1957, pp. 157-158; v.
34, June, 1957. pp. 197-205.
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Executive Subcommittee on Mine Subsidence. Illinois Legislative Council, 1976, 37 pp.
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Guither, H. D., S. A. Neff. Appraisal of Farmland Overlying Underground Coal Mines. Journal of the
American Society of Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers, v. 47, No. 2, p. 49-50.
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Guither, H. D. The Economic Effects of Subsidence From Underground Coal Mining on Agricultural
Land in Illinois. U.S. Bureau of Mines Twin Cities Mining Research Center, Minneapolis, MN,
Contract Research Report, Contract No. HO 222010, 1984, 60 pp.
In a survey of Illinois agricultural extension advisers, subsidence was reported in 31
counties. The most frequently reported problems were: standing water, depressions, disruption of
surface drainage, broken tile lines, and reduced crop yields.
agriculture, surface subsidence damage, economics, surface water, subsurface water, utilities,
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Guither, H. D., R. A. Bauer, J. Hines. The Economic Effects of Underground Mining Upon Land Used
For Illinois Agriculture. Department of Energy and Natural Resources, Document 85/01, Springfield,
IL, 1985.
economics, agriculture, coal mining
Guither, H. D. The Mine Subsidence Threat to Soils. Journal of Soil and Water Conservation, Jan.-
Feb., 1986, p. 21-23.
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Gulati, A. K., A. K. Singh. Scheme of Developing Seams Below Water-Logged Workings. Journal of
Mines, Metals, and Fuels, v. 25, No. 1, Jan., 1977, pp. 3-8.
multiple-seam extraction, mine design, subsurface water
Gullachsen, B. C. Hydraulic Stowing In the Gold Mines of the Witwaterstrand. Trans., Institution
of Mining Engineers, London, v. 48, 1914-15, pp. 122-139.
Describes mechanics of sand filling in gold mines of South Africa.
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Gurtunca, R. G., E. H. R. Schumann. Computer Simulation of Surface Subsidence Using a Displacement
Discontinuity Method. SANG0RM Symposium, Oct. 21, 1986, Sandton, South Africa, pp. 81-87.
International Society for Rock Mechanics, South African National Group.
Results of computer modeling of surface subsidence above longwalls at three different
collieries are described. A computer program based on the displacement discontinuity method has
been utilized to simulate subsidence profiles and maximum subsidence. Modeling of static and
dynamic profiles were carried out separately; results show a linear relationship between elastic
parameters of the surrounding rock, the thickness of dolerite and the face advance.
computer, modeling, longwall, prediction, finite element method
Gustkiewicz, J. Fleksyjne Deformacje Terenu W Zasiegu Wplywow Eksploatacji Gorniczej (Flexural
Deformations of the Surface Within the Area of Mining Effects). Arch. Gorn., v. 17, No. 2, 1972,
pp. 83-116.
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Haas, C. J., R. L. Davis, H. D. Keith, J. Dove, W. Patrick. An Investigation of the Interaction of
Rock and Types of Rock Bolts for Selected Loading Conditions. 3rd Annu. Report to the U. S. Bureau
of Mines, Contract No. H0122110, June, 1976, pp. 3.1-3.72.
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Habenicht, H., J. J. Scott. The Influence of Shock Waves on the Stability of Rock-Bolt Anchorage.
Pres. at Annu. Meeting AIME, New York, Feb. 24-Mar. 3, 1966. Preprint No. 66-FM-17. 15 pp.
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Habenicht, H. , E. Urschitz. Rib Pillar Extraction—An Alternative to Long Walling and Short
Walling. SME-AIME Preprint No. 86-65, for presentation at the SME Annual Meeting, New Orleans, LA,
March 2-6, 1986. 13 pp.
Requirements for full extraction in underground coal mining call for inexpensive, safe
techniques to be competitive with conventional methods. Longwall and shortwall systems are to some
extent employed for this purpose. Another method would be rib pillar extraction and pillar
extraction. These methods are compared with each other with respect to procedure, equipment,
safety, roof control, investment, output, performance, costs.
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Hackett, P. An Elastic Analysis of Rock Movement Caused by Mining. Trans., AIME, v. 118, No. 7,
April. 1959. pp. 421-433.
Describes work done at the University of Nottingham by Prof. R. Hill; his conception of a
longwall working was a horizontal crack in an infinite medium.
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Mech. and Eng. Geol., Supplement 1, 1964, pp. 88-102.
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Hakala, W. W. Subsidence Caused By An Underground Nuclear Explosion. In Symposium on Engineering
with Nuclear Explosives, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, v. 2, 1970, (Conf— 700101), pp. 1428-1455.
Hakelberg, F. Flexible Bituminous Bases for Areas of Mining Subsidence. Strassen-Asphalt und
Tiefbau-Technik, v. 9, 1956, p. 657 (in German); also Road Abstract No. 247, Mar., 1957 (in
English).
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Halbaum, H. W. G. The Action, Influence and Control of the Roof in Longwall Workings. Trans.,
Inst. Min. Eng., London, v. 2, 1903, 22 pp.
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Halbaum, H. W. G. The Great Planes of Strain in the Absolute Roof of Mines. Trans., Inst. Min.
Eng., London, v. 6, 1905, 18 pp.
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Hale, A. M. Reclamation in the Eastern United States. Dames and Moore Engineering Bull. No. 52,
Aug., 1980, pp. 33-40.
reclamation, environment, soils, surface water, subsurface water, coal mining
Hall, B. M. Subsidence Prediction Methods and Instrumentation for Caved Longwall Coal Mines.
Northwestern Univ., Evanston, IL, MREM R107, Aug., 1980, 128 pp.
Evaluates 33 methods for predicting subsidence over caved longwall coal mines.
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Hall, B. M., C. H. Dowding. Prediction of Subsidence From Full Extraction Coal Mining. Int. J.
Rock Mech. Min. Sci. and Geomech. Abstr., v. 19, No. 3, June, 1982, pp. 305-312.
Examines empirical and phenomeno logical methods for predicting subsidence over longwall
panels.
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Hall, H. C. Masonry Buildings: Construction on Subsidence Sites. Pres. at North American Masonry
Conference, Aug. 14-16, 1978, Univ. CO, Boulder, CO. Masonry Soc., Denver, CO, Paper 84, 1978, 12
pp.
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Hall, M., R. J. Orchard. Subsidence Profile Characteristics. Chartered Surveyor, v. 95, No. 8,
Feb.. 1963, pp. 422-428.
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Hall, R. C. The Strength of Mine Roofs. Mines and Minerals, v. 30, 1910.
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Hall, R. D. Squeezes in Mines and Their Causes. Mines and Minerals, v. 30, No. 5, 1909, pp.
286-287.
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Hall, R. D. Permanent Roof Sustension. Coal Age, v. 1, Jan. 20, 1912, p. 481.
Describes and supports Griffith's process of blasting up the floor and blasting down the roof
to produce roof supports and dams for hydraulic flushing.
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Hambleton, R. B. Inspectorial Aspects of Subsidence With Special Reference to the Newcastle Coal
Fields. Paper in Subsidence in Mines A. J. Hargraves, ed. ; Proc., 4th Annu. Symp. on Subsidence in
Mines, Wollongong, Australia, Feb. 20-22, 1973. Australasian Inst. Min. Metall., Illawarra Branch,
Paper 14, 1973, pp. 14-1—14-3.
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Hamilton, D. H. Ground Rupture in the Baldwin Hills. Science, v. 172, No. 3981, Apr. 23, 1971, pp.
331-344.
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Hammond, A. J., G. W. Plant. The Stabilization of Outcrop Workings for a Multi-Storey Building in
Johannesburg. SANGORM Symposium, Oct. 21, 1986, Sandton, South Africa, pp. 53-58. International
Society for Rock Mechanics, South African National Group.
The desire for land close to the central building district and the consequent escalation in
cost led to a reappraisal of undermined ground in this area. This paper describes the
investigation and treatment of a site required for development of a multi-story building. The
treatment method chosen enabled physical inspection of the actual workings and the stabilization
comprised the construction of concrete buttresses followed by specialized grouting.
abandoned mines, metal mining, historical, engineering, construction, surface structural
damage, geotechnical, foundations
Handy, R. L., N. S. Fon. A Soil Bore Hole Direct Shear Test Device. Highway Research News, No. 27,
1967, pp. 42-51.
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Handy, R. L., J. M. Pett. Rock Borehole Shear Test. Proc., 17th Symposium on Rock Mechanics, 1976,
pp. 486-1-486-11.
in situ testing
Harada, K. t T. Yamanouchi . Land Subsidence in the Saga Plain, Japan, and Its Analysis by the
Quasi-Three-Dimensional Aquifer Model. Geotechnical Engineering, v. 14, No. 1, 1983, pp. 23-54.
surface subsidence damage, modeling, subsurface water, fluid extraction
Hardy, H. R., R. M. Belesky. Potential Application of Seismic and Acoustic Emission/Microseismic
Techniques to the Monitoring of Highway Subsidence. Dept. of Mineral Engineering, Pennsylvania
State Univ., University Park, PA, June, 1986. NTIS PB86-232592/WNR.
Discusses the problem of highway subsidence and considers the possible application of seismic
and acoustic emission/microseismic (AE/MS) techniques for monitoring such subsidence. References a
recent monitoring study at New Cumberland, PA. Results are considered to be directly relevant to
problems of karst- or mining- induced subsidence.
roads, geologic features, coal mining, monitoring methods, monitoring equipment, monitoring
design, seismic, utilities, instrumentation
Hardy, H. R. Jr. Evaluating the Stability of Geologic Structures Using Acoustic Emission. ASTM SP
v. 571, 1975, pp. 80-106.
ground control, bumps, monitoring methods
Hardy, H. R., Jr., B. A. Anani, A. W. Khair. Microseismic Monitoring of a Longwall Coal Mine.
Volume III—Field Study of Mine Subsidence, Grant G0144013, PA State Univ. U.S. Bureau of Mines
0FR 30(3)-80, 1977, 140 pp. NTIS PB 80-163413.
seismic, longwall, monitoring methods, coal mining
Hardy, W. Removing Pillars in Coal Mines. Mining World, v. 26, March 9, 1907, pp. 334-335.
Discusses backfilling, removing pillars under surface water, and management of water in mines.
surface water, pillar extraction, backfilling, mine operation, coal mining
Hargraves, A. J., ed. Subsidence in Mines. Proc, 4th Annu. Symp. on Subsidence in Mines,
Wollongong, Australia, Feb. 20-22, 1973. Illawarra Branch, Australasian Inst. Min. Metall., 1973,
110 pp.
Several papers are included with topics covering prediction methods, monitoring techniques,
mine design, hydrological effects, and structural problems as related to mine subsidence.
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Harlow, E. H. , P. Weaver. Land Subsidence Problems—Discussion. Proc., ASCE, Jour. Surveying and
Mapping Div., v. 89, No. SU3, 1963. pp. 217-223.
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Harris, F. K. C. Town and Country Plannings. Colliery Guardian, v. 178, Jan. 27, 1949, pp.
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Hart, S. S. History and Evolution of Mining and Mining Methods. Proc., 1985 Conf. on Coal Mine
Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L. Hynes, ed,
pp. 25-37. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural Resources,
Denver, CO, 1986.
The underground coal mines that are currently of concern to subsidence professionals in
Colorado were generally mined between 1860 and 1960. Careful study of dates of mining, production
records, mine maps, and interviews with former miners can aid in predicting current mine
conditions.
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Use of Yielding Steel Supports (Props) in Combination with Backfilling for Mining Thick, Flat Beds.
U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 5290, 1956. 29 pp.
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Hartman, H. L., ed. Proceedings of the Fourth Symposium on Rock Mechanics, March 30, 31, and April
1, 1961. Bull. 76 of the Mineral Industries Experiment Station, Nov., 1961, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, PA.
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Hartmann, I., J. P. Greenwald. Effect of Changes in Moisture and Temperature on Mine Roof, First
Report on Strata Overlying the Pittsburgh Coal Bed. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 3588, Oct., 1941.
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Harza Engineering Co. Comprehensive Ground Control Study of a Mechanized Longwall Operation. Final
Report-Volume 1, Contract H0230012. U.S. Bureau of Mines 0FR 5(l)-77, 1976. 151 pp. NTIS PB 262
475.
longwall, surface subsidence control, ground control
Harza Engineering Co. Comprehensive Ground Control Study of a Mechanized Longwall Operation. Final
Report-Volume II, Contract H0230012. U.S. Bureau of Mines 0FR 5(2)-77, 1976, 270 pp. NTIS PB 262
476.
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92.
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Hatheway, A. W. Engineering Geology of Subsidence at San Manuel Mine, Pinal County, Arizona. M.S.
Thesis, 1966, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, 110 pp.
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Hatheway, A. W. Subsidence at San Manuel Copper Mine, Arizona. In Southern Arizona Guidebook 3,
Geol. Soc. Amer., Cordilleran Sec., 64th Annu. Meeting, 1968, Tucson, AZ, Arizona Geol. Soc., pp.
113-124.
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Hatheway, A. W. Subsidence at San Manuel Copper Mine, Pinal County, Arizona. In Eng. Geol. Case
Histories, 1968, G. A. Kiersch, ed., Geol. Soc. Amer., No. 6, pp. 65-81.
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1969. p. 511.
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Hawkes, G. J. The Preparation of Hydraulic Backfill at Kerr-Addison Gold Mines, Limited,
Virginiatown, Ontario. Canadian Mining Journal, v. 76, No. 1, Jan., 1955, pp. 58-64.
The technical features of various machines for separating tailings by size fractions are
described.
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Hay, W. Damage to Surface Buildings Caused by Underground Workings. Trans., Inst, of Min. Eng.,
London, v. 36, 1908, pp. 427-436; v. 37, 1909, pp. 354-355, 647-648.
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Haycocks, C, M. Karmis, E. Topuz. Optimizing Productive Potential in Multi-Seam Underground Coal
Mining. Paper in Coal Conference & Expo VI, McGraw-Hill, 1981.
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Haycocks, C, M. Karmis, B. Ehgartner. Multiple Seam Mine Design. Paper in State-of-the-Art of
Ground Control in Longwall Mining and Mining Subsidence, SME-AIME, 1982, pp. 59-65.
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Haycocks, C, M. Karmis, E. Barko, J. Chaman, S. Hudock, B. Ehgartner, S. Webster. Ground Control
Mechanics in Multiple-Seam Mining. U.S. Bureau of Mines OFR 7-84, 1984.
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Hazen, G. A. Practical Pillar Design Problem Encountered Under Deep Cover and with Different Block
Geometric Pillar. U.S. Bureau of Mines OFR 75-77, Grant No. G0144139, 1975. NTIS PB-266705.
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Hazen, G. A., S. M. Sargand. The Effect of Longwall Mining on Surface Subsidence of Highways and
Bridges. SME-AIME Preprint 87-10, for presentation at the SME Annual Meeting, Denver, CO, Feb.
24-27, 1987, 6 pp.
Predictions of structural damage from high-extraction mining are dependent on the magnitude of
the expected horizontal strains. Three methods for predicting subsidence characteristics are
considered in this paper: the graphical method, the profile method, and the finite element method.
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Hazine, H. I. A Study of the Surface Strains Produced by Mining Subsidence. Master of Philosophy
Thesis, University of Nottingham, U.K., 1977.
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Healy, P. R., J. M. Head. Construction Over Abandoned Mine Workings. CIRIA Special Publication
32/PSA Civil Engineering Technical Guide 34, 1984, 94 pp.
This publication is a guide for engineers planning the development of undermined sites. It
describes British mining methods of the past and present. Gives techniques for consolidation of
old mine workings, as well as foundation design options.
construction, foundations, abandoned mines, engineering, surface structural damage,
geotechnical, longwall, room-and-pillar. National Coal Board, backfilling, historical
Heasley, K. A., L. W. Saperstein. Computer Modeling of the Surface Effects of Subsidence Control
Methods. Proc., 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD. June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth,
ed., pp. 189-196.
Details the development and application of a system for modeling the effects of subsidence
control methods (such as coal pillars, packwalls, or backfills) on surface subsidence over longwall
coal panels. A subsidence predictive method (SPASID) was chosen on which to superimpose the
effects of different control schemes.
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Heasley, K. A., L. W. Saperstein. Practical Subsidence Prediction for the Operating Coal Mine.
Proc, 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence due to Underground Mining, Morgantown, WV, June 9-11,
1986, S. S. Peng, ed. WVU Dept. of Mining Engineering, Morgantown WV, Aug., 1986.
The purpose of this paper is to present and demonstrate a subsidence-predictive method that
can be functionally used by the practicing mining engineer. Hopefully, such a method will give the
coal operator and mining engineer additional flexibility necessary to protect the surface from
subsidence damage.
prediction, coal mining, mine design, prediction theories, influence function
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Inc., 1956, Chapter 9, pp. 392-412.
Discusses the mechanics of mine subsidence, effects of subsidence on structures, as well as
subsidence due to mining of material other than coal, and construction considerations to offset the
effects of subsidence.
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Reference to the Sydney Coalfield. Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Bulletin No. 103,
Nov., 1920, pp. 835-845.
Although at the time (1920) the hydraulic stowing of mines to minimize subsidence was used
successfully in Europe, South Africa, and Australia, the English-speaking countries were slow to
adopt this method.
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Herring, J. R., S. B. Roberts, R. G. Hobbs. Characterization of Extent of Mining, Mine Fire, and
Subsidence: A Case Study at Marshall, Colorado. Proc, 1985 Conf. on Coal Mine Subsidence in the
Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L. Hynes, ed.
, pp. 39-80.
Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural Resources, Denver, CO,
1986.
Several of the abandoned underground coal mines of the Boulder-Weld Coalfield that are located
near Marshall, Colorado were studied to characterize the possibility of subsidence and the hazard
posed by those mines, including the few that are on fire.
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Boulder-Weld Coal Field and Some Considerations of Burning, Subsiding Coal Mines. Appendix in
Proc, 1985 Conf. on Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct.
28-30, 1985, J. L. Hynes, ed., pp. 299-315. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31,
Department of Natural Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
Describes a field trip in the Denver area, focusing primarily on the hazards and problems of
land use associated with abandoned underground coal mines and their potential for subsidence and
spontaneous combustion.
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This article compares the advantages and disadvantages of oak, pine, chestnut, T-rails, and I-
beams.
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531-565.
Discusses construction of room-and-pillar mine layouts and rock mechanics parameters required
for this construction.
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Heuze, F. E. Geotechnical Studies for Room and Pillar Mine Design. Proc, Mini Symp. on
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Hibberd, P. Transference of Ground Movement to Surface Structures. Trans., Inst. Mining Engineers,
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This paper is a record of research from three sites in Scotland, where various types of
buildings were damaged by subsidence. Theoretical aspects are included as well as field data.
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Hickmann, T. J., J. R. Nawrot. Potentially Hazardous Abandoned Mine Entries, Summary Report:
Phase I, Previously Recorded Problem Sites. Cooperative Wildlife Research Laboratory, Southern
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potentially hazardous mine entries.
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in Northern Appalachia. SMC Martin, Inc., Contract J0199063, U. S. Bureau of Mines OFR 142-84,
1984, 149 pp. NTIS PB 84-236710.
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Hill, J. L. III. Cutter Roof Failure: An Overview of the Causes and Methods for Control. U.S.
Bureau of Mines IC 9094, 1986, 27 pp.
Cutter roof failure is a ground control problem which exposes miners to the danger of falling
roof rock and frequently results in massive roof failure. Traditional methods of control are
presented, as well as innovative methods which are based on historical coal mining concepts.
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Describes hydraulic flushing in which fill material is transported dry to the working level
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Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L. Hynes, ed., pp. 121-131. Colorado Geological Survey
Special Publication 31, Department of Natural Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
Conventional rotary drilling in combination with lithologic and down-hole geophysical logging
has proven to be the most cost-effective method for investigating abandoned mine conditions and
coal seam geometries along the Colorado Front Range.
abandoned mines, geophysical methods, overburden, monitoring methods, coal mining
Hiramatsu, Y. , Y. Oka. On the Earth Pressure Phenomena Around a Long Wall Working Place. J. Min.
Metall. Inst. Japan, v. 73, 1957, pp. 817-822.
longwall
Hiramatsu, Y., Y. Oka. Precalculation of Ground Movements Caused by Mining. Int. J. Rock Mech.
Min. Sci., v. 5, Feb., 1968, pp. 399-414.
Describes prediction of ground movements caused by coal mining using a method based on
functions of influence that provide influence factors through integration.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, prediction, computer, rock mechanics
Hiramatsu, Y., H. Okamura, K. Sugawara. Surface Subsidence and Horizontal Displacement Caused by
Mining Inclined Coal Seams. Proc, 4th Congress of the International Society for Rock Mechanics,
Montreux, Switzerland, Sept. 2-8, 1979. A. A. Balkema, Rotterdam, Netherlands, 1979, pp. 665-670.
rock mechanics, horizontal displacement, surface subsidence damage
Hisatake, M., T. Ito. Three-Dimensional Boundary Element Analysis of Surface Subsidence Caused By
Shallow Tunnel Driving. Doboku Gakkai Rombun Hokokushu, No. 327, Nov., 1982, pp. 107-114.
boundary element method, modeling, tunnelling
Hobbs, D. W. The Strength and the Stress-Strain Characteristics of Coal in Triaxial Compression.
Journal of Geology, v. 72, March, 1964, pp. 214-231.
rock mechanics, lab testing, coal mining
Hodkin, D. L., R. K. Dunham, I. W. Farmer. Deformation of Coal Measures Strata Above a Retreating
Longwall Face. Proc, 20th U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Austin, TX, June 4-6, 1979. Univ. TX,
Austin, TX, pp. 517-524.
longwall, rock mechanics, overburden, coal mining
Hoek, E., E. T. Brown. Underground Excavations in Rock. Inst. Min. and Metall., London, 1980, pp.
110-243.
mine design, tunnelling
Hoffmann, H. The Effects of Direction of Working and Rate of Advance on the Scale-Deformation of a
Self-Loaded Stratified Model of a Large Body of Ground. Proc, 4th International Conference on
Strata Control and Rock Mechanics, New York, 1964. Columbia Univ., NY, pp. 397-411.
The subsidence model, made of synthetic foam, consisted of several plates separated by paper
strips; it was designed to study the effects of subsidence on overburden strata.
mine design, rock mechanics, modeling, overburden
Holland, C. T. Pillar Deformation in a Bituminous Coal Mine. Trans., AIME, v. 130, 1938, pp.
333-357.
A study of the compressive effect upon adjacent remaining pillars when selected pillars were
pulled in the Pittsburgh seam.
coal mining, pillar extraction, pillar strength, in situ testing
Holland, C. T., E. Thomas. Coal Mine Bumps: Some Aspects of Occurrence, Cause and Control. U. S.
Bureau of Mines B 535, 1954, 36 pp.
ground control, room-and-pillar, mine design, bumps, coal mining
Holland, C. T. Mineral Content. A Factor in Weathering of Mine Roof. Min. Congr. J., v. 42, No.
1, 1956, pp. 49-54.
rock mechanics, ground control, roof stability
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Holland, C. T., F. L. Gaddy. Some Aspects of Permanent Support of Overburden on Coalbeds. Proc,
West Virginia Coal Mining Institute Spring Meeting, June 22-23, 1956, and 49th Annual Meeting, Nov.
2-3, 1956. WV Coal Min. Inst., 1957, pp. 43-65.
Considers the support of overburden in coal mines from these aspects: load on the coal bed
before mining, stress or load produced by mining, strength of coal and pillars, load capacity of
the roof and floor, effect of water on roof and floor material, composition of load-bearing rocks,
and safety factors.
overburden, pillar strength, roof stability, floor stability, mine safety, coal mining
Holland, C. T. Cause and Occurrence of Coal Mine Bumps. Trans. SME-AIME, v. 211, 1958, pp.
994-1004.
ground control, room-and-pillar, mine design, coal mining
Holland, C. T. Notes on the Theory of a Maximum Pressure Arch and Yield Pillar Techniques as
Applied to Entry Panel Oesign. Proc., Coal Mining Institute of America, 1961, pp. 68-78.
Discusses yield pillar theory of entry design so that some roof problems and rock bursts are
eliminated in mines at depths of 400-2000 feet below the surface.
mine design, roof support, roof stability, yielding supports
Holland, C. T. Design of Pillars for Overburden Support, Part I— II . Mining Congress Journal, v.
48, No. 23-24, 1962.
Uses field tests to support laboratory theories on pillar design for permanent support of
overburden in coal beds. Briefly discusses the effect of water on floor rock.
floor stability, pillar strength, mine design, overburden, coal mining, in situ testing, lab
testing
Holland, C. T. The Strength of Coal in Mine Pillars. Proc, 6th Symposium on Rock Mechanics,
University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, M0, 1964. pp. 450-466.
Discusses the strength of coal based on the specimen size and the least dimension of the
specimen. Based on experimental data, a series of conclusions regarding coal strength are
presented.
rock mechanics, pillar strength, coal mining, lab testing
Holland, C. T. Final Report on the Effect of Mining Upon and Methods of Protecting Earthfill Dams
Located in the Wheeling Creek Area. Report to the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Soil Conservation
Service, Morgantown, WV, March 20, 1965.
Describes required support in the form of unmined coal beneath proposed earth dams in
Pennsylvania and West Virginia. To justify recommendations presented, the current (1965) state of
knowledge concerning subsidence parameters and coal strength for the area and seams in question is
summarized.
pillar strength, surface structural damage, coal mining
Holland, C. T., D. A. Olsen. Interfacial Friction, Moisture, and Coal Pillar Strength. Trans.,
AIME, v. 241, 1968, pp. 323-328.
Discusses the development of a formula for estimation of coal pillar strength. One of the
factors involved in this formula is the coefficient of friction between the coal pillar and the
adjacent rock with which it is in contact.
coal mining, pillar strength, in situ testing
Holland, C. T. Thirty Years' Experience in Applying Rock Mechanics to Roof Control in Coal Mining.
AIME Preprint 71-F-347, 1971.
Reviews the historical and current methods of roof control, including pillar/room dimension,
rock bolting, geological considerations, and depth of overburden.
roof stability, roof support, ground control, room-and-pillar, overburden, coal mining
Holland, C. T. Mine Pillar Design. SME Mining Engineering Handbook, ed. by A. B. Cummins and I. A.
Givens, AIME, New York, 1973, pp. 13-96 to 13-118.
pillar strength, ground control, mine design
Holland, C. T. Pillar Design for Permanent and Semi-Permanent Support of the Overburden in Coal
Mines. Proc, 9th Canadian Rock Mechanics Symposium, Montreal, 1973.
rock mechanics, mine design, pillar strength, yielding supports, overburden
Hollingshead, G. W. Stress Distribution in Rock Anchors. Can. Geotech. J., v. 8, 1971, pp.
588-592.
roof bolting, ground control
Holm, J. D. Mine Subsidence Insurance for Colorado: A Risk Management Approach. Proc, 1985 Conf.
on Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L.
Hynes, ed., pp. 281-298. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural
Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
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The State of Colorado is in the final stages of developing a Subsidence Insurance Program
which will be operated by one or more private insurance companies. The state's involvement is
necessitated by provisions in the federal legislation enabling the program. Also, no specific
subsidence risk insurance is available in the market place today.
insurance, law, abandoned mines, reclamation, backfilling, mitigation, coal mining
Holzer, T. L. Ground Failure in Areas of Subsidence Due to Groundwater Decline in the United
States. Proc, 2nd International Symposium on Land Subsidence, Anaheim, CA, IAHS-AISH Pub. No. 121,
Dec, 1976, pp. 423-433.
hydrology, subsurface water, fluid extraction
Holzer, T. L., V. Thatcher. Modeling Deformation Due to Subsidence Faulting. International
Conference on Evaluation and Prediction of Subsidence, Pensacola Beach, FL, 1978, ASCE.
modeling, geologic features
Holzer, T. L. Preconsolidation Stress of Aquifer Systems in Areas of Induced Land Subsidence.
Water Resour. Res., Washington, DC, 1981, pp. 693-704.
hydrology, subsurface water, subsurface subsidence damage, overburden
Holzer, T. L. Land Subsidence: Its Impacts and Costs in the U.S. Underground Space, v. 9, No.
5-6, 1985, pp. 260-263.
Discusses land subsidence of all types which was either directly or indirectly caused by human
activity. Activities causing land subsidence include subsurface mining, withdrawal of groundwater
and petroleum from unconsolidated sediment, drainage of peat and muck soils, groundwater withdrawal
from limestone, solution mining, and surface application of water to undercompacted sediment.
Human- induced subsidence occurs in at least 38 states in the U.S.
economics, abandoned mines, surface structural damage, surface water, subsurface water,
vertical displacement, oil extraction, metal mining, non-metal mining, coal mining, fluid
extraction
Hood, M., R. T. Ewy, L. R. Riddle, J. J. K. Daemen. Empirical Methods for Subsidence Prediction
and Their Applicability to U.S. Mining Conditions. Final Report, Contract No. 62-0200, Dept. of
Material Science and Mining Engineering, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley, CA, Oct., 1981, 241 pp.
prediction
Hood, M., R. T. Ewy, L. R. Riddle. Empirical Methods of Subsidence Prediction—A Case Study.
Chapter 8 in Workshop on Surface Subsidence Due to Underground Mining, S. S. Peng and M. Harthill,
eds., Morgantown, WN, Nov. 30-Dec. 2, 1981. WV Univ., Morgantown, WV, Mar., 1982, pp. 100-122.
Compares subsidence profiles above two adjacent longwall retreat panels in Illinois with
profiles predicting subsidence behavior obtained using (1) National Coal Board method, (2) the
profile function method, and (3) the influence function method.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, prediction, longwall, National Coal Board,
profile function, influence function
Hooker, V. E., D. L. Bickel, J. R. Aggson. In Situ Determination of Stresses in Mountainous
Terrain. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 7654, 1972, 19 pp.
in situ testing
Hooker, V. E. A Method of Evaluating Room and Pillar or Panel Design. Proc., U.S. Bureau of Mines
Technology Transfer Seminar on Ground Control Aspects of Coal Mine Design, Lexington, KY, March,
1973; also U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 8630, 1974, pp. 44-48.
room-and-pillar, ground control, mine design
Hooker, V. E., D. L. Bickel. Overcoring Equipment and Techniques Used in Rock Stress
Determination. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 8618, 1974, 32 pp.
rock mechanics, overburden, in situ testing
Horn, H. M., T. W. Lambe. Settlement of Buildings on the MIT Campus. Journ. of Soil Mech. and
Found. Engr. Div., ASCE, v. 90, SM5, 1964, pp. 181-196.
surface structural damage, soil mechanics, foundations
Hoskins, W. N., F. D. Wright, R. L. Tobie, J. B. Bills, R. P. Upadhyay, C. B. Sandberg. A
Technical and Economic Study of Candidate Underground Mining Systems for Deep, Thick Oil Shale
Deposits. Phase I Report, Contract S0241074, Cameron Eng., Inc. U.S. Bureau of Mines 0FR 23-76,
1975. 331 pp. NTIS PB 249 884.
economics, mine design, oil extraction
Hoskins, W. N., R. P. Upadhyay, J. B. Bills, C. R. Sandberg, F. D. Wright, R. L. Tobie. A
Technical and Economic Study of Candidate Underground Mining Systems for Deep, Thick Oil Shale
Deposits. Final Report, Phase II, Contract S0241074, Cameron Eng., Inc. U.S. Bureau of Mines 0FR
9-77, 1976, 318 pp. NTIS PB 262 525.
economics, mine design, oil extraction
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House Comnittee on Interior and Insular Affairs. Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of
1977. House Report 95-218, Washington, O.C. , 1977.
reclamation, law
Houser, F. N. Sequence of Surface Movement and Fracturing During Sink Subsidence, Nevada Test
Site. U.S. Geological Survey, Report USGS-474-56, 1970.
surface subsidence damage
Howell, M., C. W. Amos. Improved Geophysical Techniques for Survey of Disturbed Ground. Chapter 5
in Site Investigations in Areas of Mining Subsidence, F. G. Bell, ed. Newnes-Butterworths, 1975,
pp. 103-108.
survey methods, geophysical methods
Howell, R. C, F. D. Wright, I. A. Dearinger. Ground Movement and Pressure Changes Associated With
Shortwall Mining. Pres. at 17th U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Snowbird, UT, Aug. 25-27, 1976.
Preprint 4A3, Univ. UT, UT Eng. Exp. Station, 1976, 6 pp.
rock mechanics, shortwall, ground control, instrumentation, monitoring methods
Howes, M. R., M. A. Culp, H. Greenberg, P. E. VanDorpe. Underground Coal Mines of Centerville,
Iowa, and Vicinity. Iowa Dept. of Natural Resources Open File Report 86-2, 1986, 93 pp. Iowa
Geological Survey Bureau, Iowa City, IA.
Extensive underground mining occurred in the Centerville area, Appanoose County, Iowa Between
1850 and 1971. Coal production was exclusively from the Mystic Coal Member of the Labette Shale
(Pennsylvanian) . The location and extent of abandoned coal mines and known occurrences of mine-
related problems in the area is documented. A map shows the location and extent of coal mines and
a compilation of mine-related information including historical and physical data.
coalmining, abandoned mines, historical, land-use planning, longwall, room-and-pillar
Hrastnik, J. Problems of Determining the Safe Thickness of Impermeable Clay Layer Between Coal
Seam and Water-Bearing Sand Layers In the Hanging Wall. Rud.- Metal. ZB., No. 1, 1971, pp. 47-59.
coal mining, subsurface water, geologic features, mine operation
HRB-Singer, Inc. Proposed Techniques for Evaluating Subsidence Risk and Planning and Engineering
Alternatives for Use by Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and Local Governments (Task E). HUD
contract H-2385, 1977, 120 pp. NTIS PB 81-100992.
Discusses evaluation of subsidence risk/planning and engineering alternatives for adjusting to
hazards resulting from subsidence related to underground mining, occurring in organic wetlands, and
in karst terrains.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, law, mine design, backfilling, land-use
planning, environment, geologic features
HRB-Singer, Inc. Community Land Subsidence. Final Report for U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban
Development, Washington, D.C., under contract H-2385, 1977.
land-use planning, government, environment
HRB-Singer, Inc. The Nature and Distribution of Subsidence Problems Affecting HUD and Urban Areas.
Task A, HUD Contract H-2385, 1977, 113 pp. NTIS PB 80-17277-8.
government, land-use planning, surface subsidence damage
Hubbard, J. S. Longwall Experience at the Gateway Mine. Mining Congress Journal, v. 57, No. 10,
1971, pp. 43-47.
Describes a longwall system designed specifically for a seam. Increased mine safety is noted
because of this special design, and because self-advancing hydraulic roof supports were used.
coal mining, longwall, mine design, roof support
Hubert, E. Dust Hazards Caused by Pneumatic Stowing. Colliery Guardian, v. 200, No. 5167, April,
1960, p. 457.
backfilling, mine safety
Hucka, V., B. Das. Coal Mining: Better Seam-Mining By Evaluating Joints, Cleats, Petrological
Profile. Western Miner, v. 48, No. 3, 1975, pp. 35-40.
roof stability, ground control, geologic features
Hucka, V. J., C. K. Blair, E. P. Kimball. Mine Subsidence Effects on a Pressurized Natural Gas
Pipeline. Preprint No. 83-386, for presentation at the SME-AIME Fall Meeting and Exhibit, Salt Lake
City Utah. Oct. 19-21. 1983, 10 pp.
A 20 inch diameter high-pressure natural gas pipeline crosses over a coal mine in central
Utah. The room-and-pillar method with pillar extraction is being used to extract the coal from the
seams. The pillars beneath the pipeline will not be extracted. An attempt has been made to
predict subsidence in the area where pillars may collapse; a network of survey points has been
installed along the pipeline to detect ground movements.
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utilities, pipelines, survey methods, survey design, multiple-seam extraction, pillar
strength, coal mining, pillar extraction
HUD Challenge. Backfilling Abandoned Mines, v. 4, No. 9, Sept. 1973, p. 30.
Describes the use of the Dowel 1 process at Rock Springs, WY.
backfilling, abandoned mines
Hudspeth, H. M. Ground Movement in Advance of Longwalls. Iron and Coal Trades Review, v. 126,
1933, pp. 1-3.
Roadways were driven in the coal in advance of the working faces of two mines. Telescoping
measuring rods were used to record raise in floor and convergence of roof.
longwall, monitoring equipment, coal mining, floor stability, roof stability
Hudspeth, H. M. , D. W. Phillips. Forces Induced by the Extraction of Coal and Some of Their
Effects on Coal-Measure Strata. Trans., Inst, of Mining Engineers, v. 85, 1932-33, pp. 37-57,
186-190.
Describes general and mathematical considerations of fractures forming in coal measure strata.
Results are given of experiments with models.
overburden, modeling, coal mining
Hudspeth, H. M. , D. W. Phillips, A. Walker. North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical
Engineers' Support of Workings in Mines Committee—Fourth Progress Report. Trans., Inst, of Mining
Engineers, v. 91, 1935-36, pp. 349-367.
Discusses the effects of depth, width of working, strength of roof, sides, and/or floor on
roof falls.
roof stability, room-and-pillar, floor stability
Hunt, S. R. Characterization of Subsidence Profiles Over Room-and-Pi liar Coal Mines In Illinois.
Pres. at Soc. Min. Eng. AIME Annu. Meeting, New Orleans, LA, Feb. 18-22, 1979. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME
Preprint 79-126, 15 pp.
room-and-pillar, coal mining
Hunt, S. R. Surface Subsidence Due to Coal Mining in Illinois. Ph.D. Dissertation, Univ. IL,
Urbana, IL, 1980, 129 pp.
surface subsidence damage, coal mining
Hunter, D. W. Bridgewall Mining: A New Concept. Coal Age, Sept., 1972.
Discusses utilization of longwall mining in West Virginia,
coal mining, mine design, longwall
Hunter, J. Pneumatic Stowing at Bullcroft Main Colliery. Trans., Institution of Mining Engineers,
v. 105. 1945-46, p. 111.
Reviews packing of mined out areas in subject mine prior to utilization of pneumatic
backfilling; also details backfilling devices and methods.
backf
i
lling
Hunter, R. Longwall Mining. Presented at the 1st NCA/BCR Proc. Symp. Min. Methods, Harrogate, Oct.
30-Nov. 1. 1974, pp. 57-64.
mine design, ground control, longwall, roof stability, roof support, coal mining
Hurst, G. Avoiding Subsidence Effects in Surface Buildings. Colliery Eng., v. 25, No. 291, May
1948, pp. 158-163; v. 25, No. 292, June 1948, pp. 194-198; v. 25, No. 293, July 1948, pp. 230-234.
Guidelines are given for designing buildings to avoid the detrimental effects of subsidence.
surface structural damage, foundations, engineering, construction, architecture
Hurst, G. Protection of the Surface in Mining Areas. Colliery Eng., v. 25, No. 287, Jan. 1948, pp.
14-22; v. 25, No. 288, Feb. 1948, pp. 43-46.
surface subsidence damage, ground control
Hurst, G. The Lorraine Coalfield. Colliery Eng., v. 35, Sept. 1958, pp. 374-381; v. 35, Oct. 1958,
pp. 445-450.
Discusses the working of a near-vertical coal seam in a French coalfield which maintained one
of the highest production rates in Europe at the time. The system employed stope caving with
hydraulic sand filling.
backfilling, coal mining
Hurst, G. , F. Owen, C. Bayrac. Some Observations On the Behavior of a Large School Subject to
Mining Subsidence. Colliery Eng., v. 43, July, 1966, pp. 295-301, and Aug. 1966, pp. 343-350.
Describes a study of subsidence damage to a school underlain by limestone, which in turn was
underlain by mine workings of two seams. The foundation of the school was constructed specially to
guard against subsidence effects, but it was still damaged extensively.
surface structural damage, multiple-seam extraction, foundations, architecture
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Hurst, R. E., L. D. Boughton. Subsidence Control—Backf Ullng of Waterfilled Mines. Proc.,
Environmental Quality Conference, Washington, DC, June 7-9, 1971. Soc. Min. Eng AIME, Littleton,
CO, 1971, pp. 129-136.
backfilling
Hurst, R. E. Statement Before the U.S. Senate Interior Committee on Minerals, Materials, and
Fuels. Dec. 2, 1971.
Compares controlled and blind backfilling with the Dowel 1 process.
backfilling
Hustrulid, W. A. A Review of Coal Pillar Strength Formulas. Rock Mech. , v. 8, 1976, pp. 115-145.
pillar strength, ground control, rock mechanics, coal mining
Hutchings, R. , M. Fajdiga, D. Raisbeck. The Effects of Large Ground Movements Resulting from Brown
Coal Open-Cut Excavations in the Latrobe Valley, Victoria. Proc., Conf. on Large Ground Movements
and Structures, Cardiff, Wales, July 4-7, 1977. Large Ground Movements and Structures, J. D.
Geddes, ed., 1978, pp. 136-161.
ground control, subsurface subsidence damage, surface subsidence damage, coal mining
Huwood-Irwin Co. 1977 Census of Longwall Installations Operating in the United States. Off the
Wall: Longwall Newsletter, v. 1. No. 3. P.O. Box 409, Irwin, PA 15642, 1978.
longwall
Hvorslev, M. J. Physical Components of the Shear Strength of Saturated Clays. ASCE Research
Conference on Shear Strength of Cohesive Soils, Boulder, CO, 1960, pp. 169-273.
floor stability, rock mechanics, lab testing
Hylbert, D. K. Developing Geological Structural Criteria for Predicting Unstable Mine Roof Rocks.
Appalachian Coal Min. Inst., Moorhead State Univ., Contract H0133018, U.S. Bureau of Mines OFR
9-78, 1977, 249 pp. NTIS PB 276-735/AS.
roof stability, coal mining, geologic features
Hylbert, P. K. The Classification, Evaluation, and Projection of Coal Mine Roofs in Advance of
Mining. Mining Engineering, Dec., 1978, v. 30, pp. 1667-1676.
roof stability, coal mining
Hynes, J. L. Essential Components of a Mine Subsidence Investigation. Proc., 1985 Conf. on Coal
Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L. Hynes,
ed., pp. 81-86. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural
Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
Many factors affect the reliability, accuracy, and usefulness of the results of a subsidence
investigation above abandoned mines. Within control of the investigator are several
organizational and data acquisition requirements which are critical to the success of the study,
including mapping, drilling, down-hole geophysics, sampling and testing, a site survey, and site
evaluation.
abandoned mines, monitoring methods, survey methods, geophysical methods, surface structural
damage, modeling, prediction, lab testing
Hynes, J. L., ed. Proceedings of the 1985 Conference on Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain
Region. Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication
31, Department of Natural Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
Impacts of subsidence are especially significant in the Rocky Mountain West where population
growth and rapid comnunity expansion have increased development pressure on significant areas of
subsidence-prone ground. The present consequences of unrecognized and poorly managed subsidence
hazards are much more serious in the emerging urban and suburban environment than they were in the
past where they occurred primarily in agricultural lands.
reclamation, abandoned mines, historical, mine fires, surface structural damage, remote
sensing, photography, backfilling, modeling, prediction, room-and-pillar, monitoring design,
mitigation, architecture, surface subsidence control, land-use planning, insurance, coal mining
Iannacchione, A. T., J. T. Popp, J. A. Rulli. The Occurrence and Characterization of Geologic
Anomalies and Cutter Roof Failure: Their Effect on Gateroad Stability. Paper in Stability in
Underground Mining II. SME-AIME. 1984. pp. 428-445.
roof stability, mine design, geologic features
IASH-AIHS. Land Subsidence—Affa issement du Sol. Proc, 1969 Tokyo Conference, IASH-Unesco
Publication No. 88 and No. 89, 1969.
IASH-AIHS. Land Subsidence Symposium. Proc., 2nd International Symposium on Land Subsidence,
Anaheim. CA, Dec, 1976, IASH-AIHS Publication no. 1, 121 pp.
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Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals. The Surface Coal Mining Land Conservation and
Reclamation Act. PA 81-1015. Amendment #3, Illinois Register, 1982.
law, government, reclamation, environment, coal mining
Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals. The Surface Coal Mining Land Conservation and
Reclamation Act, June 1, 1980. Land Reclamation Division, 1983, 40 pp.
Section 4.02 gives a brief description of the mine operator's responsibilities for the
treatment of subsidence due to underground mining in Illinois.
law, mine operation, coal mining
Illinois State Geological Survey. Subsidence at Hegeler, Illinois. Int. Field Rep, 1967, 9 pp.
coal mining, surface structural damage, utilities
Illinois State Geological Survey. Review of Underground Mining Practices in Illinois as Related to
Aspects of Mine Subsidence With Recommendations For Legislation. Inst, of Nat. Resour. Document
80/10, 1980, 142 pp.
law, government, mine design
Imim, H. I. Memorandum of Evidence to the Committee on Mining Subsidence. Submitted by the Council
of the IME, Trans, of the Institution of Mining Engineers, London, v. 107, 1947, pp. 50-64.
Observations and recommendations were made pertaining to subsidence legislation, legal
settlements, and building construction, with respect to coal mining.
law, construction, coal mining
Imim, H. I. A Viscoelastic Analysis of Mine Subsidence in Horizontal Laminated Strata. Ph.D.
dissertation, Univ. MN, Minneapolis, MN, 1965, 63 pp.
ground control, continuum mechanics theories, modeling
Institute of Civil Engineering (London) Ground Subsidence. Thomas Telford Ltd., 1977, 99 pp.
This reference consists of a guidance to good practice for the civil engineer who is not a
specialist in the area of ground subsidence; it is divided into seven sections dealing with the
causes and effects of both natural and induced surface subsidence.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, surface structural damage, subsurface
structural damage, surface water, mine design, backfilling, surface subsidence control, engineering
The Institution of Civil Engineers. Report on Mining Subsidence. London, England, 1959, 52 pp.;
reprint, 1962, 51 pp.
surface structural damage, backfilling, engineering, pillar strength
Institution of Mining Engineers. A Simple Method of Water Stowage Employed at No. 5 Pit at the
Escerpelle Mines. Trans., Inst, of Mining Engineers, v. 35, 1907-1908, p. 79.
backfilling, historical
Institution of Mining Engineers. Pneumatic Stowing at Bullcroft Main Colliery, v. 105, 1945, p.
315.
backfilling
Institution of Mining Engineers. Effects of Stowing on Surface Subsidence. Trans., v. 107, No. 58,
1947.
backfilling
Institution of Municipal Engineers. Report of Special Committee on Mining Subsidence. London,
1947, 80 pp.
Institution of Structural Engineers. Structure-Soil Interaction—A State of the Art Report. 11
Upper Belgrave St., London, 1978.
surface structural damage, foundations, soils
Inter-Agency Committee on Land Subsidence in the San Joaquin Valley. Progress Report on Land-
Subsidence Investigations in the San Joaquin Valley, California Through 1957. Inter-Agency Conm.
Land Subsidence in the San Joaquin Valley, Sacramento, CA, 1958, 160 pp.
fluid extraction
International Association of Science and Hydrology--UNESC0. Land Subsidence (Louvain, Belgium).
AIHS, Cesterick, S.A., v. 1-2, Publ. 88-89, 1970, 661 pp.
hydrology
Iron and Coal Trades Review. High Speed Throwing Belt for Mechanical Stowing, v. 136, 1938, p.
488.
backf
i
lling
Iron and Coal Trades Review. Pneumatic Stowing at Lockhead Colliery, v. 138, 1938, pp. 276-277.
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This paper described the advantages of solid packing over partial packing, with a description
of a German method which was being tried in England,
backf i lling
Irresberger, H. Comparison of Longwall Shield, Chock, and Frame Supports. Presented at the 1977
Coal Convention of the American Mining Congress, Pittsburgh, PA, May 1-4, 1977, 13 pp.
mine design, ground control, longwall, shortwall, roof stability, roof support, coal mining
Irresberger, H. Roof Control in Longwall Faces. Colliery Guardian, v. 226, No. 4, April, 1978, pp.
32, 34-35, 38-40.
roof stability, roof support, longwall
Irresberger, H. Strata Control in the Face. Glueckauf, v. 117, No. 2, 1981, pp. 69-71.
roof support, ground control
Irresberger, H. Improved Roof Control in the Face. Glueckauf, v. 117, No. 11, 1981, pp. 620-624.
roof stability, roof support
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Because coalbed discontinuities often pose serious economic and safety problems in underground
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Describes hydraulic backfilling of a gold mine in South Africa to allow pillar removal,
backfilling, metal mining, pillar extraction
Mishra, B., R. L. Grayson. An Engineering Analysis of "Squeeze" Failure of Pillars in the
Pittsburgh Coal Bed. Proc. of the First Annual Conf . on Ground Control in Mining, Morgantown, West
Virginia, July, 1981, pp. 144-153.
coal mining, engineering, pillar strength, ground control
Missavage, R. J., Y. P. Chugh, T. Roscetti. Subsidence Prediction in Shallow Room and Pillar
Mines. International Journal of Mining and Geological Engineering, v. 4, 1986, pp. 39-46.
A mathematical model utilizes the relative flexural strength of the strata overlying a coal
seam to predict the vulnerability of shallow room-and-pillar mined areas to subsidence. The model
assumes the failure of the immediate roof as the precursor of a subsidence event. The developed
and validated model was subjected to a blind test in an Illinois Coal Basin mine; the model
predicted 10 out of 12 subsidence events in the blind half of the study area and two of three
additional events in the known half of the study area.
coal mining, room-and-pillar, prediction, modeling, mathematical modeling, roof stability,
abandoned mines
Mitchell, D. W. , W. J. Debevec. A New Look at Roof Bolts. Coal Min. Process., Feb., 1970, pp.
34-36.
roof bolting, coal mining
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Mitchell, R. J., J. D. Smith. Mine Backfill Design and Testing. Canadian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy Bulletin, v. 72, No. 801, 1979, pp. 82-89.
backf i lling
Mitre Corporation. Comprehensive Analysis and Alternatives for Northeastern Pennsylvania. Mitre
Technical Report MTR-4155, Oct., 1970.
This report is a systems approach to problems of an 18-county region in northeastern
Pennsylvania, identifying candidate programs for improvement of environmental quality.
land-use planning, environment, coal mining
Mitre Corporation. Environmental Action Programs for Northeastern Pennsylvania: Refuse Bank
Removal— Subsidence Monitoring. U.S. Bureau of Mines Open File Report OFR 3-73, 1972.
Refuse removal and subsidence monitoring are the two topics of discussion.
instrumentation, economics, mine waste, monitoring equipment, monitoring design, coal mining
Mock, R. G., L. F. Marrs. Hazard Reduction Techniques Used for Pit Subsidence Near Hanna, Wyoming.
Proc. , 1985 Conf. on Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct.
28-30, 1985, J. L. Hynes, ed.
, pp. 223-233. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31,
Department of Natural Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
Three different backfill techniques were used to reduce immediate hazards associated with pit
subsidence over shallow abandoned coal mines near Hanna, Wyoming. The three techniques were:
backfilling with granular soils, a grouted boulder wedge, and open boulder backfilling.
backfilling, abandoned mines, reclamation, historical, mitigation, coal mining
Moebs, N. N. Geologic Guidelines in Coal Mine Design. Paper In Ground Control Aspects of Coal Mine
Design. Proc, Bureau of Mines Technology Transfer Seminar, Lexington, KY, March 6, 1973. U.S.
Bureau of Mines IC 8630, 1974, pp. 68-69.
mine design, coal mining, geologic features
Moebs, N. N., E. A. Curth. Geologic and Ground-Control Aspects of an Experimental Shortwall
Operation in the Upper Ohio Valley. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 8112, 1976, 30 pp.
roof stability, ground control, shortwall
Moebs, N. N. Roof Rock Structures and Related Roof Support Problems in the Pittsburgh Coalbed of
Southwestern Pennsylvania. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 8230, 1977, 30 pp.
roof support, roof stability, coal mining
Moebs, N. N. Subsidence Over Four Room-and-Pi
1
lar Sections In Southwestern Pennsylvania. U.S.
Bureau of Mines RI 8645, 1982, 23 pp.
room-and-pillar, coal mining
Moebs, N. N., R. M. Stateham. Geologic Factors in Coal Mine Roof Stability—A Progress Report.
U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 8976, 1984, 27 pp.
roof stability, geologic features, coal mining
Moebs, N. N., R. M. Stateham. The Diagnosis and Reduction of Mine Roof Failure. Coal Min., v. 22,
1985, pt. 1, No. 2, 1985, pp. 52-55; pt. 2, No. 3, 1985, pp. 42-48.
roof stability, coal mining
Moebs, N. N., T. M. Barton. Short-Term Effects of Longwall Mining On Shallow Water Sources. Proc,
USBM Technology Transfer Seminar, Pittsburgh, PA, Sept. 19, 1985. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 9042,
1985, pp. 13-24.
The Bureau of Mines monitored surface subsidence, water table levels, and stream flow above a
longwall panel in southwestern Pennsylvania, for about 6 months prior to mining and 12 months
afterward. Only water levels within the boundary of the longwall showed a precipitous decline as a
result of mining.
longwall, hydrology, subsurface water, room-and-pillar, environment, surface water, coal
mining
Moebs, N. N., R. M. Stateham. Coal Mine Roof Instability: Categories and Causes. U.S. Bureau of
Mines IC 9076, 1986, 15 pp.
Coal mine roof failure is categorized according to character, trend, or pattern of occurrence.
Two principal categories of failure are proposed—geology related and stress related. Each of
several subcategories reflects the probable cause of failure and thereby provides a basis for the
selection of appropriate techniques for reducing the incidence of failure.
roof stability, mine safety, ground control, overburden, roof support, coal mining, geologic
features
Mohr, F. Observations in Shafts on Rock Movements Due to Mining. International Strata Control
Congress, Leipzig, 1955, pp. 49-58 and 112-123.
ground control
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Mohr, H. F. Influence of Mining on Strata. Mine and Quarry Eng., April, 1956, v. 22, No. 4, 1956,
pp. 140-152.
Discusses mining effects on the rock strata between the surface and the extraction zone.
overburden, subsurface subsidence damage
Montz, H. W. Subsidence from Anthracite Mining. Trans., AIME, v. 88, 1930, pp. 98-134.
Discusses three case studies involving pillar extraction,
anthracite, coal mining, pillar extraction, surface structural damage
Moon, H., V. J. Hucka. Investigation of Equivalent Materials for Physical Modeling of Utah Coal
Seams. Proc., 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD, June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth,
ed., 1985, pp. 1281-1288.
modeling, longwall, coal mining
Moore, R. C, M. A. Nawrocki. Effects of Subsidence From Thick Seam Coal Mining on Hydrology.
Contract J0295012, Hittman Associates, Inc. U.S. Bureau of Mines OFR 93-80, 1980, 245 pp. NTIS PB
80-219280.
Estimates what effects the underground mining of thick coal seams in the western United States
would have on the surrounding water resources. No field work was performed. Includes a foreign
literature search.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, surface water, subsurface water, hydrology,
longwall, coal mining, literature search
Morgan, R. C. Causes of Subsidences and the Best Safeguards for Their Protection. Colliery
Guardian, v. 121, 1921, pp. 795-797, 868. 869.
backfilling, pillar strength
Morgan, T. A. Coal Mine Roof Problems. In Ground Control Aspects of Coal Mine Design, Proc, U.S.
Bureau of Mines Technology Transfer Seminar, Lexington, KY, March, 1973.
roof stability, roof support, mine design, ground control, coal mining
Morgando, F. P. Engineering Geological Investigation of a Subsided Area, "D" Street—Connecticut
Avenue, Rock Springs, Wyoming. WY Highway Dep. Project ARS 1435, Mar. 28, 1969, 7 pp.
backfilling, surface structural damage
Morgando, F. P. Rock Springs Backfill Project, Rock Springs, Wyoming. WY Highway Dep. Project ARS
1523, Jan. 21, 1971, 2 pp.
backfilling, surface structural damage
Morgenstern, N. R. Black Shale Heaving at Ottawa, Canada. Discussion, Canad. Geot. J., v. 7, 1970,
pp. 114-115.
floor stability
Moroni, E. T. Longwall Experiences in the Illinois No. 6 Seam. Illinois Mining Institute,
Springfield, 111., Oct. 11, 1973, pp. 28-34.
longwall, coal mining, active mines
Morris, A. H. , G. R. 0. Pentith. Low Pressure Pneumatic Stowing. Steel and Coal, v. 186, Jan.,
1963, pp. 4932 and 4934.
Method, equipment, and operations developed for the purpose of cutting the costs of medium or
high pressure backfilling are described.
backfilling, economics
Morrison, R. G. A Philosophy of Ground Control. Ontario Dep. Mines, Toronto, Canada, 1970, 175 pp.
ground control
Morse, C. F. R. Some Mining Problems (M6 Motorway). The Chartered Surveyor, 1967, pp. 236-243.
mine operation
Mort, T., P. G. D. Pretorius. Extraction of No. 6 Shaft Pillar Area, Durban, Roodepoort Deep, Ltd.
Assoc. Mine Managers Transvaal, Papers and Discussions, 1946/47, pp. 67-109.
room-and-pillar, pillar extraction
Morton, D. M. Surface Deformation in Part of the San Jacinto Valley, Southern California. U.S.
Dept. Int., Geol. Survey, J. Res., v. 5, 1977, pp. 117-124.
fluid extraction
Moscnyi, E. Influence of Ground Subsidence Due to Mining on River Regime and Scale Model
Experiments. Proc., International Symposium of Fossil Fuel Production and Water Resources, Paper
18. 1976.
surface water, surface subsidence damage, modeling
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Mozumdar, B. K. A Mathematical Model of Ground Movement Due to Underground Mining. Ph.D. Thesis,
PA State Univ., State College, PA, 1974, 130 pp.
mathematical modeling
Mozumdar, B. K. , C. B. Manula. Prediction of Ground Movement Due to an Advance Face. Proc, 14th
Symposium on Application of Computer Methods in the Mineral Industry, R. V. Ramani, ed. , PA State
Univ., Oct. 4-8, 1976. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME, New York. NY, 1977, pp. 494-504.
prediction, computer
Mraz, D. Z., D. Gendzwill. Evaluation of Subsidence Over a Deep Saskatchewan Potash Mine. Proc,
2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence due to Underground Mining, Morgantown, WV, June 9-11, 1986, S.
S. Peng, ed. WVU Dept. of Mining Engineering, Morgantown WV, Aug., 1986.
Subsidence profiles over Saskatchewan potash mines exhibit forms which cannot be explained by
existing subsidence models. The subsidence is affected by bridging of competent rocks.
non-metal mining, modeling, profile function, influence function, prediction, rock mechanics,
geologic features, overburden
Mueller, W. Die Berechnung Der Bewegungen Und Spannungen Des Gebirges Vom Abbau Bis Zur
Tagesoberf laeche Nach Der Methode Der Endlichen Elemente (Calculation of Displacements and Stress
in Rock Strata Between the Mining Exploitation and the Surface By Means of Finite Element Method).
Tech. Univ., Berlin, Fed. Rep. Ger., Glueckauf-Forschungsh. , v. 34, No. 6, Dec. 1973, pp. 228-236.
finite element method, overburden
Mullen, G. Some Interesting Features in the Ruhr Coalfield. Trans., Inst, of Min. Eng., v. 107,
March, 1948, p. 311.
backf i lling
Muller, R. A., A. I. Juskin, J. I. Karavaev, eds. Manual to Calculation of Buildings and
Constructions Designed on Mining Areas. Publ. of Construction Literature, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.,
1968, 278 pp. (in Russian).
architecture, construction, surface structural damage
Munson, D. E., S. E. Benzley. Analytical Subsidence Model Using Void-Volume Distribution
Functions. Proc, 21st U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Rolla, MO, May 28-30, 1980. Univ. M0,
Rolla, M0, 1980, pp. 299-307.
Presents an analytic theory of subsidence that acts as a framework describing both the time-
dependent and time- independent aspects of the subsidence process. Also included is a description
of the numerical tests performed on this proposed model using a finite element computer program.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, computer, rock mechanics, time factor, finite
element method, modeling
Munson, D. E., W. F. Eichfeld. Evaluation of European Empirical Methods for Subsidence in U.S.
Coal Fields. U.S. Dep. Energy contract SAND 80-0537, Sandia Natl. Lab., 1980, 27 pp. NTIS
SAND-79-2355 C.
Analyzes the applicability of European subsidence prediction methods (including graphical
methods, profile functions, and influence functions) for U.S. longwall mining conditions where the
subsidence process has been documented.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, prediction theories, longwall, profile
function, influence function, coal mining
Munson, D. E., W. F. Eichfeld. European Empirical Methods Applied to Subsidence in U.S. Coal
Fields. SAND80-1920, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, Oct., 1980, 20 pp.
prediction theories, coal mining
Munson, D. E., H. J. Sutherland. Empirical and Analytic Approaches to Subsidence Prediction. Ch.
19 in Ground Control in Room-and-Pillar Mining, Y. P. Chugh, ed., SME-AIME, New York, 1982, pp.
139-149.
Empirical methods for describing the shape of the subsidence trough over coal mines in Europe
are tested against field measurements of subsidence over longwall panels in the United States. The
graphical methods developed by the National Coal Board in the U.K. do not correlate well with the
U.S. measurements; however, the profile functions typically used on the Continent give acceptable
fits to the data.
prediction, modeling, ground control, room-and-pil lar, profile function, coal mining. National
Coal Board
Murphy, E. M. , M. 0. Magnuson, P. Sader Jr., J. Nagy. Use of Fly Ash for Remote Filling of
Underground Cavities and Passageways. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 7214, 1968, 27 pp.
Extensive tests of materials, methods, and possible problems were made at the Bruceton
Experimental Mine, an operating mine, and an abandoned mine.
backfilling, abandoned mines, active mines
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Murphy, E. W. , R. E. Yarbrough, S. C. Bradford. A Review of Claims Data—Illinois Mine Subsidence
Insurance Fund, October 1979 to October 1985. Proc., 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence due to
Underground Mining, Morgantown, WV, June 9-11, 1986, S. S. Peng, ed. WVU Dept. of Mining
Engineering, Morgantown WV, Aug., 1986.
Subsidence insurance claims data and structural monitoring are presented. Also, the changes
that have occurred in the Illinois Insurance Code during the first six years the IMSIF has been in
existence are described.
surface structural damage, insurance, coal mining, historical, abandoned mines, monitoring
methods, monitoring equipment
Muskhelishvili, N. J. Some Basic Problems of the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity. P. Noordhoff,
Groningen, Holland, 1953, pp. 210-217.
elastic theory, mathematical modeling
Myers, A. R., J. B. Hansen, R. A. Lindvall, J. B. Ivey, J. L. Hynes. Coal Mine Subsidence and Land
Use in the Boulder-Weld Coalfield, Colorado. Grant G0244001, CO Geol. Surv., U.S. Bureau of Mines
OFR 64-77, 1975, 92 pp.
land-use planning, coal mining, abandoned mines
Myers, K. L. f C. C. Rehn. Multi-Phased Subsidence Study and Use of Progressive Failure Model for
Subsidence Prediction Above Room and Pillar Mines. Proc., 1985 Conf. on Coal Mine Subsidence in the
Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L. Hynes, ed.
, pp. 143-167.
Describes a study performed for a site in Colorado Springs located above abandoned room-and-
pillar coal mines last worked in the 1920s and the 1940s. The three phases of the study involved
a review of published data on the mines, a limited subsurface investigation, and a very detailed
evaluation of the eastern portion of the site resulting in a prediction of final subsidence profile
and ground strains.
abandoned mines, room-and-pillar, prediction, modeling, pillar strength, roof stability, floor
stability, overburden, subsurface water, land-use planning, mitigation, backfilling, utilities,
literature search, coal mining
Nair, 0. B. Roof and Floor Bearing Capacity Tests. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 8630, 1974, pp.
114-120.
roof stability, floor stability, in situ testing
Narasimham, T. N. , P. A. Witherspoon. Numerical Model for Land Subsidence in Shallow Groundwater
Systems. Proc., 2nd International Symposium on Land Subsidence, Anaheim, CA, IAHS-AISH Pub. No.
121, Dec, 1976, pp. 133-143.
modeling, subsurface water
National Building Studies. Mining Subsidence Effects on Small Houses. Special Report No. 12,
London, HMS0, 1951, pp. 24.
surface structural damage, construction
National Building Studies. Simplified Tables of External Loads on Buried Pipelines. Ministry of
Works, No. 32, HMS0, London, 1962.
utilities, pipelines, subsurface structural damage
National Coal Board. Investigation of Mining Subsidence Phenomena. Inf. Bull. 52/78, 1952, 25 pp.
Describes the mechanics of surveying subsidence effects as observed at the ground surface,
survey methods. National Coal Board, coal mining
National Coal Board. Partial Extraction as a Means of Reducing Subsidence Damage. Inf. Bull.
61/231, 1961, 16 pp.
This bulletin is a factual record of experience in partial extraction and is intended to
acquaint management with the technique and to serve as a reference for specialists. No attempt is
made to discuss the theory of ground movement or to explain the phenomena recorded.
partial extraction, ground control, National Coal Board, coal mining, active mines
National Coal Board. Principles of Subsidence Engineering. Inf. Bull. 63/240, 1963, 27 pp.
horizontal displacement, ground control, backfilling, descriptive theories, coal mining,
National Coal Board
National Coal Board. Design of Mine Layout, with Reference to Geological and Geometrical Factors.
Min. Dep. of Working Party Rep., 1972, 52 pp.
mine design, longwall, ground control, prediction, monitoring methods, geologic features, coal
mining. National Coal Board
National Coal Board. The Treatment of Disused Mine Shafts and Adits. National Coal Board, Mining
Department, 1982.
National Coal Board, abandoned mines, reclamation, coal mining
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National Coal Board, Divisional Strata Control Research Conmittee, Durham and Northern (N and C)
Divisions. Memorandum on the Design of Mine Workings to Secure Effective Strata Control. Trans.,
Institution of Mining Engineers, v. 110, 1950-51, pp. 252-271 and 273-278.
ground control, mine design, coal mining. National Coal Board
National Coal Board, Divisional Strata Control Research Committee, Durham and Northern (N and C)
Divisions. Report on the Effects of Workings in Adjacent Seams Upon New Developments. Trans.,
Institution of Mining Engineers, v. 113, 1953-54, pp. 389-403.
multiple seam extraction, ground control, active mines, National Coal Board, coal mining
National Coal Board, Mining Research Establishment. Strata Control on Longwall Faces. Bull. 10,
1965, 11 pp.
coal mining, National Coal Board, active mines, longwall
National Coal Board, Production Department. Subsidence Engineers' Handbook. 1966, 118 pp.
This handbook presents a systematic discussion of subsidence and subsidence parameters derived
from empirical data. It includes a scheme for utilizing these parameters for subsidence prediction
in Great Britain.
engineering, prediction, time factor, survey methods, ground control, National Coal Board,
coal mining
National Coal Board, Production Department. Subsidence Engineers' Handbook. 1975, 111 pp.
Details various aspects of subsidence engineering, including prediction methods, subsidence
mechanics, and structural precautions against subsidence damage.
prediction, surface structural damage, horizontal displacement, mitigation, engineering,
vertical displacement, subsurface structural damage, surface water, surface subsidence control,
descriptive theories, ground control, angle of draw, longwall, time factor. National Coal Board,
coal mining
National Coal Board, Regional Subsidence Engineering Services. Subsidence Engineers' Report on
Eastwood Hall. Nottingham, England, 1970.
National Coal Board, coal mining, surface structural damage
National Coal Board, Regional Subsidence Engineering Services. Subsidence Engineers' Report on
Ransom Hospital . Nottingham, England, 1970.
National Coal Board, coal mining, surface structural damage
National Coal Board, Regional Subsidence Engineering Services. Subsidence Engineers' Report on the
Vedonis Knitwear Factory at Watnall Road, Hucknall. Nottingham, England, 1972.
surface structural damage, National Coal Board, coal mining
National Research Council. Underground Disposal of Coal Mine Wastes. National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, 1975.
mine waste, backfilling, coal mining
Nawrot, J. R., R. J. Haynes, P. L. Pursell, J. R. D'Antuono, R. L. Sullivan, W. D. Klimstra.
Illinois Lands Affected by Underground Mining for Coal. Cooperative Wildlife Research Laboratory,
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Carbondale, IL, 1977.
Inventories on a county-by-county basis the abandoned underground mine sites in Illinois and
an assessment of environmental problems associated with each. Includes mine locations in the
appendices.
abandoned mines, environment, reclamation, coal mining
Nawrot, J. R., W. D. Klimstra, K. Sather. Reclamation and Revegetation Potential of Illinois
Historic Longwall Mining Refuse. Paper in 1982 Symposium on Surface Mining, Hydrology,
Sedimentology, and Reclamation, Lexington, KY, Dec. 5-10, 1982, Univ. KY, Lexington, KY, 1982, pp.
129-138.
reclamation, mine waste, historical, longwall, coal mining
Naylor, A. E., J. S. Thompson. Power-Packing. Trans., Inst, of Min. Eng., v. Ill, 1951, p. 653;
also Colliery Guardian, v. 184, No. 4743, Jan., 1952, p. 95.
backfilling
Neal, G. M. Ill, C. Haycocks, J. M. Townsend, L. P. Johnson III. Influence of Some Critical Design
Parameters on Roof Truss Support Capacity—A Preliminary Report. Proc., 17th Symp. Rock Mech.,
Snowbird, UT, Aug. 25-27, 1976, pp. 5E2-1 to 5E2-6.
roof support, ground control
Neate, C. J., B. N. Whittaker. Influence of Proximity of Longwall Mining on Strata Permeability
and Ground Water. Proc, 20th U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Austin, TX, June 4-6, 1979. Univ.
TX, Austin, TX, pp. 217-224.
longwall, subsurface water, hydrology, rock mechanics
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Nelson, A. Mining Subsidence and Surface Damage. Iron and Coal Trades Review, v. 154, March 28,
1947. pp. 517-519.
coal mining, surface subsidence damage
Nelson, A. Floor Movements and Their Control. Iron and Coal Trades Rev., v. 154, No. 4136, 1947,
pp. 1211-1214.
floor stability, coal mining
Nelson, A. Ground Movements Due To Mining. Canadian Mining Journal, v. 85, No. 6, June, 1964, pp.
69-73.
Discusses factors affecting subsidence such as mining methods, type of overburden, and the
influence of faults. Describes damage to surface structures; foundation construction to limit
subsidence damage is briefly covered.
surface subsidence damage, overburden, surface structural damage, foundations, geologic
features
Nelson, V., K. C. Fahrni. Caving and Subsidence at the Copper Mountain Mine. Canadian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy Transactions Bulletin, v. 43, 1950, pp. 2-10.
Nelson, W. J., R. B. Nance. Geological Mapping of Roof Conditions: Crown II Mine, Macoupin
County, Illinois. ISGS Reprint 1981-A, 1981. Reprinted from Society of Mining Engineers of AIME,
Paper No. 80-308, 1980, pp. 1-9.
roof stability, geologic features
Neubert, K. The Effects of Disturbance of the Equilibrium of the Rock Mass Occasioned By Mining in
the Saxony Coalfield. Proc, European Congress on Ground Movements, Leeds, England, Apr. 9-12,
1957. London Harrison, 1957, pp. 167-175.
overburden, surface subsidence damage, coal mining
Newhall, F. W., L. N. Plein. Subsidence at Merrittstown Air Shaft Near Brownsville, Pennsylvania.
Trans.. AIME, v. 119, 1936, pp. 58-94.
Effects of subsidence on a concrete- lined air shaft were monitored by surface survey.
Discusses the factors of geologic conditions, mining methods, and survey techniques.
subsurface subsidence damage, subsurface structural damage, survey methods, geologic features
Newman, D. A. Coal Mine Ground Control: The Effect of Geology. American Association of Petroleum
Geologists Eastern Section Meeting, Carbondale, IL, Oct. 1983, American Assoc. Pet. Geol. Bull. v.
67, No. 9, Sept. 1983.
ground control, coal mining, geologic features
Newton, J. G. Induced Sinkholes--A Continuing Problem Along Alabama Highways. Proc., 2nd
International Symposium on Land Subsidence, Anaheim, CA, IAHS-AISH Pub. No. 121, Dec, 1976, pp.
453-463.
surface subsidence damage, roads
Neyman, B. Z., Z. Szecowka, W. Zuberek. Effective Methods for Fighting Rock Bursts in Polish
Collieries. Proc, 5th Int. Strata Control Conf.. 1972, Paper No. 23, 9 pp.
ground control, room-and-pillar, bumps, longwall
Nicholls, B. Pillar Extraction on the Advance at Oakdale Colliery. Proc, 1st International
Conference on Stability in Coal Mining, Miller Freeman Publ., 1978, pp. 182-196.
room-and-pillar, pillar extraction, coal mining
Nicholson, D. E., W. R. Wayment. Properties of Hydraulic Backfills and Preliminary Vibratory
Compaction Tests. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 6477, 1964, 31 pp.
backfilling
Nicholson, D. E. Mine Inundations. Proc, 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD, June
26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth, ed. , 1985, pp. 297-303.
Inundations from saturated soil strata, mine waste, surface water bodies, and flooded mine
workings have plagued mining for years. Violent inrushes of saturated soil or mine waste are by
far the most hazardous.
overburden, subsurface water, mine waste, surface water
Nieto, A. S. Evaluation of Damage Potential to Earth Dam by Subsurface Coal Mining at Rend Lake,
Illinois. Proc, 10th Ohio River Valley Soils Seminar on Geotechnics of Mining, Lexington,
Kentucky, 1979, pp. 9-18.
surface structural damage, engineering, subsurface water, hydrology, geotechnical, coal
mining, surface water
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Nishida, T., K. Goto. On the Relationship Between the Geological Disturbance and Surface Movement
Due to Mining Excavation. Research Inst, of Science and Industry, Rept. 27, 1960, Kyshu Univ.,
Japan, pp. 66-72.
surface subsidence damage
Nishida, T. Mining Subsidence. Research Institute of Science and Industry, Kyushu Univ., Japan,
Rept. 32 , 1962, pp. 1-74 (in Japanese).
Nishida, T., K. Gotto. Damage to Irrigation Pond Due to Mining Subsidence. Paper in International
Symposium on Land Subsidence, Tokyo, Sept. 14-18, 1969. Int. Assoc. Sci. Hydrol., United Nations
Educational Sci. and Cultural Assoc., v. 2, 1969, pp. 496-501.
hydrology, surface water
Nishida, T., N. Kameda. On the Mechanism of Caving-In Due to Mining at a Shallow Depth. J. Min.
Met. Inst., Japan, v. 88, No. 1018, Dec. 1972, pp. 863-868 (in Japanese),
surface subsidence damage
Nogushi, T., R. Takahashi, U. Tokumitsu. Small Sinking Holes in Limestone Area with Special
Reference to Drainage of Coal Mines. Proc., International Symposium on Land Subsidence, Tokyo,
1969, v. 2, pp. 512-522.
hydrology, coal mining
Norman, J. W. The Photogeo logical Detection of Unstable Ground. J. Inst. Highway Eng., Feb., 1970,
pp. 19-22.
photography, remote sensing, instrumentation
Norman, J. W. , I. Watson. Detection of Subsidence Conditions by Photogeology. Eng. Geol., v. 9,
1975, pp. 359-381.
fluid extraction, photography, instrumentation
Norris, R. V. Surface Support. Trans., AIME, v. 88, 1930, pp. 98-101.
This paper is an introduction to the article entitled, "Subsidence From Anthracite Mining," by
H. W. Montz. Discusses three problems of surface support and suggests methods which would limit
surface subsidence.
backfilling, mine design, anthracite, coal mining
North, C. Surface Subsidence Occasioned by Mine-Workings. Trans., Inst. Mine Surveyors, v. 14,
Oct., 1937, 18 pp.
surface subsidence damage
North, F. J. Some Geological Aspects of Subsidence Not Due to Mining. Proc, South Wales Inst.
Eng., v. 75, No. 3. 1952, pp. 127-158.
geologic features
North of England Safety in Mines Research Committee. 7th Progress Report of an Investigation into
the Cause of Falls and Accidents Due to Falls. Trans., Institute of Mining Engineers, v. 108, 1949,
pp. 489-510.
roof stability, roof support, mine safety
North, P. G., R. P. Callagahan. Subsidence Associated With Mining at Mt. Lyell. Proc, New Zealand
Conference, Australasian Institute of Mining Metallurgy, Univ. of Auckland, New Zealand, May 19-23,
1980. Australasian Inst. Min. Metall.. 1980, pp. 193-203.
surface subsidence damage
Nottram, C. Some Notes on Roof Subsidence. Colliery Guardian, v. 148, 1934, pp. 901-903.
Discusses bending and fracturing of roof strata, including the influence of the rate of face
advance upon the shape and failure of the roof.
roof stability
Nuebner, J. Influence of the Floor's Geohydrological Conditions and the Stability of the F-60 Dump
in the Nochten Open Cast Mine. Neue Bergbautech, v. 8, No. 1, Jan., 1978, pp. 24-28.
floor stability, hydrology
0'Beirne, T. J., J. Shepherd. The Failure of Coal Pillar Ribs and Possible Methods of Control.
Australia/New Zealand Conference on Geomechanics, Perth, Australia, May 1984, Institute of
Engineers, Barton, Australia, 1984, pp. 661-667.
mine design, ground control, pillar strength, coal mining
0' Donahue, T. A. Subsidence Caused by Coal Mining. Colliery Guardian, v. 139, 1929, pp.
1771-1773, pp. 1872-1875.
This paper includes observations of subsidence over steeply sloping seams.
angle of draw, surface structural damage, coal mining, geologic features
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O'Rourke, J. E., R. M. Mabry, B. B. Ranson, K. O'Connor. Subsidence Monitoring Systems for
Undermined Areas. Dep. Energy contract ET-76-C-01-9123, Woodward-Clyde, Consultants, 1977, 304 pp.
NTIS FE/9123-1.
Major applications and specifications of subsidence monitoring systems are reviewed, and the
relevant data measurements for a cost-effective monitoring program are identified for each. Seven
sets of measurements are formalized as individual measurement systems. Availability, cost, and
ease of use are listed for over 100 potentially useful instruments.
monitoring design, monitoring installation, monitoring equipment, survey methods, survey
equipment, economics, instrumentation
O'Rourke, J. E., B. B. Ranson, K. O'Connor, R. M. Mabry. Instrumentation Systems for Mining
Subsidence. Proc, International Conference on Evaluation and Prediction of Subsidence, Pensacola
Beach, FL, Jan. 15-20, 1978. ASCE. New York, 1978, pp. 154-168.
instrumentation, prediction, monitoring equipment, monitoring design, monitoring methods
O'Rourke, J. E. Instrumentation Plan for Characterization of Subsidence Over Longwall Mining
Panels at Allen Mine, Weston, Colorado. 1980, 42 pp. NTIS D0E/PC/30117-T2.
instrumentation, longwall, monitoring design, monitoring methods, monitoring equipment, active
mines, coal mining
O'Rourke, J. E., K. M. O'Connor, P. H. Rey. Instrumentation Systems for Subsidence Monitoring of
Longwall Panels. Chapter 21 in State-of-the-Art of Ground Control in Longwall Mining and Mining
Subsidence, Soc. Min. Eng. AIME Fall Meeting, Honolulu, HI, Sept. 4-9, 1982. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME,
Littleton, CO, 1982, pp. 235-244.
Evaluates construction and monitoring techniques for specific geotechnical instrumentation
used to provide overburden and surface-subsidence data. Instrumentation for monitoring ground and
subsurface deformations and mine- level stresses are discussed.
monitoring equipment, monitoring methods, monitoring design, survey equipment, geotechnical,
longwall, overburden, monitoring installation, instrumentation
O'Rourke, J. E. Monitoring Subsidence in the West: Problems and Analysis. Chapter 13 in Workshop
on Surface Subsidence Due to Underground Mining, S. S. Peng and M. Harthill, eds., Morgantown, WV,
Nov. 30-0ec. 2, 1981. WV Univ., Morgantown, WV, Mar., 1982, pp. 164-179.
Describes results of a project for the design and demonstration of subsidence monitoring
systems, including descriptions of the instrumentation systems, the site conditions, problems of
installation, resulting recommendations, and subsidence data.
monitoring design, monitoring installation, monitoring equipment, monitoring methods, survey
methods, survey equipment
O'Rourke, J. E., K. O'Connor. Core Recovery of Soft or Poorly Consolidated Materials. Proc, 1985
Conf. on Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, J. L.
Hynes, ed., pp. 97-111. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural
Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
The problems of core recovery in soft or poorly consolidated material are very broad and
encompass numerous varieties of conditions and materials.
monitoring installation, overburden, geologic features, geophysical methods
O'Rourke, T. D., S. M. Turner. Longwall Subsidence Patterns: A Review of Observed Movements,
Controlling Parameters and Empirical Relationships. U.S. Bureau of Mines, Geotechnical Engineering
Report 79-6, 1979, 82 pp.
longwall, geotechnical
O'Rourke, T. D. , S. M. Turner. A Critical Evaluation of Coal Mining Subsidence Patterns. Proc,
AIME Annual Meeting, New Orleans, 1979.
coal mining, prediction
O'Rourke, T. D. , S. M. Turner. Empirical Methods for Investigating Subsidence in U.S. Coal Fields.
Proc, 22nd U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Cambridge, MA, June 28-July 2, 1981. MA Inst. Tech.,
Cambridge, MA, 1981, pp. 322-327.
coal mining, monitoring methods, subsidence research
Oberhausen, J. The Compression of Stope Fillings. School of Mines Quarterly, v. 26, April, 1905,
pp. 271-276.
Describes compressibility of fill using data from an experiment at the Kaiser mine in Germany.
backf i lling
Obert, L. Measurement of Pressures on Rock Pillars in Underground Mines. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI
3521, 1939-40.
Presents an in situ method of measuring velocity of sound in rock mine pillars, which was
tested in a lead mine. Other testing was performed on concrete pillars.
in situ testing, lab testing, pillar strength, metal mining
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Obert, L. Measurement of Pressures on Rock Pillars in Underground Mines, Part I. U.S. Bureau of
Mines RI 3444, 1939-40.
Presents a laboratory method which uses sound waves to determine pressure-velocity
relationships for small rock columns. Measurements are given for 22 samples of varying materials.
pillar strength, lab testing
Obert, L., S. L. Windes, W. I. Duvall. Standardized Tests for Determining the Physical Properties
of Mine Rock. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 3891, 1946, 67 pp.
rock mechanics, lab testing
Obert, L., W. I. Duvall. Microseismic Methods of Determining Stability of Underground Workings.
U.S. Bureau of Mines B 573, 1957.
The rate of production of microseisms is related to the magnitude of stress and is an
indicator of instability. Geophones in drill holes to monitor microseisms may detect accumulating
stress conditions.
seismic, in situ testing, monitoring methods, monitoring equipment, pillar strength
Obert, L., W. I. Duvall, R. H. Merrill. Design of Underground Openings in Competent Rock. U.S.
Bureau of Mines Bulletin, v. 587, 1960, 36 pp.
This study considered both massive formations mined with an arched roof and bedded formations
with flat roofs. Designs pertain to efficient mineral extraction rather than the prevention of
surface subsidence.
mine design, roof stability, tunnelling
Obert, L., W. I. Duvall. Seismic Methods of Detecting and Delineating Subsurface Subsidence. U.S.
Bureau of Mines RI 5882, 1961, 28 pp.
Discusses traveltime, microseismic, traveltime difference, and seismic reflection methods of
detecting subsurface subsidence.
seismic, subsurface subsidence damage, monitoring methods
Obert, L. An Inexpensive Triaxial Apparatus for Testing Mine Rock. U.S. Bureau of Mines Rpt. 6332,
1963.
rock mechanics, lab testing
Obert, L. Deformation Behavior of Model Pillars Made from Salt, Trona, and Potash Ore. Proc, 6th
Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Univ. of Missouri at Rolla, Oct., 1964, E. M. Spokes and C. R.
Christiansen, eds.
modeling, pillar strength, non-metal mining, rock mechanics, lab testing
Obert, L., W. I. Duvall. Rock Mechanics and the Design of Structures in Rock. John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York, 1967.
rock mechanics, roof bolting, mine design, ground control, pillar strength, instrumentation
Obert, L. Rock Mechanics. In SME Mining Engineering Handbook, Cummins and Givens, eds., v. 1,
1973, pp. 6-13 to 6-52.
rock mechanics
Ochab, Z. Rules Concerning New Instructions for the Determination of Safety Pillars in the
Collieries of Upper-Si lesian Coal Fields. Polish Ministry for Mining and Power, Report No. 271,
1961.
mine design, pillar strength, coal mining
Ogden, H. The Law of Support. Trans., Inst. Min. Eng., London, v. 84, 1932, pp. 1-8, 61-63.
mine design
Ogden, H., R. J. Orchard. Ground Movements in North Staffordshire. Trans., Inst. Min. Eng.,
London, v. 119. 1959-60. pp. 259-272.
Surface surveys were carried out over a 10-year period; describes the problems of surveying
when the mine underlies buildings.
surface structural damage, survey data processing, survey methods, survey design
Oitto, R. H. Three Potential Longwall Mining Methods for Thick Coal Seams in the Western United
States. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 8792, 1979, 34 pp.
longwall, mine design, coal mining
Oldroyd, D. C. Stooping Under An Overland Conveyer, Transvaal Navigation Collieries. SANGORM
Symposium, Oct. 21, 1986, Sandton, South Africa, pp. 89-96. International Society for Rock
Mechanics, South African National Group.
This paper describes the undermining of an overland conveyer belt, the measurements of surface
subsidence taken and the results obtained. It also describes the effect of subsidence on the
conveyor and the preventative measures that could have been taken to prevent the relatively minor
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damage that was caused. Though the magnitude of the strains that occurred were very high the
conveyor remained functional and carried coal throughout the undermining.
coal mining, pillar extraction, surface structural damage, monitoring methods, mitigation
Oravecz, K. I. Measurement of Surface Displacements Caused by Extraction of Coal Pillars. Proc,
Conference on Large Ground Movements and Structures, Cardiff, Wales, July 4-7, 1977. Univ. of
Wales Inst, of Sci. and Technol., Cardiff, Wales, 1977, pp. 60-85.
Summarizes the procedures used in a subsidence study conducted over a bord-and-pillar
operation. Details are given on instrumentation used to determine surface subsidence, lateral
displacements, and development and extent of the cave in relation to the mining geometry.
monitoring design, monitoring installation, monitoring equipment, survey methods, survey
equipment, survey data processing, instrumentation, room-and-pillar, pillar extraction, coal mining
Oravecz, K. I. Analogue Modeling of Stresses and Displacements in Bord and Pillar Workings of Coal
Mines. Int. J. Rock Mech. Min. Sci. and Geomech. Abstr., v. 14, 1977, pp. 7-23.
room-and-pillar, modeling, coal mining
Oravecz, K. I. Improved Prediction of Surface Subsidence Using the Influence Function Approach.
SANGORM Symposium, Oct. 21, 1986, Sandton, South Africa, pp. 73-80. International Society for Rock
Mechanics, South African National Group.
One of the shortcomings of the prediction of surface displacements resulting from caved
tabular excavations at shallow and moderate depths stems from the lack of ability to estimate
precisely the convergence or closure distribution. The development of a variety of numerical
methods assist in the improved modeling of the complex mechanism of caving and the global response
of the rock mass.
prediction, influence function, modeling, computer, finite element method, boundary element
method
Orchard, R. J. Recent Developments in Predicting the Amplitude of Mining Subsidence. J. Royal
Inst. Chartered Surveyor, No. 33, May, 1954, pp. 864-876.
Evaluates the amplitude of mine subsidence through the examination of method of mining,
geological conditions, rate of face advance, time factors, and differing mining conditions. Refers
to the partial subsidence curve, and how this curve can be used for practical applications.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, prediction, time factor, geologic features
Orchard, R. J. Surface Effects of Mining—The Main Factors. Colliery Guardian, v. 193, 1956.
surface subsidence damage
Orchard, R. J. Prediction of the Magnitude of Surface Movements. Colliery Eng., v. 34, 1957, pp.
455-462.
Examines various aspects of mine subsidence: the effects of backfilling on ground movements,
geologic conditions, and an analysis of the relationship among subsidence, seam depth, and
horizontal strain. Tensile strain, compressive strain, and the relationship of strain to slope are
also evaluated.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, prediction, backfilling, geologic features
Orchard, R. J. Prediction of the Magnitude of the Surface Movement. Proc., European Congress on
Ground Movement, Leeds, April, 1957.
prediction
Orchard, R. J. Surface Effects of Mining—The Main Factors. Trans., Inst. Min. Eng., London, v.
116, 1956-57. pp. 941-958.
The various factors affecting surface movements are summarized and the manner in which they
influence the shape of the subsidence trough is described. Discusses the importance of the width-
depth ratio in determining the maximum amplitude of subsidence. Also included is a brief
discussion of surface damage and methods for reducing this damage.
surface structural damage, mine design, backfilling, survey data processing
Orchard, R. J. The Effect of Mining Subsidence Upon Public Health Engineering Works. J. Inst.
Public Health Eng., v. 56, 1957, pp. 188-204.
utilities
Orchard, R. J. Underground Stowing. Colliery Guardian, v. 203, Aug. 1961, pp. 258-263.
Discusses requirements for maximum subsidence and briefly compares pneumatic and hydraulic
backfilling methods. Compares cost of solid backfilling methods with damage produced by
uncontrolled subsidence.
backfilling, economics
Orchard, R. J. Surface Subsidence Resulting From Alternative Treatment of Colliery Goaf. Colliery
Eng., v. 41. Oct., 1964, pp. 428-435.
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Compares surface subsidence caused by both total- and partial-extraction methods when allowing
caving rather than using backfilling. Roadways and packs and their effects upon convergence are
discussed in relation to "effective" panel width and maximum subsidence.
surface structural damage, mine design, backfilling, mine waste, partial extraction, longwall
Orchard, R. J. Partial Extraction and Subsidence. Min. Eng., London, v. 123, No. 43, April, 1964,
pp. 417-430.
Subsidence and roof control are shown to be dependent upon the size of pillars in relation to
the seam depth. With room-and-pi liar workings, both safety and higher extraction can be obtained
simultaneously only in shallow seams. With deeper seams, longwall partial extraction layouts are
shown to produce greater mine safety and economical utilization of coal reserves.
partial extraction, roof stability, room-and-pi liar, longwall. National Coal Board, mine
safety, mine design, coal mining
Orchard, R. J., W. S. Allen. Ground Curvature Due to Coal Mining. Chartered Surveyor, v. 97, No.
11, 1965, pp. 622-631.
surface subsidence damage, survey methods, coal mining
Orchard, R. J. The Control of Ground Movements in Undersea Workings. Min. Eng., London, v. 128,
No. 101, Feb., 1969, pp. 259-273.
Laws governing coal extraction under bodies of water were revised in an attempt by the
National Coal Board to standardize coal extraction legislation and to promote maximum use of
reserves.
hydrology, subsurface water, ground control, National Coal Board, law, coal mining
Orchard, R. J., W. S. Allen. Longwall Partial Extraction Systems. The Mining Engineer, London, v.
129, No. 117, June, 1970, pp. 523-535.
Suggests an improved method for calculation of maximum subsidence, taking width and depth into
account separately instead of combining them into a width/depth ratio. Examines the mechanics of
harmonious extraction.
longwall, partial extraction, prediction
Orchard, R. J., J. Knecht, G. A. Voytko. State of Predictive Art in Subsidence Engineering--
Discussion. ASCE Proc., Jour. Soil Mech. and Found. Div., v. 96, No. SM6, 1970, pp. 2162-2163.
prediction
Orchard, R. J. Vitrified Clay Pipes in Areas of Mining Subsidence. Clay Pipe Development
Association, 1972.
pipelines, utilities
Orchard, R. J. Some Aspects of Subsidence in the United Kingdom. Paper in Subsidence in Mines, A.
J. Hargraves, ed. , Proc, 4th Annu. Symp. On Subsidence In Mines, Wollongong, Australia, Feb.
20-22, 1973. Australasian Inst. Min. Metal 1., Illawarra Branch, Paper 3, 1973, pp. 3-1—3-11.
Discusses National Coal Board guidelines for undersea coal extraction.
subsurface water, monitoring design, mine design. National Coal Board, coal mining
Orchard, R. J. Working Under Bodies of Water. Min. Eng., London, v. 134, No. 170. Mar., 1975, pp.
261-270.
Discusses the consequences of extracting coal reserves located under bodies of water.
Specific examples detail the results of mining beneath rivers, reservoirs, triassic sandstones, and
aquifers.
surface water, subsurface water, mine design, hydrology, coal mining
Orchard, R. J., W. S. Allen. Time Dependence in Mining Subsidence. Proc, Symposium on Minerals
and the Environment, London, June 4-7, 1974. Inst. Min. Metall., London, 1975, pp. 643-659.
time factor
Orchard, R. J. Discussion of Kapp, W. A., "A Study of Mine Subsidence at Two Collieries in the
Southern Coalfield, New South Wales." Proc, Australasian Inst. Min. Metall., No. 277, 1981, p. 53.
coal mining
Osokin, V. V. Mechanism of Coal Fracture Due to Rapid Relief of External Pressure. Soviet Min.
Sci., Jan. -Feb., 1975, pp. 41-46.
pillar strength, ground control, coal mining
Osterwald, F. W. Deformation and Stress Distribution Around Coal Mine
Workings in Sunnyside No. 1 Mine, Utah. U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 424-C, 1961, pp. C349-C353.
rock mechanics, coal mining
Osterwald, F. W. USGS Relates Geologic Structures to Bumps and Deformation in Coal Mine Workings.
Mining Engineering, v. 14, No. 4, 1962, pp. 63-68.
bumps, geologic features
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Osthof, H., J. C. Swain. European Underground Coal Mining Technology. Battelle Energy Program
Rep.. Columbus, OH. June. 1975, 25 pp. NTIS PB 249 052.
mine operation, mine design, coal mining
Otto, J. B. The Effect of Total Extraction Coal Mining on Transmission Towers. SAN60RM Symposium,
Oct. 21, 1986, Sandton, South Africa, pp. 59-72. International Society for Rock Mechanics, South
African National Group.
Transmission towers, like many other surface structures, are a serious obstruction to total
extraction coal mining, and in particular to longwall mining. A 132 kV self-supporting suspension
tower was monitored during undermining. The displacements were then used as the input to a
computer model of the tower, in an attempt to simulate the effect of differential displacement of
its foundation.
modeling, prediction, computer, surface structural damage, foundations, longwall, coal mining,
monitoring methods
Overby, W. K. Jr., C. A. Komar, J. Pasini III. Predicting Probable Roof Fall Areas in Advance of
Mining by Geological Analysis. U.S. Bureau of Mines, Health and Safety Research Program TPR 70,
May, 1973, 17 pp.
roof stability, geologic features
Owili-Eger, A. S. Geohydrologic and Hydrogeochemical Impacts of Longwall Coal Mining on Local
Aquifers. SME-AIME preprint #83-376, for presentation at the SME-AIME Fall Meeting and Exhibit,
Salt Lake City, UT, Oct. 19-21, 1983, 16 pp.
Describes an investigation undertaken in the Appalachian coal basin in response to problems of
impaired well yields and water quality deterioration.
coal mining, subsurface water, hydrology, longwall, subsurface subsidence damage
Oyanguren, P. R. Simultaneous Extraction of Two Potash Beds in Close Proximity. In 5th
International Strata Control Conference, London, 1973, Paper 32, 5 pp.
non-metal mining, multiple-seam extraction, ground control
Ozkal, K. Practice of Hydraulic Sandstowing in Armutcuk Coalfield. Symposium on Coal, Zonguldak,
Turkey, Dec, 1961.
Describes the hydraulic sandstowing process, practiced in active mines.
backfilling, coal mining, active mines
Padfield, C. J., M. J. Sharrock. Settlement of Structures on Clay Soils. PSA Civil Engineering
Technical Guide 38/CIRIA Special Publication 27, 1983.
surface structural damage, soil mechanics, floor stability
Pail let, F. L. Applications of Borehole-Acoustic Methods in Rock Mechanics. Proc, 26th U.S. Symp.
on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD, June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth, ed., pp. 207-220.
Acoustic-logging methods using a considerable range of wavelengths and frequencies have proven
useful in the in situ characterization of deeply buried crystalline rocks. Seismic velocities are
useful in investigating the moduli of unfractured rock, and in producing a continuous record of
rock quality for comparison with discontinuous intervals of core.
rock mechanics, instrumentation, in situ testing, seismic
Palarski, J. Przyczynek Do Wyjanienia Zjawiska Nieciaglych Deformacji Powierzchni I Znacznych
Obnizen Nad Podsadzonymi Wyrobiskami (Contribution To the Explanation of Discontinuous Surface
Deformations and Large Subsidences Over Stowed Workings). Przegl. Gorn., v. 34, No. 3, 1978, pp.
120-125.
backfilling, surface subsidence damage
Palat, P., R. Leleux, J. Decherf, A. Monjoie, C. Polo-Chiapolini. Journee Des Degats Miniers, 1973
(Symposium on Mining Subsidence, Univ. De Liege, Belgium, Apr. 11, 1973). Ann. Mines Belg., No. 9,
1973, pp. 1003-1069.
Palmer, R. E. Observation on Ground Movement and Subsidence at Rio Tinto Mines, Spain. Trans.,
AIME. v. 91, 1930, pp. 168-185.
surface subsidence damage
Palowitch, E. R. Shortwall Mining Applications in the United States. Paper presented at SME Fall
Meeting and Exhibit, Oct., 1972, Birmingham, AL. Preprint No. 72-AM-356, 12 pp.
mine design, ground control, shortwall, roof stability, mine operation
Pam, E. Water-Borne Packing for Stope Filling. Mining Magazine, v. 5, 1911, p. 295.
Hydraulic sand backfilling of metal mines in South Africa is used for strata control and
increased extraction.
backfilling, metal mining, ground control
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Pampeyan, E. H. , T. L. Holzer. Earth Fissures and Localized Differential Subsidence. U.S.
Geological Survey Open-File Report 79-51, 1979.
Panek, L. Estimating Mine Pillar Strength from Compression Tests. Trans., SME-AIME, v. 268, 1980,
pp. 1749-1761.
coal mining, pillar strength, lab testing
Panek, L. A. Stresses About Mine Openings in a Homogenous Rock Body. Edwards Bros., Ann Arbor, MI,
1951, pp. 1-50.
mine design, ground control
Panek, L. A. Centrifugal Testing Apparatus for Mine Structure Stress Analysis. U.S. Bureau of
Mines RI 4883, 1952.
lab testing
Panek, L. A. Principles of Reinforcing Bedded Mine Roof With Bolts. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 5156,
1956, 25 pp.
roof bolting
Panek, L. A. The Effect of Suspension in Bolting Bedded Mine Roof. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 6138,
1962, 59 pp.
roof bolting
Panek, L. A., J. A. Stock. Development of a Rock Stress Monitoring Station Based on the Flat Slot
Method of Measuring Existing Rock Stress. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 6537, 1964, 61 pp.
monitoring equipment, monitoring methods
Panek, L. A. Methods and Equipment for Measuring Subsidence. Paper in 3rd Symposium on Salt, J. L.
Rau and L. F. Dellwig, eds., Apr. 22-24, 1969, Cleveland, OH. Northern OH Geol. Soc, Inc.,
Cleveland, OH, v. 2, 1970, pp. 321-338.
Describes measurement techniques and equipment appropriate for determining the horizontal and
vertical components of displacement and strain, tilt and curvature. Particular attention is given
to the principal characteristics and uses of monuments, extensometers, tapes, electronic distance-
measuring instruments, theodolite, alignment telescope, spirit level, tilt meter, and borehole
inclinometer probe.
monitoring design, monitoring installation, monitoring equipment, monitoring methods, survey
methods, survey equipment, ground control, horizontal displacement
Panek, L. A. Solutions of Mine Structure Problems Through Field Measurements and Theoretical
Analysis. Rock Mechanics Instrumentation for Mine Design. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 8585, 1973, pp.
23-24.
mine design, instrumentation, rock mechanics, ground control
Panek, L. A., J. A. McCormick. Roof/Rock Bolting. SME Mining Engineering Handbook, A. B. Cummins
and I. A. Givens, eds., AIME, New York, 1973, pp. 13-25 to 13-134.
roof bolting
Panek, L. A. Criterion of Failure of Design of Rock Mass Structures as Determined by Borehole
Shear Tests. Proc, 4th Congress, International Society for Rock Mechanics, Montreux, Switzerland,
Sept. 2-8, 1979, v. 2, pp. 509-515.
in situ testing, rock mechanics, mine design
Panow, A. D., K. W. Ruppeneit. Problems Concerning Strata Control. International Strata Control
Congress, Leipzig, 1958, pp. 47-48 and 97-111.
ground control
Paone, J., R. H. Cox, A. S. Allen. Subsidence-Control Project in the Bellevi lle-Maryvi lie Area,
Illinois. Presented at the 1977 SME Fall Meeting and Exhibit, St. Louis, MO, Oct. 19-21, 1977.,
Preprint No. 77-F-339, 21 pp.
surface structural damage, ground control
Parate, N. S. A Study of Ground Movement in Relation to Buildings and Surface Features. M. Eng.
Thesis, 1965, Univ. Sheff., United Kingdom,
surface structural damage
Parate, N. S. Reducing the Effects of Mining Subsidence on Surface Structures. Colliery Eng., v.
44, May 1967, pp. 190-195.
Investigates the mechanics of subsidence and methods of reducing surface subsidence damage.
Discussions are included on the nature and amplitude of subsidence, subsidence profiles, area of
influence, amplitude of strain, time factor, and design of new structures.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, surface structural damage, time factor, ground
control, architecture
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Parate, N. S. Short Note on Subsidence Damage Problems. J. Mines, Met. Fuels, v. 18, Aug., 1970,
pp. 287-291.
surface subsidence damage
Pariseau, W. G., H. D. Dahl. Mine Subsidence and Model Analysis. Trans., AIME, v. 241, Dec, 1968,
pp. 488-494.
Summarizes approaches to subsidence studies, examines the possibility of duplicating
subsidence phenomena in laboratory models, and analyzes a particular model using sand as the media.
Discusses the results of the sand model application.
mode 1 i ng
Pariseau, W. G. Plasticity Theory for Anisotropic Rocks and Soil. 10th U.S. Symposium on Rock
Mechanics, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, 1972, pp. 267-296.
rock mechanics
Pariseau, W. G. Limit Design of Mine Pillars Under Uncertainty. Proc., 16th U.S. Symposium on Rock
Mechanics, Minneapolis, MN, 1977, pp. 287-301.
coal mining, pillar strength, rock mechanics
Park, D-W. Model Studies of Subsidence Over Room-and-Pillar Coal Mines Using Holographic
Interferometry. Dep. Min. Eng., WV Univ., Morgantown, WV, 1977, 10 pp.
room-and-pillar, coal mining, modeling
Park, D-W., D. A. Summers, N. B. Aughenbaugh. Model Studies of Subsidence and Ground Movement
Using Laser Holographic Interferometry. Int. J. Rock Mech. Min. Sci. and Geomech. Abstr., v. 14,
No. 6, Nov., 1977, pp. 235-245.
instrumentation, modeling
Park, D-W., D. C. Kicker. Physical Model Study of a Longwall Mine. Proc, 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock
Mechanics, Rapid City, SD, June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth, ed., 1985, pp. 1261-1272.
modeling, longwall
Park, D-W. Effect of Mine Subsidence on Ground Water Hydrology. SME-AIME Preprint 87-98, for
presentation at the SME-AIME Annual Meeting, Denver, CO, Feb. 24-27, 1987.
Underground mining alters ground condition, producing a disturbance in the ground water
regime. The level of disturbance is dependent on the local hydrology, geology, and type of mining.
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the effects of mine subsidence on the ground
water hydrology in the Warrior Coal Basin in Alabama.
hydrology, subsurface water, coal mining, metal mining, abandoned mines, multiple-seam
extraction, geologic features
Park, M. A. Automated Sand Fill System. Mining Congress Journal, v. 48, Oct., 1962, pp. 24-26.
An automated system for the hydraulic backfilling of lead, zinc, and silver mines with
processing tailings is described.
backfilling, metal mining, mine waste
Parker, J. Temperature and Humidity Affect Strength of Structures at White Pine. Soc of Min.
Engr. of AIME, Preprint 70.69-AM-357, 1969.
mine operation
Parker, J. What Can Be Learned From Surface Subsidence? Part 2: Practical Rock Mechanics for the
Miner. Eng. Min. J., v. 174, July, 1973, pp. 70-73.
rock mechanics
Parker, J. M. Salt Solution and Subsidence Structures, Wyoming, North Dakota, and Montana. Bull.
American Association of Petroleum and Geology, v. 51, No. 10, 1967, pp. 1929-1947.
non-metal mining
Parson, E. W. , L. Osen. Load Loss From Rock-Bolt Anchor Creep. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 7220, Jan.,
1969, 26 pp.
roof bolting
Pasamehmetoglu, A. G. An Investigation into Time-Dependent Aspects of Mining Subsidence. Ph.D.
Thesis, Univ. Nottingham, 1972.
time factor
Patey, D. R. Grouting Old Mine Workings at Merthyr Tydfil. Ground Engineering, Nov., 1977, v. 10,
No. 8, pp. 24-27.
abandoned mines, backfilling
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Patton, J. D. Hydraulic Stowing. Trans., Institution of Mining Engineers, v. 47, part 4, 1914, p.
468.
Discusses reasons for development of hydraulic backfilling in Britain and indicates major
objections and solutions.
economics, backfilling
Paul, J. W. , J. N. Geyer. A Study of Falls of Roof and Coal in Mines of Harrison County, West
Virginia. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 3110, 1931.
roof stability, coal mining
Paul, J. V. , J. N. Geyer. Caving Chambers in Bituminous Mines. Trans., AIME, v. 108, 1934, pp.
79-87.
coal mining, roof stability, roof support
Paul W. J., L. N. Plein. Methods of Development and Pillar Extraction in Mining the Pittsburgh
Coalbed in Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 6872, 1935.
coal mining, pillar extraction, active mines, mine design
Payne, A. R., A. K. Isaac. The Application of Numerical Models in Coal Rib Pillar Design at
Longwall Panels. Proc., 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City. SD, June 26-28, 1985, E.
Ashworth, ed., 1985, pp. 685-692.
The rib pillars left between adjacent longwall panels are intended to protect the gateroads
from harmful stress abutments, with a reduction in pillar width generally requiring an increase in
strength of the gateroad support system. Numerical model simulation provides one method of
investigating the effect of separate support elements to be evaluated together.
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Journal, v. 89, 1910, p. 522.
Describes hydraulic sand backfilling at a mine in Poland, including methods, costs, and
materials used.
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Peele, R. Mining Engineers' Handbook, v. 1, 3rd edition, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1944.
This handbook was written in 1929 and revised in 1941. It is useful as a historical and
developmental reference for mining procedures, but is not current enough for modern subsidence
control techniques.
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Peng, S. S. Surface Subsidence. Chapter 9 in Coal Mine Ground Control, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1978, pp. 281-342.
Classifies and discusses two ground movement theories: descriptive theories and continuum
mechanics theories. Analyzes subsidence trough determination including descriptions of profiles,
strains, profile slopes, and profile curvatures.
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Presents a case history of surface subsidence over a longwall section at an eastern Ohio mine,
including surface monitoring plans, measured results, and subsequent surface structural damages.
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Peng, S. S. , S. L. Cheng. Predicting Surface Subsidence for Damage Prevention. Coal Min. &
Process., v. 18, No. 5, 1981, pp. 84-95.
Contains background information on subsidence engineering; with reference to subsidence-
related structural damage and damage prevention techniques. An empirical subsidence prediction
method is discussed.
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This paper is a summary document of five previously published papers on subsidence over 24
longwall panels and 5 room-and-pillar sections in the northern Appalachian coalfield. It includes
the physical characteristics of 54 surface subsidence profiles collected for longwall and room-and-
pillar mining. Empirical and analytical methods of prediction and modeling are discussed in
detai 1.
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AIME, Littleton, CO, 1982, pp. 211-221.
Analyzes the effects of geology and mining methods on subsidence factor, angle of draw, and
angle of critical deformation based on the results of 40 longwall subsidence profiles in the
northern Appalachian coalfield.
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Peng, S. S., H. S. Chiang. Longwall Ground Control~U.S. Experiences. Journal of Mines, Metals,
and Fuels, Sept., 1983, Special Number on Update on Longwall Mining--Evolving Trends, pp. 397-415.
Longwall mining in the U.S. for over a decade has demonstrated that it is safe and complies
easily with current laws, and that it is highly productive provided it is properly designed and
operated.
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Peng, S. S. Case Studies Illustrate the Need for a New Concept of Coal Pillar Design. Mining
Engineering, v. 38, No. 11, Nov., 1986, pp. 1033-1035.
The most commonly used ground control design in coal mining is the determination of pillar
size by various pillar strength formulae for mine layout. However, there have been few documented
case histories concerning the validity of those strength formulae.
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at Corby. Proc, Conf. on Settlement of Structures, organized by the British Geotechnical Society,
Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, England, Apr., 1974. Settlement of Structures, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York, 1975, pp. 53-61.
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Penman, D. Hydraulic Stowing in Thick Seams of India. Trans., Institution of Mining Engineers, v.
80, 1930-31, p. 123.
Hydraulic backfilling in India where many seams are over 20 ft. thick and range up to 90 ft.
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Pennington, D., J. G. Hill, G. J. Burgdorf, D. R. Price. Effects of Longwall Mine Subsidence on
Overlying Aquifers in Western Pennsylvania. U.S. Bureau of Mines 0FR 142-84, 1984, 129 pp.
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Contains laws, enacted in 1954, that pertain to subsidence resulting from anthracite mining in
northeastern Pennsylvania.
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Persche, E. P. Architectural Mitigating Measures to Control Subsidence Damage. Proc, 1985 Conf.
on Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L.
Hynes, ed., pp. 215-221. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural
Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
With development of the Rocky Mountain region, damage to buildings due to mine subsidence has
increased dramatically. Much of the damage reported could be avoided by prudent planning and
zoning practices. Where zoning doesn't keep building away from mine subsidence areas, other
measures have to be employed to avert or mitigate potential subsidence damage.
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Perz, F. Mathematical Relationships and Subsidence Troughs. Mine and Quarry Eng., v. 23, June
1957, pp. 256-260.
Describes a subsidence prediction method that uses mathematical relationships to model the
formation of subsidence troughs above mine workings, taking into account the properties of
overlying strata.
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Perz, F. A New Method of Expressing the Mathematical Relationships Governing the Formation of
Subsidence Troughs Above Mine Workings. Proc, European Congress on Ground Movement, Leeds,
England, Apr. 9-12, 1957. London Harrison, 1957, pp. 21-26.
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Perz, W. Subsidence Observations on Workings in Austrian Tertiary Carboniferous Synclines. U.S.
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Perz, W. Observations of Subsidence Over Underground Workings In the Tertiary Coal Basins. Proc,
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Perz, W. Subsidence Observations in Austria. Colliery Eng., v. 35, No. 12, 1958, pp. 533-535.
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Peterlee Development Corporation. The Master Plan--Report. 1952.
The development of the new town of Peterlee in northeast England provides an instance of
successful coordination of surface building and underground coal mining.
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Pettibone, H. C, S. M. Dar, T. W. Smelser. Modeling of Coal Mine Roof Reinforcement. Proc., 26th
U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD, June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth, ed., 1985, pp.
1273-1280.
Full-scale model testing of a simplified mine entry with roof-bolt support as well as computer
modeling of a layered mine roof with slip planes pierced by roof bolts was accomplished by the U.S.
Bureau of Mines. Excellent correlation was obtained between physical model results and computer
modeling results.
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Hospital. Geological Society of America Bulletin, v. 59, 1948, p. 1344.
Consists of the abstract of a paper which describes pressure grouting of an undermined site.
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Philbrick, S. S. Cyclic Sediments and Engineering Geology. Proc, 21st International Geological
Congress, 1960.
The concept of cyclic sedimentation is related to conmon problems encountered in foundation
investigations in coal sequences. Discusses remedial measures required over undermined areas.
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Phillips, D. W. The Nature and Physical Properties of Some Coal Measure Strata. Trans., Inst, of
Mining Engineers, v. 80, 1930-31, pp. 212-242; v. 81, 1930-31, pp. 30-33; v. 82. 1931-32, pp.
432-449; v. 83, 1931-32, pp. 229-237.
Gives results of laboratory strength tests on different types of coal measure rocks; includes
a description of the nature of fractures which form in the roof.
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Phillips, D. W. , T. J. Jones. Strata Movements Ahead of and Behind Longwall Faces. Trans., Inst.
Mining Engineers, v. 101, 1941, pp. 348-351.
Discusses results of observations ahead of and behind a longwall face at a depth of 900 yards.
A seam 250 yards above the longwall face was monitored for subsidence effects.
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Phillips, D. W. , H. Henshaw. Underground and Surface Strata Movements. Trans., Inst. Min.
Surveyors, Jan., 1942, v. 21, Pt. I.
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27-50.
Describes roof and roadway maintenance pertaining to ground control in Great Britain.
Discusses strain distribution near roadways and methods for measuring strain and loading.
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Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L.
Hynes, ed., pp. 255-265. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural
Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
Evaluation of subsidence potential over the Pikeview Coal Mine sloping entryway in Colorado
Springs, Colorado indicated a substantial risk of future ground movements. A procedure was
formulated to block the lower end of the entryway and backfill the upslope portion of the opening
with cement slurry.
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result of unstable roof conditions.
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Technical Progress Report, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1985.
longwall, coal mining
Powell, L. R., P. B. DuMontelle. The Illinois-Bureau of Mines Cooperative Mine Subsidence Research
Program. Proc., 2nd Conf. on Ground Control Problems in the Illinois Coal Basin, May 29-31, 1985,
Southern Illinois Univ. at Carbondale, Y. P. Chugh, ed. , v. 2, pp. 13-17.
subsidence research, coal mining
Powell, L. R., T. L. Triplett, R. E. Yarbrough. Measurement and Analysis of Foundation Tilt
Resulting From Mine Subsidence in Southern Illinois. Proc., 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence due
to Underground Mining, Morgantown, WV, June 9-11, 1986, S. S. Peng, ed. WVU Dept. of Mining
Engineering, Morgantown WV, Aug., 1986.
The Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with the Illinois Mine Subsidence Insurance Fund, is
monitoring the response of two foundations to ground movements induced by subsidence from high
extraction mining in southern Illinois.
insurance, foundations, monitoring methods, monitoring equipment, vertical displacement,
survey methods, coal mining
Powell, W. J., P. E. LaMoreaux. A Problem of Subsidence in a Limestone Terrain at Columbiana,
Alabama. U.S. Geological Survey, Water Resources Division, and Geological Survey of Alabama,
Circular 56, 1969.
Subsidence problems in a karst area were aggravated by groundwater withdrawal from deep wells.
fluid extraction, subsurface water, geologic features, land-use planning, hydrology
Pratt, W. E., D. W. Johnson. Local Subsidence of the Goose Creek Oil Field (Texas.) Jour. Geology,
v. 34, 1926, pp. 577-590.
oil extraction
Preece, D. S., J. T. Foley. Finite Element Analysis of Salt Caverns Employed in the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve. Proc, 6th International Symposium on Salt, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, May, 1983.
non-metal mining, finite element method, oil extraction, modeling
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Preece, 0. S. , W. R. Wawersik. Leached Salt Cavern Design Using a Fracture Criterion for Rock
Salt. Proc, 25th US Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Northwestern University, June, 1984.
rock mechanics, non-metal mining, mine design
Price, D. G., A. B. Malkin, J. L. Knill. Foundations of Multi-Story Blocks On the Coal Measures
with Special Reference to Old Mine Workings. Quart. J. Eng. Geol., v. 1, No. 4, 1969, pp. 271-322.
Foundation investigations for undermined apartment sites are discussed. This article
considers various corrective measures which have arrested subsidence.
abandoned mines, foundations, engineering, construction, surface structural damage,
backfilling, overburden, coal mining
Price, N. J. The Compressive Strength of Coal Measure Rocks. Colliery Engineering, v. 37, 1960,
pp. 283-292.
rock mechanics, lab testing, coal mining, overburden
Priest, A. V., R. J. Orchard. Recent Subsidence Research in the Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire
Coalfield. Trans., Inst. Min. Eng., London, v. 117, 1957-58, pp. 499-512.
Describes monitoring of vertical and horizontal subsidence displacements such that steps could
be taken to prevent or reduce structural damage to existing pipelines and buildings in the
Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire coalfield, England.
surface structural damage, subsurface structural damage, mine design, monitoring design,
utilities, monitoring methods, monitoring equipment, pipelines, survey methods, subsidence
research, survey equipment, coal mining
Proctor, R. V., T. L. White. Rock Tunneling With Steel Supports. The Commercial Shearing and
Stamping Co., Youngstown, OH, 1946, pp. 207-232.
roof support, ground control, tunnelling
Proust, A. Etude sur les Affaissements Miniers dans le Rassin du Nord et du Pas-De-Calais (Study
of Mine Subsidence in Nord and Pas-De-Calais Coal Fields). Rev. Ind. Miner., v. 46, No. 6, 1964,
pp. 513-516; v. 46, No. 7, 1964, pp. 547-581.
coal mining, subsidence research
Pryke, J. F. S. Eliminating the Effects of Subsidence. Colliery Engineering, Dec, 1954.
mitigation, surface subsidence damage
Pryke, J. F. S. Underpinning and Jacking Buildings Affected by Mining Subsidence or Other
Differential Foundation Movement. Royal Inst. C. Sury, 1960.
mitigation, surface structural damage, foundations
Public Record Corporation (Denver, CO) The Code of Colorado Regulations. 2 CCR 407-2, 1980, pp.
91-96, 285-288.
Pertinent sections deal with the responsibilities of the mine operator in regard to subsidence
due to underground mining in Colorado.
law, mine operation, government
Pursell, P. L. Problems With Determining Trends in Land Use Changes Following Coal Mining in
Illinois. Paper in 3rd Annu. Conf. on Better Reclamation with Trees, Cosponsored by AMAX Coal Co.,
Purdue Univ., Southern IL Univ., and Madisonville Comm. Coll.; Terre Haute, IN, June 2-3, 1983.
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, IN, 1983, pp. 1-10.
Discusses changes in land use due to coal mining in Illinois and the problems in obtaining
reliable data from which trends of land-use changes may be determined.
reclamation, agriculture, environment, law, land-use planning, coal mining
Pytlarz, T., K. Trojanowski. Subsidence Calculation With an Arbitrary Shape of the Exploitation
Area by the Segment Network Method on Basis of S. Knothe's Theory. 1974, 52 pp. NTIS TT 74-54011.
Details calculation of surface subsidence using Knothe's theory of the exploitation effect on
the ground surface for the case of a spatial problem with an arbitrary shape of the given
exploitation area.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, prediction theories, prediction
Quan, C. K. Overview of the Bureau of Mines Subsidence Research Program. Pres. at Soc. Min. Eng.
AIME Annu. Meeting, New Orleans, LA, Feb. 18-22, 1979. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME Preprint 79-84, 1979, 9
pp.
The state-of-the-art in subsidence prediction, control, and prevention and in subsidence-
related damage abatement has not progressed in the U.S. to the level achieved in other countries.
To bridge this gap, the Bureau of Mines is pursuing a comprehensive subsidence investigation,
specifically designed to address major problems on the local, regional, and national level.
prediction, economics, mitigation, ground control, subsidence research
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Rad, P. F. Mechanical Properties and Cutting Characteristics of Coal. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC
8584, 1973. pp. 1-46.
rock mechanics, coal mining, lab testing
Radcliffe, 0. E., R. M. Stateham. Effects of Time Between Exposure and Support on Mine Roof
Stability, Bear Coal Mine, Somerset, Colo. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 8298, 1978, 13 pp.
roof support, roof stability, coal mining, mine operation
Rahilly, H. J. Mine Fires and Hydraulic Filling. Trans., AIME, v. 68, 1923, p. 61.
backfilling, mine fires
Railway Gazette. Trackside Foundations in Subsidence Areas. April 3, 1959, pp. 390-391.
Discusses the construction of concrete rafts to carry steel structures for overhead
electrification.
railways, foundations, utilities
Rakshit, S. Hydraulic Stowing in India. Colliery Engineering, v. 27, No. 317, July, 1950, p. 283.
backfilling
Rakshit, S. Surface Transportation of Stowing Materials. Colliery Engineering, v. 28, April, 1951,
p. 326.
Describes methods of transporting sand in India from riverbanks to mines for backfilling.
backfilling
Ramani, R. V., C. B. Manula. A Master Environmental Control and Mine System Design Simulator for
Underground Coal Mining. Volume I. Executive Summary. Grant G0111808, PA State Univ., U.S. Bureau
of Mines OFR 84(l)-76, 1975, 31 pp. NTIS PB 255 421.
mine design, environment, modeling, coal mining
Ramani, R. V., ed. Longwall-Shortwall Mining, State-of-the-Art. AIME, New York, 1981, 296 pp.
longwall, environment, mine design, shortwall, surface subsidence damage, coal mining
Ramsay, R. Discussion on Deep, Long-Wall Workings. Journal of the Illinois Mining Institute, v. 1.
No. 3, 1892, pp. 227-231.
longwall, coal mining, geologic features
Randolph, B. S. The Theory of the Arch in Mining. Colliery Eng., v. 35, Mar., 1915, pp. 427-429.
roof stability
Rankilor, P. R. An Approach to the Simulation of Mining Subsidence Phenomena in an Elastic Layered
Model. Quarterly Journal Engineering Geology, v. 3, No. 1, Dec, 1970, pp. 55-63.
Describes the use of urethane rubber in the construction of a layered model simulating strata
over mine workings. This model is compared to subsidence profiles observed for some European
mining.
elastic theory, modeling, angle of draw, prediction
Rankilor, P. R. The Construction of A Photoelastic Model Simulating Mining Subsidence Phenomena.
Int. J. Rock Mech. Min. Sci. & Geomech. Abstr., v. 8, No. 5, Sept.. 1971, pp. 433-444.
modeling, rock mechanics
Rankilor, P. R. Engineering 6eology and Mining. Ground Eng., v. 9, No. 7, Oct., 1976, pp. 22-26.
engineering
Ratigan, J. L. User Information Manual. SUBSID: A Nonlinear, Two-Dimensional Finite Element
Program for Static Evaluation of Mining Subsidence. Lawrence Berkeley Lab., CA Univ., June 1980,
74 pp. NTIS LBL-113 56.
finite element method, modeling, computer
Ratigan, J. L., R. E. Goodman. Modeling of Static Subsidence in a Nonlinear Medium. Lawrence
Berkeley Lab., CA Univ., Dec. 1980, 17 pp. NTIS LBL-11896.
modeling
Rayburn, J. M. Subsidence in Thick Freeport Coal. Trans., AIME, Coal Division, v. 88, 1930, pp.
144-150.
Survey lines were established parallel and perpendicular to the line of pillar extraction in
an attempt to determine the shape of the traveling subsidence trough.
pillar extraction, angle of draw, survey design, survey methods, coal mining
Read, T. T. Lake Superior Copper Mining: Present and Future II. Mining and Scientific Press, v.
140, 1915, p. 215.
Stamps sands were used for backfilling and for subsidence prevention.
backfilling, metal mining, ground control
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Redmayne, R. A. S. "Modem" Practice in Mining. Longmans Green, 1922, v. 3, pp. 147.
mine operation, historical
Reed, J. J. Mine-Opening Stabilization by Stress Redistribution. Quart, of the Colo. School of
Mines, v. 51, No. 3, July, 1956.
rock mechanics, mine design
Reed, J. J. Case History in Pillar Recovery. Trans., AIME (Mining Engineering), v. 11, July, 1959,
pp. 701-705.
rock mechanics, pillar extraction
Reed, J. J. Pre-stressed, Pre-loaded Concrete Pillars Give Better Roof Control. Eng. Mng. Journal,
v. 161, Nov., 1960, pp. 88-92.
rock mechanics, pillar strength, roof support
Reed, J. J., C. D. Mann. Flat Jacks Pre-Load Massive Mine Supports. Proc., 4th Symposium on Rock
Mechanics, 1961, Bull. 76, Nov., 1961, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, pp.
211-220.
roof support, rock mechanics
Rees, D. W. Subsidence in Anthracite Areas. Colliery Guardian, v. 74, No. 3234, Dec. 22, 1922.
Describes subsidence observations in the anthracite area, where one seam is worked at a
moderate depth, the floor is hard and no heaving takes place, and the coal serves as a true
boundary because of its resistant nature.
anthracite, coal mining, roof support, floor stability, angle of draw
Reiss, I. H. Total Utilization of a Land Resource. Min. Congr. J., v. 63, No. 10, 1977, pp. 55-59.
This paper discusses coal as a legitimate crop in terms of a long-term land-use program. It
also describes grassland farming as a viable alternative to cornland, concluding that corn, coal,
and cattle are still compatible.
agriculture, reclamation, land-use planning, coal mining
Rellensmann, 0., E. Wagner. The Effect on Railways of the Ground Movements Due to Mining. Proc,
European Congress on Ground Movement, Leeds, England, Apr. 9-12, 1957. London Harrison, 1957, pp.
74-82.
This paper analyzes partial-extraction methods that can be used to minimize subsidence damage
to railway lines, with discussions on the use of safety pillars and various mine designs. A short
explanation of the mechanics of ground deformations is also given.
mine design, railways, partial extraction, room-and-pi liar, pillar strength
Rellensmann, 0. Rock Mechanics in Regard to Static Loading Caused by Mining Excavation. Colorado
School of Mines Quart., v. 52, No. 3, July 1957, pp. 35-48.
Pertains to the behavior of strata overlying mined-out areas and the calculation of surface
movements. Briefly mentions the use of empirical data to predict subsidence.
rock mechanics, overburden
Repa, J. V., J. W. McMullen, P. D. Smith. Conceptual Design for a Subsidence Simulator. Feb.,
1980. 7 pp. NTIS LA-8239-MS.
modeling
Reppert, A. E. Pillar Falls and the Economic Recovery of Coal from Pillars. Proc, West Virginia
Coal Mining Institute, 1911.
room-and-pi liar, economics, pillar strength, pillar extraction, coal mining
Research Committee of Midland County Institute of Mining Engineers. The Influence of Variation in
the Nether Roof on the Incidence of Falls. Trans., Inst, of Mining Engineers, v. 84, 1932-33, pp.
93-110; v. 85, 1932-33, p. 27.
Describes a series of studies made in a mine seam which in different areas has a roof
composed of sandstone, stone bind, shale, clod, and coal.
roof stability, coal mining, geologic features
Revalor, R., J. Arcamone, J. P. Josien, J. P. Piguet. In Situ Rock Stress Measurements in French
Coal Mines: Relation Between Virgin Stresses and Rock Bursts. Proc, 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock
Mechanics, Rapid City, SD, June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth, ed., 1985, pp. 1103-1112.
monitoring methods, multiple-seam extraction, monitoring equipment, modeling, in situ testing,
coal mining
Rhodes, G. W. Plate Bearing Tests on Coal Mine Underclays. M.S. Thesis, University of Missouri-
Rolla, Rolla, M0, 1978.
floor stability, coal mining, in situ testing
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Rhodes, H. t R. H. Horsley. Observations on the Working of a Seam of Coal Under a Railway Tunnel.
Trans., Institution of Mining Engineers, v. 87, 1933-34, pp. 129-139.
A brick-lined railway tunnel was successfully undermined, by a 5 ft. thick seam of coal lying
613-701 ft. below the tunnel floor. The tunnel required only minor repairs after mining.
railways, backfilling, coal mining
Rice, G. S. Filling System. Illinois Geological Survey Bull. No. 14, 1908.
Discusses reasons why hydraulic backfilling would not be applicable in Illinois for subsidence
prevention. These reasons include insufficient mine waste, inaccessible surface material due to
extensive farming, and soft underclay which is sensitive to mine water.
backfilling, floor stability, mine waste, agriculture, coal mining
Rice, G. S. Some Problems in Ground Movement and Subsidence. Trans,. AIME, v. 69, 1923, pp.
374-405, 413-433.
Rice, G. S. The Question of the Angle-Of-Draw. Min. Metall., v. 10. Mar., 1929, pp. 132-133.
angle of draw
Rice, G. S., C. Enzian. Tests of Strength of Roof Supports Used in Anthracite Mines of
Pennsylvania. U.S. Bureau of Mines Bulletin 303, 1929, 44 pp.
Tests of coal pillar strength and other roof supports were reviewed.
roof support, anthracite, pillar strength, ground control, mine design, coal mining, lab
testing, in situ testing
Rice, G. S. Recent Researches on Ground Movement Effects in Coal Mines and on the Strength of Coal
and Roof Supports. Trans., AIME, v. 101, 1932, pp. 269-293.
roof stability, roof support, pillar strength, coal mining
Rice, G. S. Ground Movement from Mining in Brier Hill Mine, Norway, Michigan. Trans., AIME, v.
109, 1934, pp. 118-152.
surface subsidence damage, metal mining
Rice, G. S. Bumps in Coal Mines of the Cumberland Field, Kentucky and Virginia—Cause and Remedy.
U. S. Bureau of Mines RI 3267, 1935, 36 pp.
ground control, room-and-pillar, mine design, bumps, coal mining
Rice, G. S. Bumps in Coal Mines—Theories of Causes and Suggested Means of Prevention or of
Minimizing Effects. Trans., AIME, Coal Div., v. 119, 1936, pp. 11-39.
ground control, room-and-pillar, floor stability, mine design, bumps, coal mining
Rice, G. S. Ground Movement and Subsidence Studies Aid in Solving Mining Problems. Mining and
Metallurgy, v. 17, Jan., 1936, pp. 15-16.
The author reviewed work by P. Bucky, Helmut Landsberg, and Ryojun College, on the strength
and elastic recovery of rocks.
mine design, pillar strength, room-and-pillar
Rice, G. S. Ground Movement and Subsidence Studies in Mining Coal, Ores and Nonmetallic Minerals.
Trans., AIME. v. 139, 1937, pp. 140-154.
coal mining, metal mining, non-metal mining
Rice, G. S. Notable Studies in the Kolar Gold Field and at a Pittsburgh Coal Mine. Mining and
Metallurgy, v. 19, Jan., 1938, pp. 24-25.
Reviews subsidence studies in the gold fields of India, as well as those by the U.S. Bureau
of Mines at the Montour mine in Pittsburgh.
metal mining, coal mining
Rice, G. S., I. Hartmann. Coal Mining in Europe. A Study of Practices in Different Coal
Formations and Under Various Environmental Regulatory Conditions Compared with Those in the United
States. U.S. Bureau of Mines B 414, 1939, 369 pp.
Describes hydraulic, pneumatic, and mechanical backfilling; also deals with many aspects of
European mining including filling problems and procedures.
environment, mine operation, law, backfilling, geologic features
Rice, G. S. Ground Movement and Subsidence. Mining and Metallurgy, v. 21, Jan., 1940, pp. 8-9.
This article reviewed subsidence investigations in 1939.
backfilling
Richardson, A. Mine Subsidence. J. Chem. Metall. Min. Soc. S. Afr., v. 7, Mar., 1907, pp. 279-288.
Richert, G. I. Filling Stopes With Mill Tailings. Engineering and Mining Journal, v. 127, 1929, p.
348; and U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 6145, 1929.
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This article discusses increased efficiency and lowered cost involved using recycled mine
waste as fill in a Cuban copper mine.
backfilling, metal mining, mine waste, mine operation, economics
Richey, J. E. Surface Effects of Mining Subsidence. Chapter 12 in Elements of Engineering Geology.
Pitman, London, 1964, 137 pp.
surface subsidence damage
Riddle, J. M. Dealing With Subsidence and SMCRA. Min. Eng., v. 32, No. 12, 1980, pp. 1702-1704.
law, reclamation, environment
Rightnor, T. A., J. P. McHale, C. H. Johnson, W. D. Shrader, M. D. Loy. Analysis of the Impact of
Public Law 95-87 on Mining Performance. U.S. Dep. Energy Contract ET-77-C0-1-8914, Skelly and Loy,
1979, 417 pp. NTIS FE 8914-3.
law, mine operation, government, coal mining, economics
Riley, F. S., S. N. Davis. A Tiltmeter to Measure Surface Subsidence Around a Pumping Artesian
Well. Jour. Geophys. Res., (abstr.), v. 65, 1960, p. 1637.
fluid extraction, monitoring equipment, subsurface water
Riley, F. S. Land Surface Tilting Near Wheeler Ridge, California. Am. Geophys. Union Trans., v.
49, 1968, p. 664.
fluid extraction
Riley, F. S. Land-Surface Tilting Near Wheeler Ridge, Southern San Joaquin Valley, California.
U.S. Dept. Int., Geol. Survey, Prof. Pap. 497-G, 1970. pp. G1-G29.
fluid extraction
Rimant, A. Extraction of Shaft Pillars. Freiberger Forschungshefte, A448, 1968, pp. 157-179 (in
German)
.
pi liar extraction
Robeck, K. E. Potential Land Use Impacts of Coal Production: 1975-2000. Argonne Natl. Lab.,
July, 1980, 71 pp. NTIS DE 82003264.
land-use planning, environment, land values, coal mining, economics
Roberts, A. Partial Extraction in Restricted Workings. Colliery Engineering, v. 24, No. 284, 1947,
pp. 335-340.
Discusses the principles of surface support in areas of partial extraction of minerals.
pillar strength, mine design, overburden, partial extraction
Roberts, A. A. A Problem of Strata Control in Bord and Pillar Working. Colliery Guardian, v. 170,
No. 4404, 1945. pp. 663-668.
ground control, room-and-pillar
Roberts, E. W. A History of Land Subsidence and its Consequences Caused By the Mining of
Anthracite Coal in Luzerne County, Pennsylvania. Ph.D. Thesis, NY Univ., NY, 1948, 230 pp.
historical, anthracite, coal mining
Roberts, H. A., ed. Decision Analysis for Abandoned Mine Reclamation Site Selection and Planning.
Decision Analysis Task Force of the Illinois Institute of Natural Resources, Project No. 90.012,
Doc. No. 79/29, Aug., 1979, 256 pp.
This report consists of six independently written chapters treating various aspects of the
application of decision analysis to the selection of abandoned mine sites in Illinois for
reclamation.
reclamation, abandoned mines, modeling, environment, surface water
Roberts, J. M., F. W. Tobias, A. L. Massulo, J. A. Holbrook. Remote Pneumatic Stowing in Abandoned
Room and Pillar Mines. Proc., 8th Annual National Abandoned Mine Lands Conference, Aug. 10-15,
1986, Billings, MT.
backfilling, room-and-pillar, abandoned mines
Robertson, T. Mining Subsidence—The Geological Aspects and Their Relations to Town Planning in
County Durham. Colliery Guardian, v. 179, No. 4634, 1949, pp. 575-578.
Discusses geological aspects of town planning with special reference to limestone solution
with fluctuating water tables and surface disturbance over undermined areas.
land-use planning, surface structural damage, hydrology, geologic features, subsurface water
Robinson, G. L., J. C. Swain, R. P. Yantis, H. W. Ray. A Systems Approach to Underground Coal
Mining: Phase I. Problem Analysis and Research Recomnendations. Battelle Labs, Columbus, OH, June
1975, 293 pp. NTIS PB 249 054.
mine operation, coal mining, subsidence research
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Rockaway, J. D., R. W. Stephenson. Investigations of the Effect of Weak Floor Conditions on the
Stability of Coal Pillars. USBM Contract No. JO-155153. July, 1979, 225 pp. NTIS PB 81-181109.
floor stability, pillar strength, coal mining
Rockaway, J. D. , R. W. Stephenson. Investigation of the Effects of Weak Floor Conditions on the
Stability of Coal Pillars. Final Open File Report, Jun. 27, 1975-Dec. 31, 1978. U.S. Bureau of
Mines OFR-12-81, July 15, 1979, 227 pp. NTIS PC All/MF A01.
coal mining, floor stability, pillar strength
Rockaway, J. D. , C. D. Elifrits. Investigation of the Effects of Mining Subsidence I: The
Vicinity of Rend Lake Dam, Illinois. Report prepared for the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, St.
Louis, MO, 1979, 51 pp.
coal mining, surface water, surface structural damage
Rockaway, J. D. , R. W. Stephenson. Evaluation of the Effects of Weak Underclays on the Support of
Coal Pillars in Illinois Basin Mines. Proc, 1st Conference on the Ground Control Problems in the
Illinois Coal Basin, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, 1980.
floor stability, pillar strength, room-and-pillar, ground control, coal mining
Rockaway, J. D., R. W. Stephenson. Influence of Moisture Content on the Bearing Capacity of Coal
Mine Floors. SME-AIME Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL. 1981.
floor stability, coal mining
Roenfeldt, M. A., D. V. Holmquist. Analytical Methods of Subsidence Prediction. Proc, 1985 Conf.
on Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L.
Hynes, ed., pp. 191-209. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication 31, Department of Natural
Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
Summarizes the history of subsidence prediction, current practices in subsidence engineering,
and recent developments of predictive subsidence models. The discussions include analytical
approaches for longwall and room-and-pillar mining techniques.
prediction, prediction theories, coal mining, modeling, influence function, National Coal
Board, prof ile function, historical, room-and-pillar, longwall
Roley, R. W. "Pressure-Cutting": A Phenomenon of Coal-Mine Roof Failures. Mechanization, v. 12,
No. 12. 1948, pp. 69-74.
roof stability, coal mining
Roll, R. J. Effect of Subsidence on Well Fields. Journal of American Water Works Association, v.
59, No. 1, 1967, pp. 80-88.
fluid extraction, subsurface water, hydrology, subsurface subsidence damage
Ropski, St., R. D. Lama. Subsidence in the Near-Vicinity of a Longwall Face. Int. J. Rock Mech.
Min. Sci. and Geomech. Abstr., v. 10, 1973, pp. 105-118.
longwa 1
1
Roscoe, M. S. Longwall Subsidence Over the Pittsburgh No. 8 Coal on North American Coal
Corporation's Eastern OH Properties. Chapter 11 in Longwa 11-Shortwa 11 Mining, State-of-the-Art, ed.
by R. V. Ramani. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME, Littleton, CO, 1981, pp. 87-98.
longwall, shortwall
Ross, A. J. M. Sand Filling at the Homestake Mine. Trans., AIME, v. 141, 1940, p. 146.
Describes hydraulic flushing techniques used in the Homestake Gold Mine, South Dakota,
metal mining, backfilling
Rothwell, R. J., H. J. Payne. Longwall Coal Mining Under S.M.C.R.A. 1977—The Ohio Experience.
Proc, 2nd Workshop on Surface Subsidence due to Underground Mining, Morgantown, WV, June 9-11,
1986, S. S. Peng, ed. WVU Dept. of Mining Engineering, Morgantown WV, Aug., 1986.
Underground mining of coal by longwall mining methods has not been a predominant technique in
Ohio. To date, only five mines in the state utilize this method, however, the technique has
sparked a certain amount of controversy.
law, longwall, government, subsurface water, surface water, coal mining
Ruppeneit, K. W. Pressure and Deformation of Rocks in Flat Lying Seams. Moscow, USSR, 1957.
rock mechanics
Russell, J. E. Strength of Mine Pillars. Proc, 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD,
June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth, ed., 1985, pp. 703-704 (abstract only),
pillar strength, mine design, rock mechanics
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Russell, 0. R., R. V. Amato, T. V. Leshendok. Remote Sensing and Mine Subsidence. Transportation
Eng. J., v. 105. No. 2, Mar., 1979, pp. 185-198.
remote sensing
Russnow, A. L., W. W. Beck, Jr., G. H. Emrich. Coal Mine Subsidence and Mine Pools--Northern
Anthracite Field, Pennsylvania. Geol. Soc. Amer., Abstr. with Programs, 1975, v. 7, pp. 1331-1332.
anthracite, coal mining
Rut ledge, J. J. Examples of Subsidence in Two Oklahoma Coal Mines. Trans., AIME, v. 69, 1923, pp.
406-433.
coal mining
Ryder, J. A., N. C. Officer. An Elastic Analysis of Strata Movements Observed in the Vicinity of
Inclined Excavations. South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Journal, v. 64, No. 6, 1964,
pp. 219-244.
elastic theory
Ryncarz, T. Influence of Surface Load On Formation of Subsidence Trough In Light of Equation of
Stochastic Processes. Bull. Acad. Pol. Sci., Ser. Sci. Tech., v. 9, No. 9, 1961, pp. 535-540.
stochastic model
Sadykov, N. M., V. Y. Setkov. Probability, Statistical Indices of Sudden Roof Subsidences. Sov.
Min. Sci., v. 14, No. 2, March, 1978, pp. 195-200.
roof stability
Safai, N. M., G. F. Pinder. Numerical Model of Land Subsidence Due to Pumpage From Fully and
Partially Penetrating Wells. Water Res. Prog. Tech. Rep. No. 78-WR-l, Princeton, University, 1977.
modeling, subsurface water, vertical displacement
Safai, N. M., G. F. Pinder. Vertical and Horizontal Land Deformation Due to Fluid Withdrawal.
International Journal for Numerical and Analytical Methods in Geomechanics, v. 4, Issue No. 2,
1980, pp. 131-142.
A non-linear distribution of vertical displacement versus aquifer depth is calculated in the
case of a partially penetrating well. For a fully penetrating well, however, a linear distribution
is observed. The solution exhibits a vertically uniform horizontal displacement in the case of a
fully penetrating well and, for a partially penetrating well, the maximum horizontal displacement
occurs at the elevation of the well bottom.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, subsurface water, hydrology, finite element
method, fluid extraction
Salamon, M. D. G. The Influence of Strata Movement and Control on Mining Development and Design.
Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Durham, England, 1962.
mine design, ground control
Salamon, M. D. G. Practical Methods of Determining Displacement, Strain, and Stress Components
from a Given Mining Geometry, Pt. 2 of Elastic Analysis of Displacements and Stresses Induced by
the Mining of Seam or Reef Deposits. South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Journal, v.
64, No. 6, 1964, pp. 197-218.
elastic theory, modeling
Salamon, M. D. G. An Application of the Elastic Theory—Protection of Surface Installations by
Underground Pillars, Pt. 3 of Elastic Analysis of Displacements and Stresses Induced by the Mining
of Seam or Reef Deposits. South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Journal, v. 64, No. 10,
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Caused by Mining. Proc, 23rd U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, 1982. Issues in Rock Mechanics, R.
E. Goodman and F. E. Heuze. eds., SME, New York, 1982, Chap. 109, pp. 1115-1121.
influence function, prediction, rock mechanics
Sutherland, H. J. Centrifuge Simulations of the Subsidence Over Coal Mines and the Stability of
Tailings Dams. In High Gravity Simulation for Research in Rock Mechanics
, G. B. Clark, ed.,
Colorado School of Mines, May 13-14, 1982, pp. 71-98.
modeling, coal mining
Sutherland, H. J., P. J. Hommert, L. M. Taylor, S. E. Benzley. Subsidence Modeling. Process and
Technology Development Activities for In Situ Coal Gasif ication-FY83, R. E. Glass, ed. Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, SAND83-2041, Oct., 1983, pp. 33-49.
modeling, coal mining
Sutherland, H. J., K. W. Schuler, S. E. Benzley. Numerical and Physical Simulations of Strata
Movements Above Idealized Mine Structures. In Situ, v. 7, No. 1, 1983, pp. 87-113.
modeling, mine design
Sutherland, H. J., P. J. Hommert, L. M. Taylor, S. E. Benzley. Subsidence Prediction for the
Forthcoming T0N0 UCG Project. Proc, 9th Annual Underground Coal Gasification Symposium,
D0E/METC/84-7 (DE84003052), Dec, 1983, pp. 99-108.
prediction, coal mining
Sutherland, H. J., D. E. Munson. Subsidence Prediction for High Extraction Mining Using
Complementary Influence Functions. U.S. Dep. Energy contract DE-AC04-76DP00789, Sandia Natl. Lab.,
Feb., 1983, 31 pp. NTIS SAND82-2949.
Details the use of complementary influence functions in describing surface subsidence caused
by high-extraction mining.
vertical displacement, prediction, influence function
Sutherland, H. J. The Use of Centrifuge Simulation Techniques in U.S. Rock Mechanics. 1984 Annual
Review of U.S. Progress in Rock Mechanics: Rock Dynamics, F. E. Henze, ed.
rock mechanics, modeling
Sutherland, H. J., D. E. Munson. Prediction of Mine Subsidence Using Complementary Influence
Functions. International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Science, v. 21, No. 4, 1984, pp.
195-202.
prediction, influence function, rock mechanics
Sutherland, H. J., A. A. Heckes, L. M. Taylor. Physical and Numerical Simulations of Subsidence
Above High Extraction Coal Mines. ISRM Symposium, Design and Performance of Underground
Excavations, E. T. Brown and J. A. Hudson, eds. British Geotech. Soc, London, 1984, pp. 65-72.
coal mining, modeling
Sutherland, H. J., L. M. Taylor, S. E. Benzley. Physical and Numerical Simulations of Subsidence
in Fractured Shale Strata. Proc, 10th Annual Underground Coal Gasification Symposium, E. Burwell,
L. Docktor, and J. W. Martin, eds.. D0E/METC-85/5 (DE85001956), Dec, 1984, pp. 388-399.
prediction, modeling, overburden, coal mining, roof stability
Sutherland, H. J., P. J. Hommert, L. M. Taylor, S. E. Benzley. Subsidence Prediction for Two UCG
Projects. In Situ, v. 8, No. 4, 1984, pp. 347-367.
prediction
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Sutherland, H. J., A. A. Heckes, L. M. Taylor. Physical and Numerical Simulations of Subsidence
Above High Extraction Coal Mines. Preprint, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, for the
U.S. Dept. of Energy, SAND83-1191C. March, 1984, 8 pp.
Sutherland, H. J. Roof Stability Prediction for the TONO UC6 Site. Underground Coal Gasification
Program; FY84 Annual Report. Craig E. Tyner, ed., SAND85-0101, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, NM, March, 1985, pp. 39-41.
roof stability, prediction
Sutherland, H. J. Subsidence and Roof Stability Analyses for the Extraction and In Situ Processing
of Fossil Fuels. Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, Report SAND85-2077, for the U.S.
Dept. of Energy, (DE86007552) , Dec, 1985. NTIS 624751747 F.
The program objective was to develop the capability to predict surface subsidence above coal
mines as a function of the mine plan and the geologic setting. The scope was expanded to encompass
strata movement associated with in situ extraction of fossil fuels.
prediction, coal mining, mine design, geologic features, longwall, modeling, roof stability,
room-and-pi liar, influence function, finite element method
Suzuki, K. Stress Variation in Coal-Seam Near Longwall Workings Underground. J. Min. Metal 1. Inst.
Japan, v. 74, 1958, pp. 996-1000.
longwall, coal mining
Swain, H. Successful Design for Mining Subsidence. Archit. J., v. 143, May, 1974, pp. 1047-1054.
Describes a building construction system (CLASP) designed for articulated structures located
over undermined areas. Rather than depending on strength, the buildings are designed to depend on
lightness and flexibility to withstand the effects of subsidence. The key component, the diagonal
spring- loaded wind brace, permits the buildings to resist wind forces but compress to allow the
building frame to adjust to subsidence.
surface structural damage, surface subsidence control, construction, engineering, architecture
Swallow, F. C. Caving Chambers. Colliery Guardian, v. 157, 1938, pp. 1079 and 1159; v. 158, 1939,
pp. 392.
Caving the roof in certain areas lessened the stress and strengthened the roof over areas
adjacent to the caved area.
roof stabi lity
Swart, L. The Extraction of a Shaft Pillar at Shallow Depth. Assoc. Mine Managers Transvaal,
Papers and Discussions, 1952/53, pp. 93-103.
pi liar extraction, room-and-pi liar
Sweet, A. L. Validity of a Stochastic Model for Predicting Subsidence. ASCE J. Eng. Mech. Div., v.
91, No. EM6, Proc. Paper 4573, 1965, pp. 111-128.
Experiments using sand and glass spheres as media investigated the small subsidence of media
between two parallel plates of glass resulting from the medium escaping through a narrow opening at
the lower edges of the plates.
prediction, stochastic model , modeling
Sweet, A. L., J. L. Bogdanoff. Stochastic Model for Predicting Subsidence. ASCE J. Eng. Mech.
Div., v. 91, No. EM2, 1965, pp. 21-45.
A stochastic model for predicting subsidence of a granular medium is presented; it yields a
Markov chain for which a solution is not found. Time is eliminated as a variable by examining the
-subsidence only after motion has ceased.
prediction, stochastic model, modeling
Systems Planning Corporation. Evaluation of Mine Subsidence, Neighborhood Development Program,
Webster-Elba and Roberts-Devi 11 iers Project Action Areas. Report for the Urban Redevelopment
Authority, Pittsburgh, PA, 1973.
Covers subsidence of mines operated prior to 1900 at depths of less than 100 ft. Possible
subsidence prevention measures include overexcavation, deep foundations, loose filling, grout
columns, and bulk grouting.
backfilling, historical, abandoned mines
Szpetkowski, S. Obliczanie Wielkosci Deformacji Powierzchni Na Terenachgorniczych (Calculating the
Extent of Surface Deformation Resulting from Mining Exploitation). Przegl. Gorn., v. 27, No. 4,
1971, pp. 170-174.
prediction
Szpetkowski, S. Wyznaczanie Deformach Powierzchni Przy Eksploateji Prostokatnych Pol Pokladow
Poziomych (Determination of Surface Deformation in Excavation of Rightangled Fields of Horizontal
Seams). Arch. Gorn., v. 21, No. 3, 1976, pp. 205-222.
prediction
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Szpetkowski, S. Prognozowanie Wplywow Na Powierzchni Terenu Nie Zlozach Pokladowych (Forecasting
Mining Effects on the Land Surface of Ungotten Solid Coal and Roadside Packs in Sedimentary
Deposits). Przegl. Gorn., v. 35, No. 7-8, 1979, pp. 292-294.
prediction
Szpetkowski, S. Determination of Surface Subsidence While Extracting Several Coal Seams at Medium
and Great Depth with Caving. Int. J. Rock Mech. Min. Sci. & Geomech. Abstr., v. 19, No. 3, June,
1982, 8 pp.
surface subsidence damage, prediction, mine design, multiple-seam extraction, coal mining
Szumierz, W. Wplyw Poziomych Deformacji Gorniczych Podloza Na Prace Budowli Liniowych (Influence
of Horizontal Deformations on the Subsidence of Linear Structures). Arch. Inz. Ladowej., v. 22, No.
4, 1976, pp. 647-663.
horizontal displacement, surface structural damage
Szwilski, A. B., B. N. Whittaker. Control of Strata Movement Around Face-Ends. Min. Eng., v. 174,
1975, pp. 515-525.
mine design, longwall, ground control
Tandanand, S., L. R. Powell. Consideration of Overburden Lithology for Subsidence Prediction.
Proc, Workshop on Subsidence Due to Underground Mining, Morgantown, WV, Nov. 30-Dec. 2, 1981, pp.
17-29.
prediction, overburden
Tandanand, S., L. R. Powell. Assessment of Subsidence Data From the Northern Appalachian Basin for
Subsidence Prediction. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 8630, 1982, 14 pp.
Investigates data collected from 16 longwall panels in the northern Appalachian basin, paying
particular attention to the effects of rock lithology, excavation width, and panel depth on the
subsidence factor. Based on this data, the subsidence factor is expressed in terms of the width-
to-depth ratio by an exponential equation.
vertical displacement, longwall, prediction, survey data processing, geologic features, coal
mining
Tandanand, S., L. R. Powell. Influence of Lithology on Longwall Mining Subsidence. Mining
Engineering, Dec, 1984, pp. 1666-1671.
Data were collected from 13 mines in the Northern Appalachian Coal Basin to assess the
geological effects on the ratio of maximum subsidence and extraction thickness, known as the
subsidence factor, to develop a simple subsidence prediction method.
survey data processing, prediction, longwall, geologic features, coal mining
Tandanand, S. Moisture Adsorption Rate and Strength Degradation of Illinois Shales. Proc, 26th
U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD, June 26-28, 1985, E. Ashworth, ed., 1985, pp.
591-600.
Presents a Bureau of Mines study on the time-dependent behavior of coal measure rocks. The
change in weight of Illinois shales due to moisture adsorption was examined. The relationships
between moisture adsorption and strength degradation under isothermal conditions were developed.
roof stability, prediction, overburden, coal mining
Tang, D. H. Y. t S. S. Peng. Structural Analysis of Mine Pillars Using Finite Element Method--A
Case Study. SME-AIME Preprint 87-81, for presentation at the SME-AIME Annual Meeting, Denver, CO,
Feb. 24-27, 1987.
Three-dimensional finite element modeling was performed to analyze the safety factors of stump
pillars using the Modified Drucker-Prager theory; results showed they were safe, which was
substantiated by underground observations. But the safety factors predicted by three commonly used
pillar design formulae showed otherwise. This paper analyzes the differences between these pillar
design methods.
finite element method, pillar strength, computer, coal mining, modeling, mine design
Tanious, N. S. Mining Subsidence. M.S. Thesis, Univ. MN, Minneapolis, MN, July, 1975, 127 pp. NTIS
PB 252 455.
Details the method of analysis and procedures used for formulating a digital computer
numerical method for predicting subsidence over flat-lying, seam-type deposits. Also reviews
existing approaches to subsidence prediction, and provides a listing of the computer program.
vertical displacement, computer, prediction, prediction theories
Taylor, L. M. BLOCKS, a Block Motion Code for Geomechanics Studies. SAND82-2373, Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, 1982.
prediction
Taylor, L. M., H. J. Sutherland, J. S. Kuszmaul. Postburn Roof Stability Analysis for the T0N0
CRIP UCG Burn. Proc, 11th Annual Underground Coal Gasification Symposium, Denver, CO, Aug., 1985.
roof stability, coal mining
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Taylor, R. K. Site Investigations in Coalfields: The Problem of Shallow Mine Workings. Q. J. Eng.
Geol., v. 1, No. 2, 1968, pp. 115-133.
This article gives a general discussion of voids resulting from early mining of coal, clay,
and ironstone.
backfilling, historical, coal mining, non-metal mining, abandoned mines
Taylor, R. K. Characteristics of Shallow Coal-Mine Workings and Their Implications in Urban
Redevelopment Areas. Chapter 7 in Site Investigations in Areas of Mining Subsidence, ed. by F. G.
Bell. Newnes-Butterworths, 1975, pp. 125-148. Thesis, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, July 1975,
127 pp.
land-use planning, engineering, abandoned mines, coal mining
Tennessee Department of Conservation. Tennessee Coal Surface Mining Law of 1980. Title 59, ch. 8,
1980, pp. 29-32.
Section 59-8-312 details the rules and regulations pertaining to surface effects of
underground coal mining operations in Tennessee.
law, government, coal mining
Terry, N. B., N. F. Seaborne. The Elastic Properties of Coal. Part 5. An Apparatus for Measuring
Elastic Pulse Velocities in Coal Specimen. National Coal Board, Mining Research Establishment Rept.
2079, Research Programme Reference, No. 1.1, 1957, 31 pp.
rock mechanics, pillar strength. National Coal Board, lab testing, coal mining
Terzaghi, K. Earth Slips and Subsidence for Underground Erosion. Eng. News Record, v. 107, 1931,
pp. 90-92.
subsurface subsidence damage
Terzaghi, K. Rock Defects and Loads on Tunnel Supports. In Rock Tunnelling with Steel Supports, by
R. V. Proctor and T. L. White, Comnercial Shearing and Stamping Co., 1946.
engineering, roof support, tunnelling
Terzaghi, K., R. B. Peck. Soil Mechanics in Engineering Practice. John Wiley & Sons, New York,
1967.
engineering, soil mechanics
Thakin, D. N. Mechanism of Floor Heaving in Underground Roadways and Measures for its Control.
Rock Mechanics Theory and Practice, Min. Met. Div. Inst. Eng., Dhanbad, India, 1972, pp. 258-277.
mine operation, mine design, floor stability
Theodore Barry and Associates. Industrial Engineering Study of Hazard Associated with Underground
Coal Mine Production. Final Report to U. S. Bureau of Mines, v. 1, 1971, 298 pp.
mine design, ground control, mine safety, coal mining, engineering
Thill, R. E. Acoustical Methods for Monitoring Failure in Rock. Proc, 14th Symp. Rock Mech. Penn.
State University, PA, June, 1972, pp. 649-688.
ground control, bumps, monitoring methods
Thorn, W. T. Jr. Subsidence and Earth Movements Caused by Oil Extraction, or by Drilling Oil and
Gas Wells. Trans., AIME, v. 75, 1927, pp. 734-742.
States that subsidence due to oil and gas removal is probably limited to oil fields in
relatively young formations where the oil comes from loosely cemented sands or from oil-soaked
clays.
oil extraction, geologic features
Thomaes, T. L. M. , C. J. Vos, J. Boerhave. Viaductbouw In Een Mi jnverzakkingsgebied (Construction
of a Viaduct in a Coal Mining Subsidence Area). Ingenieur, The Hague, v. 81, No. 40M, Oct., 1969,
pp. BT 73-84.
engineering, construction, surface structural damage
Thomas, E., A. J. Barry, A. Metcalf. Suspension Support Progress Report. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC
7533, 1949, 13 pp.
roof support
Thomas, E. Conventional Timbering Versus Suspension Supports. U.S. Bureau of Mines B 489, 1950,
pp. 175-181.
roof stability, roof support, mine design
Thomas, J. L. An Introduction to Mining--Exploration, Feasibility, Extraction, Rock Mechanics.
Holstead Press, New York, 1978.
rock mechanics, mine design
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Thomas, L. J. The Effects of Adjacent Seams and Method of Working on Roadway Closure in the Main
Bright Seam at Hucknell Colliery. NCB-MRE Report No. 2330, June, 1968.
mine operation, multiple-seam extraction, National Coal Board, coal mining
Thomas, L. J. Effect of Adjacent Seams and Methods of Working in the Main Bright Seam at Hucknall
Colliery. Colliery Guardian, v. 218, No. 4, 1970, pp. 186-195.
mine operation, multiple-seam extraction. National Coal Board, coal mining
Thomas, L. J. An Introduction to Mining. Hicks Smith & Sons, Sydney, 1973.
mine operation, mine design
Thornburn, S., W. M. Reid. Incipient Failure and Demolition of Two-Story Dwellings Due to Large
Ground Movements. Proc, Conf. on Large Ground Movements and Structures, Univ. of Wales Inst, of
Sci. and Technol., Cardiff, Wales, July 4-7, 1977. Large Ground Movements and Structures, J. D.
Geddes. ed. , John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1978, pp. 87-99.
surface structural damage, surface subsidence damage
Thorneycroft, W. The Effect on Buildings of Ground Movement and Subsidence Caused by Longwall
Mining. Trans., AIME, v. 94, 1931, pp. 51-68.
longwall, surface structural damage
Thurman, A. G., V. Straskraba, R. D. Ellison. Development of a Ground Water Hazard Map For an
Underground Coal Mine. Symposium on Water in Mining and Underground Works, SIAM0S--78, Granada,
Spain, 1978.
subsurface water, coal mining, hydrology
Tilton, J. G. The Effect of Subsidence on Pipelines. Pres. at Soc. Min. Eng. AIME Annu. Meeting,
New York, NY, Feb. 27-Mar. 3, 1966. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME preprint 66FM41, 34 pp.
Details the damaging effects of subsidence on pipelines, and suggests remedial measures to
minimize this damage. The text is supplemented with both plans for subsidence-resistant pipeline
designs and photographs detailing the types of damage that may be encountered in a subsidence-
prone area.
subsurface structural damage, pipelines, utilities
Tincelin, E., P. Sinou. Observation Made in the Lorraine Iron Ore Mines. Proc, European Congress
On Ground Movement, Leeds, England, Apr. 9-12, 1957. London Harrison, 1957, pp. 128-140.
metal mining
Tincelin, E., P. Sinou. Summary of the Results Obtained From Eight Years Research in Strata
Control. International Strata Control Congress, Leipzig, 1958, pp. 127-136 and 282-304.
ground control
Tincelin, R., P. Sinou. Spontaneous Collapse in the Lorraine Iron Mines. 4th International
Conference on Strata Control and Rock Mechanics, Paris, 1964, pp. 56-60.
The mine utilized room-and-pillar methods, followed by pillar extraction. Many spontaneous
multiple pillar failures resulted in surface damage and fatalities underground. The failures
occurred only at a certain depth and seemed to be related to frequent rock bursts.
pillar extraction, room-and-pillar, metal mining, pillar strength, surface subsidence damage,
mine safety, rock mechanics, ground control
Toepfer, P. H. Filling with Unclassified Tailings in Modified Cut and Fill Stopes. U.S. Bureau of
Mines IC 7649, 1952, 14 pp.
Describes the substitution of hydraulically-emplaced unclassified tailings for previous dry
filling techniques for more efficient stope filling.
backf i lling
Tomlinson, M. J. Foundation Design and Construction. Pitman Press, 4th Edition, 1980.
engineering, foundations, construction, surface structural damage
Tousell, J., C. Rich, Jr. Documentation and an Analysis of a Massive Rock Failure at the Bautsch
Mine, Galena, 111. U.S. Bureau of Mines RI 8453, 1980, 49 pp.
Townsend, J. M., W. C. Jennings, C. Haycocks, G. M. Neall, L. P. Johnson. A Relationship Between
the Ultimate Compressive Strength of Cubes and Cylinders for Coal Specimens. 18th U.S. Symposium on
Rock Mechanics, Keystone, CO, 1977, pp. 4A6-1—4A6-6.
rock mechanics, pillar strength, lab testing, coal mining
Transactions of the Institution of Mining Engineers. A Simple Method of Water Stowage Employed at
No. 5 Pit at the Escerpelle Mines, v. 35, 1908, p. 79.
Details a modification of hydraulic backfilling in which fill is transported by mine car to
the working level, where it is mixed with water and flushed to the required areas.
backf
i
lling
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Traughber, E. B., J. 0. Snowden, W. B. Sinmons. Differential Subsidence on Reclaimed Marshland
Peat in Metropolitan New Orleans, Louisiana. Internat. Conf. on Evaluation and Prediction of
Subsidence, Pensacola Beach, Fla., Jan., 1978. Publ. as Evaluation and Prediction of Subsidence,
S. K. Saxena, ed. , ASCE, New York, 1979, pp. 479-499.
land-use planning, prediction, fluid extraction
Trent, B. C. A Computerized Subsidence Model. Pres. at Soc. Min. Eng. Annu. Meeting, New Orleans,
LA, Feb. 18-22, 1979. Soc. Min. Eng. AIME preprint 79-86, 11 pp.
Details a two-dimensional computer code that couples near-and far-field response in order to
effectively model subsidence caused by underground openings.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, computer, modeling
Trent, B. C. Empirical Continuum and Block Caving Computer Models for Surface Subsidence. Chapter
10 in Workshop on Surface Subsidence due to Underground Mining, S. S. Peng and M. Harthill, eds.,
Morgantown, WV, Nov. 30-Dec. 2, 1981. WV Univ., Morgantown, WV, Mar. 1982. pp. 142-146.
computer, modeling
Trischka, C. Subsidence Following Extraction of Ore From Limestone Replacement Deposits, Warren
Mining District, Bisbee, Arizona. Trans., AIME, v. 109, 1934, pp. 173-180.
non-metal mining
Trojanowski, K. Analityczne Sposoby Wyznaczania Wektorow Przesuniec Poziomych Punktow Terenow
Gorniczych Przy Wykorzystaniu Metod Malej Triangulacji (Vectors of Points on Undermined Surface by
Application of "Small Triangulation" Technique). Przegl. Gorn., v. 27, No. 2, 1971, pp. 65-70.
mode 1 i ng
Trojanowski, K. Application of the Segment Network of Even Effects for Calculation of Subsidence
According to K. Kochmanski Theory. 1974, 39 pp. NTIS TT74-54015.
Details the application of the K. Kochmanski theory of a network nomogram to the calculation
of subsidence over a horizontally extending coal seam. The text is translated from Polish to
English.
vertical displacement, horizontal displacement, prediction theories, prediction, coal mining
Tubby, J. E., I. W. Farmer. Stability of Undersea Workings at Lynemouth and Ellington Collieries.
Min. Eng., London, v. 141, Aug., 1981, pp. 87-96.
surface water, subsurface water
Turnbull, D., E. L. J. Potts. Surface and Underground Subsidence Correlation. Colliery Eng., v.
35, No. 2, Feb., 1958, pp. 65-72.
Describes a series of leveling stations at the surface and in five underlying coal seams,
which were to be used as a framework for more detailed leveling operations.
surface subsidence damage, survey design, coal mining, survey methods, multiple-seam
extraction
Turney, J. E. Colorado Geological Survey's Role and Responsibility - Abandoned Mine Subsidence
Hazards. Proc, 1985 Conf. on Coal Mine Subsidence in the Rocky Mountain Region, Colorado Springs,
CO, Oct. 28-30, 1985, J. L. Hynes, ed., pp. 19-23. Colorado Geological Survey Special Publication
31, Department of Natural Resources, Denver, CO, 1986.
The Colorado Geological Survey's responsibilities regarding inactive mine subsidence hazards
are mandated by state statutes that created the present Survey in 1967 and Colorado land use laws
enacted between 1972 and 1974. These laws set the stage for the Survey's review of subsidence
investigations, the development of a subsidence information library which includes reports of
subsidence investigations, extent of mining maps, and publications.
law, abandoned mines, land-use planning, reclamation, literature search
Tweedy, D. H. Recent Developments in Pneumatic Conveying. Paper presented at Pacific Northwest
Metals and Minerals Conference, AIME, April 14, 1973.
Describes the uses of pneumatic conveying backfilling.
backfilling, mine fires
U.S. Army Engineer District (Baltimore, MD) Northeast Flood Study, Susquehanna River Basin Flood
Control and Mine Subsidence in Wyoming Valley, Pennsylvania. 1971, 35 pp. NTIS PB 207 567-D.
hydrology, surface water
U.S. Bureau of Mines. Final Environmental Statement. Demonstration of Hydraulic Backfilling of
Mine Voids, Scranton, Pennsylvania. 1972, 95 pp. NTIS FES 72-11.
environment, backfilling
U.S. Bureau of Mines. Rock Mechanics Instrumentation for Mine Design. U. S. Bureau of Mines IC
8585, 1973, 76 pp.
ground control, instrumentation, rock mechanics, mine design
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U.S. Bureau of Mines. Ground Control Aspects of Coal Mine Design. Proc., U.S. Bureau of Mines
Technology Transfer Seminar, Lexington, KY, 1973, U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 8630, 1974, 138 pp.
mine design, ground control, coal mining
U.S. Bureau of Mines. Investigation of Subsidence in Farmington, Marion County, West Virginia.
U.S. Bureau of Mines Mineral Resources and Environmental Development, Feb., 1974.
surface subsidence damage
U.S. Bureau of Mines. Pumped-Slurry Backfilling of Inaccessible Mine Workings for Subsidence
Control. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 8667, 1975.
backfilling, abandoned mines, ground control
U.S. Bureau of Mines. Surface Subsidence Control in Mining Regions. Final Environmental Statement,
FES 76-58, Nov. 5. 1976, 90 pp., App. A and B.
ground control, environment
U.S. Bureau of Mines. 1976 Census of Operating American Longwall Installations. Coal Age, January
1977, pp. 99-107.
mine design, longwall, ground control, coal mining
U.S. Bureau of Mines Staff. Mine Subsidence Control. Proc, U.S. Bureau of Mines Technology
Transfer Seminar, Pittsburgh, PA, Sept. 19, 1985, U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 9042.
Four papers are included, with topics on: effects of subsidence on water table levels,
development of subsidence precalculation methodology suitable for use with the specific
lithological conditions of the Pittsburgh coalbed, an engineering comparison of technologies used
in surveying for longwall mine subsidence, and a comparison of the process of subsidence over 2
different longwall panels. The Bureau of Mines conducted research to develop accurate techniques
of subsidence prediction which are tailored to geologic conditions specific to the United States.
prediction, engineering, longwall, monitoring equipment, monitoring design, monitoring
methods, survey methods, survey equipment, survey design, subsurface water, hydrology, geologic
features
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. Hydraulic Model Studies for Backfilling Model Cavities. Second Series
of Tests, REC-ERC-75-3, March, 1975.
backfilling, modeling
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations. Title 30—Mineral Resources; Chapter VII—Office of Surface
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, Department of the Interior; Subchapter K—Permanent Program
Performance Standards; Part 817— Underground Mining Activities. July 1, 1984.
reclamation, law
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations. Title 30—Mineral Resources; Chapter VII—Office of Surface
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, Department of the Interior; Subchapter G—Permanent Program
Performance Standards; Part 783—Underground Mining Permit Applications—Minimum Requirements for
Information on Environmental Resources. July 1, 1984.
mine operation, law, reclamation, environment, government
U.S. Congress. Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977. Public Law 95-87, Aug. 3, 1977,
91 Stat. 4; 30 U.S.C. 1201. et seq.
This law authorized Federal regulations for reclaiming and revegetating surface areas of
underground and surface coal mines.
reclamation, mine operation, law, government, coal mining
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. Mining in National Forests, Regulations to Protect
Surface Resources. Washington, D.C., 1975, Current Information Report No. 14, 20 pp.
law, environment, government
U.S. General Accounting Office. Alternatives to Protect Property Owners From Damages Caused by
Mine Subsidence. Rep. CED-79-25, Feb. 14, 1979, 50 pp. NTIS PB 290 869.
Presents an overview of the U.S. experience with subsidence and its economic and social
effects. Legislation at the Federal, State, and local levels is briefly discussed, as is the
relationship between partial- and total-extraction mining methods and resulting surface
subsidence. Examines 5 possible alternatives for protecting property owners from financial
hardship due to mine subsidence.
surface structural damage, mine design, law, insurance, partial extraction, economics
U.S. Government. 1969 Coal Mine Health and Safety Act. Code of Federal Regulations, v. 30, Mineral
Resources, rev. 1974, pp. 342-349.
coal mining, mine design, mine operation, ground control, mine safety, roof bolting, law
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Udd, J. E., H. Wang. A Comparison of Some Approaches to the Classification of Rock Masses for
Geotechnical Purposes. Proc, 26th U.S. Symp. on Rock Mechanics, Rapid City, SD, June 26-28, 1985,
E. Ashworth, ed., pp. 69-78.
Rock mass classification systems permit comparison of conditions at a site with those
described elsewhere. This study, conducted at a mine in the province of Quebec, used four
different approaches to classification systems in order to obtain numerical values which are
possible indicators of the qualities of local conditions in the rock mass.
rock mechanics, geotechnical, mine design
United Nations. Symposium on Coal and Gas Outbursts. Nimes, France, Nov. 25-27, 1964. Publ. 1967,
289 pp.
ground control, bumps, coal mining
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL. Mine Subsidence and Building Damage. Energy Rep., Office of
Energy Res., June, 1982, 2 pp.
surface structural damage
Unrug, K. F. Longwall Support Requirements. Journal of Mines, Metals & Fuels, Sept., 1983, Special
Number on Update on Longwall Mining—Evolving Trends, pp. 334-344.
Planning of the longwall operation should take into account many factors such as seam
thickness, dip, depth, roof and floor conditions, fractures pattern, etc.
longwall, roof stability, roof support, mine operation, geologic features, coal mining
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Veith, D. L. Mined Land Subsidence Impacts on Farmland With Potential Application to Illinois: A
Literature Review. U.S. Bureau of Mines IC 9124, 1987, 16 pp.
Summarizes a Bureau of Mines review of selected literature on the effects of subsidence due to
high-extraction underground coal mining on farmland areas. The data are presented for
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Discusses the importance of the time factor in the study of mining subsidence and its
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Contains a basic explanation of harmonic mining methods designed to negate the effects of
surface strains, thereby minimizing surface damage. Also analyzes ground movements that result
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Apr., 1958, pp. 573-579.
Emphasizes the main principles of the ground deformation process, mining precautions, and
structural design considerations that pertain directly to the protection of surface structures.
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Evaluates the mechanics of subsidence and explains how the panel-and-pillar mining system can
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along with mathematical formulas used for subsidence prediction. Also discusses subsidence effects
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